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By wsy of “set ofF to the good advice of
“Quis,” let me admonish him, in closing, to attend a little closer to his legitimate duties;
and not to get into a passion unless hr. is
“waked up;* and when again he acts the
knight-errant to be sure that his cause is real,

PORTLAND DAILT PRESS,
JOHN T. OILMAN.,

I*

JOSNFH B. HALL,
I« pnblMwd at Ho. 82j EXCHANGE STRUT,
in FOX BLOCK, by
POSTER. OILMAN End BALL,
Under the firm name of

and not imaginary.
Yours very truly,

If. A. FOSTER A CO.

Amen?.—PersoBally,

INSU RANCE.
JOHN E.

Subaltern.

fond of hearty
amens in prayer and sermons.
They have an
T© r m m :
earnestness and inspiration no ways “faulty.”
I
Yet
are
sometimes strangely put in. The
Tub Portland Daily Press it published every
they
other evening at the missionary ratification
morning, (.Sunday* excepted), at 86.00per year in adin
New
to
for
meeting
York, Bishop Janes was shakwhich will be added twenty-five cent*
vance,
each throe months’ delay, and if not paid at the end
ing, and incidentally observed that he hoped
to come to the point of his speech—“Amen,”
of the year the paper will be discontinued.
cried a good brother, causing a burst of laughSingle copies three cents.
ter, in which the Bishop joined. One preachThe Maine State Press is published every Thurser was struggling in the bush for half an hour.
day morning, at 82.00 per annum in advauee; 82.25
At length he extricated himself, and to one of
If paid within six months; and 82.60, if payment be
his first appeals came “Amen.” The
preacher
delayed beyond the year.
looked over the pulpit and said in a low tone,
“If you had said that half an honr ago it would
Rate© of Advertising
have helped me—now I can get along without
Transient Advertisements, 81.00 per square,
It.—[North Western Advocate.
for three Insertions or leas; exceeding three, and not
more than one week, 81.25 per square; 76 cento per
week after. One square every other day one week,
American and
Patents.
81.00; 60 cento per week after.
Exhibitions, Ac., under head of Amusements,
R. H.
88.00 per square per wiek.
SOLICITOR OF
Special Notices, 81.60 per square for first week,
81.00 per week after.
Late Agent qf U. S. Patent Ofltre, Washington,
(under the Act o/1837.)
Business Notices, In reading columns, 12 oents
76 State Street, opposite Kilby Street,
per line for one insertion. No cltargc less than fifty
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CA8H CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER *900,000.
Profits an Dually.divided. 75 per cent, to the dealers.

Charter Oak Fire and Marine Ins. Co.,
Of Hartford, Ct.
CASH CAPITAL AND 8URPLU8 *350,000.
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Union Fire Insurance
Of
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or paper promptly
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Letter from Ike Twenty-Third.

HXADQUARTEU.S Co. B, 23b Me. ReGT., 1
Montgomery Co., Md., Jan. 24,1(S03. j
To the Editor* of the Pre** :
By a copy of the Press just come to hand,
of the 13th instant, 1 perceive that some
individual, evidently a memlter of this regiment, has called in question certain statements
or remarks of mine, heretofore published, concerning the hospital belonging to this regiment.
II “Quis” will have the manliness to
quote rerhatim every sentence, from every let-

excuse; but while he skulks behind a
masked battery of inuendoes, 1 characterize
his series of personalities as false and unjust,
and if 1 supposed he knew whereof he affirmed, I should deem It Insulting.
“Quis” censures me for incidentally stating
in a letter from Camp Grover, without the
least intention of giving offense to any one,
that the “hospital accommodations were inadequate.” When X wrote that, the hospital with
theadditition of a Sibley tent, could acdominodate only about thirty, and at that very time
there were not less thau 150 men under medical treatment, and ail, except those in hospital, were compelled, of necessity, to be doctored In their quarters. Was there not some
foundation for my statement?
“Quis” states that eleven members of Co. B
have died since OcL 25th. This is too many
by one, as we have lost but ten by death. He
implies also that 1 undertake to “screen myself
by casting reflections upon an innocent person.”
Will be please give the name of said “innocent person,” and state wherein I have tried
to “screen” myself.
The whole charge is
groundless; for 1 have had no occasion to do
that thing yet. Again, be says, “at one time
it [Co. C] numbered but nineteen flt for duty.”
The “Morning Reports,” which are before me,
show that on no day duriug the month of December, had we less than forty-eiyht men flt
for duty, and the average is considerably over
Ally. This was during the prevalence of the
greatest amount 01 sicatiess in me regiment.
During this time, Co. B furnished its full number of men for guard duty. If “Quis” can
understand how much Co. B may have suffered for the first two or three weeks of our stay
at “Cross Roads” from being located near a
noisome, pestilential, disgusting sink of filth,
causing the most severe nausea, and depriving
a score or more of men of appetite, then he
may be able to judge whether those whose
duty it was to prescribe the sanitary regulations of the camp are entirely inculpable, and
whether officers who are compelled to see their
men submit to this established nuisance for
successive weeks are wholly responsible for
their sickness. Again, let “Quit” consider how
much of the sickness in Co. B was, according
to the opinion of the officers in the regiment,
especially the mtrgeon, attributable to their tedious tramp through darkness and mud for
eight miles to guard a point on the canal for
one night, returning to camp t|ie next
morning,
this being the only instance in which a whole
company was ever sent on picket duty from
Camp Grover,—and then be will be able to
cast some of the blame lor the sickness in our
company—not upon an officer whose position
rendered him almost or totally irresponsible—
but where it orooertu Monas.
n ith regard to the
hospital and the management, I have repeatedly spoken iu terms of
praise of the manner In which the sick were
there attended, and also have given the medical director special credit for skill, and have
In no instance attempted to detract from his
just deserts as a surgeon. But if, as his patients testify, he administers
quinine and
whiskey to all his patients indiscriminately,—
to fever, rheumatic and measles
patients, to
those prostrated toy severe indamation of the
bowels and to all without regard to the nature
of their disease, such a deviation from the ordinary system of practice, would naturally
cause some doubt in the minds of intelligent
observers, as to the propriety of that mode of
treatment, would it not? It would be likely
to suggest the very mild and cautious remarks,
upon which “Quia” bases his “trumped up"
charge of slander, substantially as follows:
“Whether the medical treatment
they |the
sick] receive, is the best In all cases, is a matter of uncertainty to many; yet the reputed
skill of our surgeon and assistant, would ordinarily preclude all doubt on this subject.”
Verily, for some cause or other, somebody
Is remarkably sensitive upon this matter of
management, and iu this connection,
I will venture to inquire of
“Quis” whether
a
proper supply of whiskey has yet been obtained at the hospital, or are the sick men still
compelled under prescription and direction of
the surgeon, to buy whiskey for medicine at
$1,00 per quart? This isn’t any of iny business, I am aware, for the reason that it Is “crerybody’t,’ and I hope to be pardoned for instating such an inquiry on this occasion.
“Quis” volunteers, near the close of his
communication, to “admonish” me in regard
to future statements. Well,
perhaps, as he is
so accurate in hit, it would be
only becoming
in me to thank him for his advice; but
seriously,
I think I shall contiuue to state facts when I
state anything, as 1 have done heretofore.
lie
Is also pleased to inform the public of the facilities enjoyed by some in the regiment for
obtaining information, Ac., and concludes by
asserting that they “attend to their own legitimate duties betidet.’’ I am
glad to hear it.
But then, what business has he to meddle with
matters outside of hit
“legitimate duties?” Is
Ac so greatly interested in what he calls a
slander, that he must needs go out of his
sphere to abuse another without provocation ?
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LIFE INSURANCE.
New England Life Insurance
|

DRAUGHT

THE

in the C. S. service.

Company

divides its net earnings to the life
holders, (uot iu scrip as some companies
do,)In cash, every five years.
Amount of Cash Dividend paid by this Company
in 1868 to Life Members was

THIS
policy

$335,000.

ORDNANCE OPPH E, WAR DEPARTMENT,
\
VV ashikoton. January 27th, 1863.
Premium* may be paid in cash, or in quarterly or
)
semi-annual
Proposals will be received at this office uutil 6 p.m.,
payments; or when for whole life, they
on the 27th of Fcbruan 1863, for
may be paid naif cash, and the balance in cash on
ftiruisfiiug 18, 10
arid 8 iucli east irou can non. to be made in coulonufive years, with interest.
Amount taken in ouo
ity with drawings to be supplied by the Ordnance
risk, Is
and
with
the
Department,
following specifications:
$15,000.
Out; 10 inch trial gun is to be made of warm or cold
blast charcoal irou, to In* cast hollow and cooled from
FREE POLICIES.
the interior, and to have a
tenacity of metal of not
Premiums may be paid in ten years—no forfeiture
less than 30.000 pounds per square inch, to be deterafter.
mined by testing specimens taken from tlw sinking
WILLARD PHILLIPS, President.
bead of the gun, and from a cvliuder cast from the
Bksj. F. Stkvbnb, Secretary.
Mine heat, and from mcial of the same
as that
quality
Policies are issued on the life, or for a term
from which the gun is cast. This cylinder is to be
ofyears,
or on certain contingencies.
east on end, in dry sand moulds, and'is to be 72inch«w
Creditors may Insure
their debtors on time.
with
au
base
of
24
iuches
and
greater
elliptical
high,
is
to
call
attention
to
the
16 inches lesser axis. The speciineutf are to be cut
fact that a
“My object
from the gun bead, a d a slab. H inches thick, from
policy of Life Insurance is the cheapest and safest
mode of making a provision for one’s family."—Benthe cylinder by nlaues parallel to, and equi-distant
from the axis of the
jamin Franklin.
and the lesser axis of
The undersigned will wait upon persons desiring
the base.
The Ordnanoe Department will test the specimens,
of business, aud assist them in making applicaluniiRu iuv Riunuiimiun, aim
prove me i.iai gun,
out.
which must be ready for trial as soon as possible, and
References in Portland may bo made to the follow*
not later than three'month* from the date of the contract. No contract will be given, nor will the trial
ing parties: Messrs. 11. J. Libby k Co., 8tee!e k
Hayes. Ezra Carter, Jr., Messrs. Howard k Strout,
gun be paid for, uuless it shall endure a proof of 1000
Geo. W. Woodman,Esq., Messrs. Johu Lynch k Co.,
ruunds, with service charge* of powder, of which 2»/)
lletekiah Packard, Esq.
rounds will be with solid shot, and 800 rounds with
shells. The testing is to be done tree of charge to the
but
lie
will be required to furnish
contractor,
proper
facilities for testing, such as convenient ground, storIfo# 160 Fore Street, head of Long
age for ammunition, a butt iu which the projectiles
will be embedded and saved, and the
requisite force
decl9
for handliug and
PORTLAND, ME.
eodly
filing the guns. All the cannon ate
to tH* made of the same
of iron as that of the
w,(*
Ordnance
is to have
the right to ts*t the iron
during the process of fabrication of the cannon, lor which
the founder
purpose
is to furnish free of
-or micharge, at least one specimen I
from the bead of each cannon, and slabs
troin cylinHoward Fire Insurance
ders, as betore described, at the option of the Department, not to exceed one for every teu cannon
OF BOSTON, MASS.,
Each cauuou is to endure the
regular proof and inNovember 1st, 1862.
spection for guns of the same calibre; and none are
to be received or paid for but such a« arc
approved
Capital Stock.8106.100 00
after inspection and proof, which will be received at
Amount at risk. .2.899,360 67
the foundry where made. Bidders will state the numinvestments—at market value
bers and calibers of the cannon they proi>ose to furnish on the foregoing specifications and
Loans, amplyAecured by mortgages of
conditions;
real estate,
the place where they are to be made; the time of com842.981 10
17,606 35
Loans,amply secured by pledge of stocks,
mencing deliver)- and the rate of delivery per month
132 shares Appleton Bank, Lowell,Mass.,
16.180 00
thereafter, and the price per pound or per gun, for
"
"
10
the finished cannon.
Prescott
No bids will be entertained
1,100 00
M
M
16
unless from founders actually engaged in the busiLowell
1.660 00
"
M
60
Pemberton
ness, evidence of which must accompany the bid.
Lawrence, '*
6,260 00
"
20
Failure to deliver at the specified time will subject
1.600 00
Bay State.
M
60
B’nk of Commerce. Boston,”
the eoutractor to a forfeiture of the amount to be de6,126 00
»•
••
60
North America,
at thattime. Each party obtaining a contract
00
6.000
"
60
Howard Bank,
will be
to enter into bonds, with
6.000 00
proper su60
00
6.000
reties, for its faithful fulfilment; and a transfer of the
Safety Fuud Bank,
M
»
Eliot Bank.
contract to auother party will cause its entire forfeit2.000 00
80
Lowell
k Lawrence R. R. "
ure.
Bidders will be required to file with tbeir bids
00
8.000
M
82 "
a bond in the peual sum of uot less than #30.000,
Stony Brook
8.200 00
Manufacturing Stocks,
18.466 00
signed bv not less than two persons, conditioned that
United
6
States
6
if the bid is accented, the bidder shall comply with
Bonds, peroent.due 1881,
6,226 00
Deposited with U. S. A* istant Treasurer
his proposal, and faithftilly and fully perform what
at Boston,
he proposes to undertake. The bond must be ac16.000 00
Balance in Lauds of Agi uts,
642 68
knowledged before a judge of a court of record, and
the bondsmen must be certified by tin* Judge of a
District Court of the Uuitod States, or au Ordnance
8162,924 13
LlABIMTIKfl.
officer in charge of a United States arsenal, to be
Losses reported upon which nonliability
each worth the penal sum of the bond over and above
of
is
not
determined
the
Co.
all liabilities. The right is reserved to
810,000 00
reject ail proAmount of all other claims against the
posals if the prices arc deemed too high, or if for any
cause it is not deemed for the
Co., (chiefly dividends uncalled for)
1,786 92
public interest to ocJ. W. DAM I* President.
cept them.

cyfiuder,

8lace

JOHN W.

MUNGER, Agent,

quality
Department

STATEMENT OF THE CONDITION

Company

*’

required

EPHRAIM BROWN, Secretary.

sealed and addressed to "General

“Proposals for heavy
J

cannon."

W RIPLEY,
CWef of 0rdn»nc«

JauflO eodtfcM?ia“'rG‘‘Der*1

JOHN W.
OMce
JuS

MUNGER, Agent,

Wo. MW Fore Street,

lletd of Long Wharf

or

Prise Money, Pensions, Bounty and Back Pay c<*
lected for Seamen ad their heirs.
Fees, for each Pension obtained, Five Dollars.
All Claims against the Government will reee
prompt attention.
Post Office address

Hare

hand, and

on

**tand

BROWN,

are daily
most desirable style*

receiving

the

lat-

of

fancy Doeskins and C'asatmercs.
A

Styles

READY-MADE

_>gpN)dA

w 14

Joseph

lion.
Hon.

tl_

COAL

&

B. Hall,
Sec’v of State.
Nathan Dane,
State Treasurer

WOOD,

Gentlemen’s
which

CHEAP FOR CASH,

CLOTHING,

Pare and Free Burning.

CUMBERLAND
FOR 8MITH8' USE.
Coals
strictly of the
THESE
warranted to give satisfaction.
are

Again!”

undersigned would Inform his old friends
and the public, that after an absence of twenty-

THE
Are

Washington

Street

Bakery,

where will be manufactured the varieties of BREAD
found in similar establishments; and he hopes, by
close
to business, and au endeavor to
please, to merit a share of patronage.

FAMIL Y

quantities*

The public

are

requmtcd to cull,

u

we

ur«

deter-

girt pood bar pal ua to tboae who par eaah.
Office, Commercial St., head of Maine Wh’J.
SAWYER Ac WHITNEY.

Ja.

BOOTS, SHOES & RUBBERS.
W.

W. LOT II HOP,
(Formerly E. Shaw k Co.)
No. 88 MIDDLE STREET,
^ka Aa usual,keep, constantly supplied with fresh
■■1 and ikahionable Boots and SHOES. In evevariety and atyie for gentlemen', and laf
^^dlee wear, and invite all hia old cneiomcra
and the public generally to give them a call whenever they deoire to replenish their "under,tai
dlDga
W. W. L. la agent for the Leavitt and Wilcox
k Gibb* SEWING-MACHINES augS—«md

^Wry

A..

D.

Importer, and

Foreign

Wholesale

Dealers la

and Domestic

Dry Goods,

Nos. 54 and 56 Middle Street, Portland*
Geo. W. Woodman,
8eth B. Mersey,

augSOdJtwtf

DYE!

market has been flooded for rears with differ
ent articles called Hair
which have never
satisfied the expectations or purchasers. The xu
*lu* ultra has been reached at last in TODD'S
HAIR DYE, and the article has given entire satisfaction to every person who has used it. It oontains
no injurious ingredients, and gives the hair a beautiful rich brown or black color. Directions for
using
—which are
very simple—accompany each bottle.
One superiority of Todd's Lux Solis Hair Dye over
all others is, you do not have to cleanse the hair or
wash it before or after using the
aud there is but
one kind to be used, and that can be
put ou the same
as oil aud water, without any trouble, unlika all other dyes that have two or three different kinds to bo
applied every time used. This dye is peculiarly
adapted for coloring ladies’ hair, because you do not
have to wash out the dye after putting it ou. Unlike
all other dyes, it will eolor long hair, which other
dyes cannot do. (Jive this new article a trial, as we
know you will use no other after once using this.

TIIE

1.

LEX SOLIS

HAIR

Dyes,

dye,

Or For sale only at

TODD’S HAIR-DRESSING ROOMS,
No.M Middle, corner of Exchange Street.
Mptietr

REEVES,

The Tailor,

HAS JUST RKTURJIKD FROM

—

NEW

YORK

With

s

large

Alfred Woodman,
Charles Bailey.

D.

CHENEY,

errm melodeon

CPTl

——

Harmonium
135, MIDI'

NB

—

for
•
the State.

AID

Manufacturer,
IE

a

Military

AT No. 96 EXCHANGE STREET.
Portland, Sept. 24. 1362.
dtf

Best

THROUGH TICKETS

"

9 loO
9300

4,160

7.600 VBJ 7.687
100 9.000 108 9370
100 6,000 98 4.8(0

100

***"**

®®

8.000 139] 10.180
10.000 138 11 800
i.6uu mi (A3
6.9U0 140
9,060

bond,4?0

14. Amount of railroad
state aal
of aach kind, and par value and market value of each.
P"r*”,e
",‘
Wcetera R. R. Co.
Bond.,6 per ct, 167MOOO 10.000 110 11.000
Ugdeaabarg, 7pcrct, 10UO 3.000 90 3.700
18.000
16. Cach value of real estate owned

13.700 00

by the

Company’ None.

16. Amount of cach on hand!
17. Ain't of cash in hand, of agent,?
18. Amount loaned on mortgage of real fatale?
19. Amount loaned on collateral?
30. Amount loaned without collateral?
31. Amount of all other laveetmaata?
23. Amount of premium uotee on rick, ter-

6.718

16

8R80B08

minated?
33. Amount of borrowed money.cpeciftiag
collateral! given for the came?
34. Amount oflecaec due and unpaid ?
36. Amount of loanee claimed and unpaid?
36. Amount ot hum reported upon whieh

liability of the Company ic
Jhe
termined ?

net de-

17. Amoent of all other elaimt agaieet the
Company? [Unclaimed dividend!.]
»■ Amoent of cach received for premiea*

1,488 71

on 8re risk, ?
39. Amoant of cach received for premiame
on marine rieke?
80. Amoant of notes received for premiame
v
ob 8re rieke?
81. Amoant of soles reeeiTcd for premiame

m ere ca

ob BsriM risks?
81. Amoant of each received for lntercat? 18.810 81
38. Amoant of income received from all

other sources?
Amount of Are losses paid lust year?
41,71048
Amount of marius losses paid last rear?
Amount of dividend-paid the last year? SM08 88
Amount paid for ex peases of olio# ?
».788 10
Amount of other expenditures?
4 117 n
Amount received in cash Itor Are risks
aot terminated ?
6M98 88
40. Amount required to rc-insure all oatstanding risk*? Impossible to determine.
41. Amount of premum notes on risks not
terminated ?
48. Amount of delinquent aotes not charged to profit and loss?
48. Highest rate of interact received? Six
per cent.
44. Highest rate of Interest paid on money
*

34.
36.
8R.
87.
8H.
89.

twcrn.maid

V’ca

46. How muy iberee of tbo capital Hock
are pledged to tbo Compaay ?
Hoee.
46. Balance to credit of pro6t and lorn coconut?
11.146*6
47. Balance to debit or prodt and loaa aecount*
48. How many ahnrea of the capital ttoek
arc otuiC'i by the Company, or not ,ub•cribcd for? None
4>. What amount or the capital coaaiata of
the mockboldera'note** .\ ne.
t.EO. A. Cl'RTIS. Praaideat.
(Signed)
WM M LATHRoP. Secretary.
(Signed)

Commonwcnlth of Xaanachaaetta.
8rrpoi.*K mi.. Boston. Dee. 14. MS.
FeraonaJh appeared i*eorge A. ( artis. President,

an. William
< ompanv and

statement, bv

Lathrop. Secretary of the above
severally mad** oath that the above

M.

them subscribed, is, in their belief
Before me,
Sam’l P. Hkywood,
Justice of the Paaoe.

Ambrotype

N. B.—Large Ambrotypee oa/p

Land in Franklin, Me.

Ceult.

LEWIS,

37 Market Sqifnre, h'd Preble St.
Jnly 14th, IMS.
dtf

“henry

l. paine

(Formerly WILLIAM
—

C.

&caT

HOW A CO.,)

Dealers in-

Roofing Slate,
Street,

of Laud—supposed to con*
ou au average, about flve thousand of stumpage to an
spruce, bemloc* and pine. Hr Hilt
much hard wood, and a go d growth ot
yonng,thrifty Juniper—a pond or lake, near the oeatre, o« about
1000 acres, with a good water power at its outlet
This pond flows, by the oreseot dam, about 1000 acres
of meadow, which can be put iato grass, to
great ad*
the flowage.
vantage, by
The Mill is but a short distance from tide water,
where the Lumber is loaded.
This property by mortgage fell Into the hands of
the
present owners, who reside at a distance, and the
land will be sold at an immense bargain to any one
who has the faculty and Inclination to manage It.
Tor further iu form at ion apply to Col. J.X. Lav*
hence, or to
LEVI BAKTLETT k CO.,
decltf dlawSw
No. 3 Long Wharf. Borrow.
—

withdrawing

MARINE

275 Commercial

Opposite

Smith's

BIKRT L.

WILLIAM

Wharf..Portland, Mb.

FAINB,
aOW,

C.

1

|

DOvltf

Boys, Boys, Boys.
attention riven to CUTTING and
PARTICULAR
MAKING BOYS' GARMENTS, by

A. D. REEVES,
#8

Tailor,

EXCHANGE STREET.

Portland. A up. 8. 1862.

dly

JOHN LYNCH * CO,

"^^TTiolesale Grocers,
AMDCOMMISSION MERCHANTS,
GRANITE STORES.COMMERCIAL STREET,
(Oppoaito band of Widjtrrr'. Wharf.)

Railway Chains and Track law.
undersigned has been appointed Agent for
the sale ot Marine Railway and other Chains,
in the United States and British North America,manufactured by Hkury Wood k Co., of Liverpool,
Great Britain, and is now prepared to receive orders
for Marine Railway Chains, made to order and to
pattern, with the sprocket wheel to mat eh, and warranted to fit. These chains are made of an iron pesuited to this purpose, which, by actual teat,
sbows its average breakiug strain to be 86 tout per
Inch of sectional area. Parties wishing good uad reliable chain* will do well to examine those in actual
service.
Marine Railway Track Irons are drilled with the
oountersunk boles and the Bolts to match; also,
of all kinds. Screw Bolts, Lag Screws, and all
Spikesof
kinds
forging done to order, and of qeality and
quantity to suit; also, all kinds of ships’ Chaui Cables. at lowest rates.
Mr. C. feels confident he eaa
supply the above articles on es favorable terms as can be obtained elsewhere. Address HORACE IPR AND ALL.

THE

culiarly

rtLiu uuta.

not.

_

DOLE

A

Commission
AMD

MOODY,

MISSOURI LAUD COMPANT bar,

pmrehaaed from the MaunibaJ A 81. Joaeph Railroad
THE
tract of land in Northern

Companv a largo
adjoining the tlour!*hing

Merchants,

WHOLMALB

HOMESTEADS FOR $20.

lticb

JrMdtf

EDWARD SHAW. Agaal,
19t Middi a Srurr, PoaTLen.

DBALBHS IB

FLOUR, CORN AND PRODUCE

dtf

in*

Rlik

BY

PORTLAND, Mb
T. DOLB.

Jane 28.

FRAMKL1N

MOODY.

eodtf

JOHN B. BROWN * SONS,

Sugar Refinery,
TORE STREET, PORTLAND, ME.

JrMdtf

Rome for Rale.

thla nlbee. or No *1 Exchange Sr,
can* bear of a chauco to buy a MILK

inquiry at

one

C

Miaaonri,

town of Hamilton. Caldwell
Count*, for forming and manulheturing pupoeea,
and have divided their property into lot* and form*.
Thov are n»r«d to aabaartbera la •hare, of no each,
llapa. with frill information, can bn had by calling oa

No. 0 Omit Block Commercial Street,

ABDBBW

Sub-marine Engineer,
N*w Bxdpouiv Mass.

janlO ’<B dlawly*

ParllaaA Mr.
_

Long Wharf,

Portland, Saiac.

JanS eodftw

15.000 Acres
Photograph, ABOUT
tain,
acre, of

or

TRANK A

wTitiveEB,

joii vi

No. 168 Fore 8t. head of

YOU

not Oil to call at No. 27 Market Sooare. where
they take PERFECT LIKENESSES, and warrant satie fact ion. at pricer rhicb defy competition.

NEATLY EXECUTED

NEW YORK. PHILADELPHIA. BALTIMORE sad WASHINGTON, and to all parte el
the WEST and SOUTH and NORTH WE8T. rla. all
the matt popular route* and at the loereet Boston
W. D. LITTLE, A rent.
rates, for tale by
Oat.S.
dtf
OSoefl ExchannSt.

•'

Hocton k Irovidence
100 cham.
100
Fitchburg, 76 sham, 100
Wee tern, 69 chare,,
100

-wanx the-

wly7

AT THE OFFICE OF THE PRESS.

ioq

6.168
8.000

8.000 100
9.100 100
1(® 10,000 98
100 6.000 83

13. Amouutofrailruad ctocke? State am't
of each kind, and par value and market value oi each.
Tal0*'
Boeton k Woreeetcr

Olotlis,

And It prepared to make them op at ebort notice.
Call and See.

and person-

Book, Card & Fancy Printing

North.

lid
lou
100

*•

00

(Signed)

GENERAL

J. D. C. has received more first premiums
best instruments than any other maker in

*’

57
80
91
100
6<»

Howard

true.

full assortment of

STREET

Repairing and Tuning promptly
attended to.

TO

BOSTON,

well selected Stock of

Clotha, Cassimere* and Vesting*!

ioam inci,

—

HT"

ally

AND

and

—

dec9 tf

lulSltf
TODD'S

v

mat

every

lUmCKUH 4.11 J0I1IRS or CL0T1I1C,
mined to

iT_

MANUFACTORY,

and Fashionable Stock of the above arbe found at this establishment, comdo ,-rlptlon for a traveling outflt
d6in
10.16ffl
a J- R- DURAN.

prising

Iff. BKADISH.
FLOUR by the barrel, or in less

WOODMAN, TRUE * CO.,

Hard and Soil Wood.

DURAN’S

Coal, Wood and

quality, and

Also, for tale, best quality of Nova Scotia and other

Carpet-Bags,

rears, he has returned to bis native place and
of Mr. Thomas Richards his interest In

purchased

GOOD

best

-AMD-

will sell at

application

COAL

□VALISE8,

Trunks I
P0BTMANTEAU8,

DO
Furnishing Goods,

“Home

DELIVERED TO ANY TART OF THE CITY.
SPRING MOUNTAIN LEHIGH,
HAEELTON LEHIGH,
COLERAINE LEHIGH.
LOCUST MOUNTAIN,
JOHN'S,
THE GENUINE LOBBERT,

Trunks !

IF1

prices to suit the times.
Portland. Nor. 19,1842.
dtf
we

Bilrtr Plalrd Corks

arranged and set ap in the beet manner, and all order* In town or country faithfully executed. All
kinds of Jobbing promptly attended to.
Constantly on band. Lead l'ipea aad Sheet Lead,
and Beer Pumps of all kinda.
Jnlj29dly

of

BBPUBKirCBU:

Hon. Lot M. Morrill,
U. 8. Senate,
Hon. James c». Blaine,

and

FULL STOCK OF THB

Latest

CLOSETS,

Warm, Cold anti Shsnrrr Baths, Wash Boris, Brass

Abo

CLOTHS, OVERCOATIHGS,
ALSO,

OF-

No. 134 Excmaaon Srnnr. Tortuvd, Mi.

lSfiX._

At OS Middle Street,

Augusta, Me.

(OfBoe No. 9 State House.)

JOHN ROBINSON.
deelfi tf

15,

GARDINER &

BETH E. BE EDI
_

bnlldiug,

Exchange Street,

•

Opposite the Custom House,

ted States.

-MAKIB

FORCE PUMPS AND WATER

and fitted It up anew, I am now ready to wait
upon
my former cu.fomer* and the public generally, at all
hour,, with all the luxuriee of the day

Pensions
Procured for widows or children of Officers and Soldiers who have died while in the service of the Uni.

Wharf,

|

Pensions,

by

Proprietor,

Hotel, No. 117 Federal Street, Portland

EXCHANGE

leaned the

*

fort land, Dec.

Established for Officers and Soldiers, wounded

CASH CAPITAL, *3,372,94» 74, INVESTED.

Having
Noe. 17 & IV

disabled
sickness contracted while in the service
of the United States, in the line of duty.

Boston.

B. D. MERRILL.

House.

Eating

undersigned Is prepared to obtain from the
Uuited States Government, 9100 Bounty Money,
Back Pay. Ac., for heirs of Officers or Soldiers dying

Invalid

ESTABLISHED.DECEMBER I, 1643.

Cnnnon.

ana win

MERCHANTS’

•IOO Bounty money. Back Pay,

C O n P A N Y,

JOHN BOND.

daw

And Pension*.

PEARCE,
PLUMBER,

ticle,
ALAR'

aug4dly

AGENCY!

A.

No. 105 MIDDLE STREET.

Water Clneete, Urinate, Foret and Suction Pnmpe,
Bath Boilers, Waek Botrle. Silver Plated f Braee
Coeke, of alt kinds constantly on hand.
CW~ All kind! of fixture* for hot end cold water
set
up In the best manner.
All orders In city or country personally attended to

BILLS.

—AT THE—

dly

No. 27 Union Street, Portlend, Me.

I. D. MERRILL.

Promptly Executed

WILLIAM

EXCHANGE STREET,

I. D. MERRILL A CO-

BILLS, PROGRAMMES,

WAR CLAIM

RESTAURANT.

Chief of Ordnance. Washington, D.C.,”
Pley*
oe endorsed

Tailor,

Portland, Aug. ». ISM.

unrarpaMed.

ALL SORTS OF HAND

Proposals for 13, 10, and 8 inch

v

A. D. REEVES,
IS

Portland. Jane 36.1863.

-A Lao-

Uyerod

E8TABLI8HNENT,

P L TT M R ¥; R S

Meal* at all hour*, cooked to order.

If1*!/!?11’

ARMY

WEDDING AND ADDRESS CARDS

*1. Peter Street,QUEBEC.
t3^S*mple*ou band, amt order* taken br
J. T. FATTEN k CO..
Oct. 11—dm
Front Street, Bath.

J

Partial, Ms.

_Jetttf
AND
N AVY

_

OF

Description of Water Fixture for DwellEVERY
ing Honaea. Hotel,. Public Building*. Shine. Ac.,

DIALIBS 1>

s

AID

j

ALBERT WEBB dfc CO„

TAILORING

Executed in taete to euit the moat IheUdJooa.

d&wtf

FROST,

C. BRADLEY,

W.

Orders,

mo

5.700 108

iw

»>rmnite,

u**, »• p-*•£"». 100

Press Office.

ADDISON FRYE.

Caaasmarelal Street,-

Dispatch.

For sale bjr

!
!

AMAKIAH

HEAD OF MERRILL’S WHARF,

And other LAW DOCUMENTS executed with

AND

COUPONS,

%

StateSmonnt

North America. 90
Bk of Republic..*! "

__

Corn, Flour and Grain,

ALSO ON HAND

G. D. MILLER,

Grouad Rock Salt, Adi

~

Relief Fire Insurance Company*
Of New York.
Cash Capital and Surplus, 8 60,000.

Neatly

46,000
-48,160 48.160
12. Amount of bank atocka?
ot each kind, and par value and market value of each.
par value, market val.
F.lliot Bank,400abaraa. lno *'4)00 100 40,000
40
100 4.000 114 4.680
Boylatou,
"
80
State,
80 4.800 08 8.280
100 3.000 1M 2.320
Exchange 30
40
rremont,
100 4.000 114 4,680
’’
100 3.600 100 3,600
Blackatone, 38

75 •harm,

dig

Town Notes and

aad

l'OO-S.OOo 1000-8.6(0
City of Boston 6 per
>*R7'
1000 30,000 1080 91.800
City of Boatou 6 per
cent 1877
1000 7.000 1130 7,910
City of Salem A per
cent 1882 and 1887,1000 10,000 1000 10,000

Bank of Commerce,

STREET,

Corporation Bonds,
WITH

8. Amount of marine riaka outatsndlnrf
9. Total amoant of outatandinr riaka?
7 710.MB
1
10. Amount of United stater .lock or treaaury notea owned by the Company f
State amount of each kind, and
par ral.
no and market ralue of each.
United
Statee Five per cent. 1806. p. y. per ah.
SIOOO—SUOO m. r #70—*1,9*0
1.9(0 00
11. Amount of State atooka ? state amount
of each kind.aud par ralue und market
rulue of each.
p y.perih. m.r.perah.
Maaa.alx per cent 180t

AttoUe.

EXCHANGE

M

1. State the name of the Company. Eliot
Ur® •“•■ranee Company
2rher* bjcntedf Boatoo.
3. When Incorporated *
February IS, 1843
4. Amount of capital ?
SS30 000
6. Amount of Capital actnally paid Inf
300,000
G. dumber of share*, and par Tain# of
each? 4000-S60
T. Amount of Ire riaka out.tendlnr?
7 790 888

Maverick,

rot_AS_

Portland, August 6.1662.

Floor, Cons, Meal, Oats, Rye, Feed,

TAGS PIERCED WITH HOLES A GLUTEN ED
WHEN DESIRED.

Equitable

DESESWfi

PRINTINO-,

hare taken Storo

mend them to my customers.
Portland. Nor. 1.1862.
norft tf

Seeds, Law Briefs, Equity Cases,

Jane 28.

«b

AMD ALL OTHKB KINDS

Manana. Flo«t ft Fnrx haring leased mr Mill and
purchased my stock and trade, I cheerfully recam-

epiblic Fire Insurance C ompany*
Of New York.
Cash Capital and Surplus, 8812,000.

adopted by
responsible companies.
Office in “Boyd's Building," opposite Post Office.

a

No. lOO Commercial Street,
near Commercial Wharf—where we shall
keep constantly on haiftl.

National Insurance Company,
Of Boston.
Cash Capital anr* Surplus *600,000

descriptions.
ALL FKO.n A O Nos. 1 TO 6.

Bear U. 8.
dec23 3m

FROST
and

Kxeh.ag.8t.,

Fire and Marine las* Co*,
Of Providence.
Paaracrr Sactmmr. which ought always to be the
consideration
in effecting insurance, is here offirst
fered to the public. at the Unrest rates qf premium

Cnt, made and trimmed by

TOWN

style of
4c FRYE,

Portland, Nor. 1,1862.

Agent of the following Finer CLAUlntnrtneeCo't:

Cooked in the best manner, at the

Pants, Vests, Jackets,
Ladies’ Riding Habits, he.,

and

name

_

Of various

ON

or

Copartnership Notice.

DSILIACIt) CASTAS, VIT1 RED STRIPE,

ENGLISH ALE

>U Coats,

Oil—for mending
FURNITURE. IVORY, BONE, CROCKERY.
GLASS AND EARTHEN WARE.
It if inralnable for soleing or
pntebing Boots nnd
Shoes, and for oementing Leather Belting it has no

WEvoder the

satis-

Je28tf

MENDING

LORING*S DRUG STORE,
nor17_Corner Exchange ft Federal Streets,

PRINTED AT SHORTEST NOTICE.

and person-

thorough

IT" Only 16 Cents per Bottle, at

8*EE.

PORTLAND. ME.,

OYSTERS,

Watch-Maker,

gv

equal

Style and Cost.

Pertlaad, Me.

*** N. B.—All work
being promptly
ally attended to, ia warranted to give
faction.

Cement,

Inaolrable In Water

reaaela.

L. J. CROSS,
141 Middle Street,

Boots and Shoes.

Hilton’s

Charter, tbr
dfcw6m7

1802.

Association,

Maine State Agent, Waehington. D. C.

odl tf

josefb halm.

pnrehaainjr Otrgott

J. W. HATHAWAY.

roved modern

WARREN SPARROW,

NEW TORN AND VIRGINIA

tbatos,

Anguat 2,

8tre*t,

LIFE INSURANCE.

c.r.

Portland, Me.
roan

Commnnieatlons to be addressed to

THE NEATEST MANNER.

OOler 74 Middle,

MOULTON'S BLOCK.

Coraer Commercial 8t. and Long Wk’l,

paidtoproenring Treiakti,
•,-Particular attentionand
and

—

No. 373 F

jau7 tf

(A substitute for Cotton.)

1

AXD

Soldiers’ Relief

VIA FALL RIVER TO NEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA, BALTIMORE AND WASHINGTON.

Insure* Buildings, Vessel* in port. Merchandize, Household Furniture, Ac., against lost by Fire.
9100,U00 taken on any desirable Risk.
Losses paid at the Portland Office.

BLIICHH FLAI R'fK, fill Bill STRIPES,

AE.niO\

AGENCY

hare this day associated ourselves together

sound and

LE MESURIER &

MAINE

—

Ship and Cabin Stores,

Federal Sts*.

ad

PORTLAND, MR.

—

BOOA AND JOB PRINTING

a

JeSStf

merchants,

SHIP BROKERS, CHANDLERS
-AID DEALER* IV

Monumental Work *«**

Cener ef Pearl

The Proprietors of the Pobtlakd Dailt Pint
respectfully Incite attention to their facilities forexeeutiajr, la beautiful style, ecery description of

BILL-HEADS RULED AND CUT IN

FIRE

Commission

Work.

Grindstone*.

Bay State Line of Steamers,

ALNO,

VEATON * HALE.

Xarble, Free Stone, Soap Stone,

Marble Chimney Pieces,

Block,

PORTLAND. MK

Jat2»d*wly

B. THOMPSON,
prepared to receive orders for

COMPANY,

TICKETS FOR

SAIL CLOTH.

ROPE CORDAGE.

manner.

Comp’y,

OF BOSTON.
ON THE FIRST DAY OF NOVEMBER, ISO.

FLUID, KER08ENE OIL, fte.,
86 Commercial Street, Thomae

Is

—AND THE—

JOHN TAGGART.
Dnringeight months, the subscriber, in course of
his large practice, made on twice rejected applications. SIXTEEN APPEALS, EVERY ONE of which
was decided in his favor,
by the Commissioner of
PrtentsR. H. EDDY.
janSeodly

BOLT

GAS FITTING,

arble

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Portland.

AGENT

professional

MA80NT

soma

STEAM AND

Work* 0 Union 8t„ and 333 A 338 Fora St.,
JnMdtf
PORTLAND, ME.

9300,000.

Exchange and

Milk Street*

«

to

Fox Block,

m

•ICO, »TI STITTS, CLASS TAU,

Steam Cooks, Valves, Pipes and Connections, Wholesale or Retail.
Done In the beet

No. 821 EXCHANGE STREET,

Company,

Of Hartford, Conn.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER

TimiNOHULI.
“I regard Mr. Eddy as one of the most capable and
successful practitioners with whom 1 have hack official intercourse.''
C HARLES
Commissioner of Patents.
“I have no hesitation in assuring inventors that
they cannot employ a person more competent and
trustworthy, and more capable of putting their application in a form to secure for them an early and
fevorable consideration at the Patent Office.”
EDMUND BURKE,
Late Commissioner of Patents.
“Mr. R. H. Eddy has made for me THIRTEEN applications. on all but owe of which patents haveb**en
granted, and that Is note pending. Such unmistakable proof of great talent and ’ability on his part
leads me to recommend all inventors to apply to niiu
to procure their
patents, as they may be sure’ of having the most fhtthful attention bestowed on their
cases, and at very reasonable charge*.”

it, and by the most severe construction,
show to the public that his implied charge
against me of “slundering those who have
charge of the hospital,” has any shadow of
foundation, his attack upon me might And
ing

JStna Life Insurance

ol

RHTuniir

mum

noiaui

-IE.

CASH CAPITAL AND SURPLUS 9960,000.

Office—corner

JOHN W. PERKINS * C©„

Of

New York.

m

ter I have written for the Press, respecting the
hospital, its management, or anything pertain-

Company,

Bangor, Mb.

Commercial Mutual Marine Ins. Co.

library

COMMUNICATIONS.

Printing Office,

Cash Capital, paid in and invested according to law,
9100,000.

Washington.

evening.

Book and Job

Of South Berwick.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER *200,000.

touching

Or All communications intended for the paper
should be directed to the "Editors of the Press," and
those of a business character to the Publishers.
ty The Portland Dailt and Maine 8tate
Press Office, In Fox Block, No. 82| Exchange
Street, is open at all hours during the day and evening, from 7 o’clock in the morning to 9 in the

Fire and Marine Ins. Co.,

Piscataqua

practice of upward* of twenty yea *,continue* to secure Patent* in the United State*; also in Great Britain, France, and other
foreign countries. Caveats, Specifications, Bonds,
Assign men t«,and all Papers or Drawing* for Patent#,
executed on liberal term*, and with despatch. Researches made into American or Foreign works, to
determine the validity or utility of Patents or Inventions—and legal or other advice rendered in all matters
the same. Copies of t he claims of any
Patent furnished by remitting One Dollar. Assignments recorded at
The Agency is not only the largest in New England, but through it inventors have advantag s for
securing Patent*, of ascertaining the patentability of
iiiTtMiiidup,
uiiMirjia*oy, ii noi nmma-uraniv superior to. any which can be offered them elsewhere.
The Testimonials below given prove that none is
MORE SUCCESSFUL AT THE PATENT OFFICE
than the subscriber; and as 8UCCESS 18 THE BEST
PROOF OF ADVANTAGES AND ABILITY, he
would add that he has abundant reason to believe,
and can
prove, that at no other office of the kind
are the
for
services so moderate
The immense practice of the subscriber during twenrears
has
enabled him to accumulate a vast
ty
past,
collection of specifications and official decisions relative to patents.
These, besides his extensive
of legal and
mechanical works.and fksll accounts of patents granted in the United States and Europe, rende him able,
beyoad question, to offer superior facilities for obtaining patents.
All necessity of s journey to Washington, to
procure a patent, and the usual great
delay there, are
here saved inventors.

AFTER

Company,

Or Bostoh, Mass.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER *200,000.

INSURANCE.

Steam Engines, Steam Boilers, Paints, Oils,
Varnishes, Eliot Fire Insurance

POWER

Insurance Co.,

Fire Insurance

BUSINESS CARDS.

in mu wsnamoi or iaciurt,

New

Or SrsifforiiLD, Mass.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER *200,000.

EDDY,
PATENTS,

an

STEAM

York.
Brooklyn,
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER *300,000.

Conway

J. L. WINSLOW, Agent,
MANUFACTURER

Phenix Fire Insurance Co..

Hampden Fire

PRESlT

Co.

Lorillard Fire Insurance Co., of the City
of New York, No. 104 Broadway.

Of

BUSINESS CARDS

Agency.

CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER S10,000,000.

Foreign

Legal Notices at usual rates.
Advertisements inserted in the Mains State
Press (which has a large circulation in every part o
the State) for 38 cents per square in addition to the
above rates for each insertion.
Transient advertisements must be paid for la ad-

TO PORTLARD DAILY

Liverpool and London Fire and Life In*

are

we

DOW,

Marine, Fire & Life Insurance

PRINTING.

ROUTE,”

in which there I. not a cortomer who baa
A foxoreblo ebanoo
foiled to pay hi* noafA/p biUt
U thus offered to any one who may wiah to aagago la
the buaineaa, or to .niarga hlapreaant “route.”

aovUeodtf

__

Reward

i

DOLLARS will be glvoa for tbo detectloa
and conviction of any peraon or penoaa atoaUag
the door, of oar mbacrlberi.
from
paper,
4m*
PUBLISHERS OF THE PRTM.

FTE

■

TELEGRAPH.

BY

THE DAILY PRESS.

—.»»•»

PORTLAND, MAINE

—

[Sfeoval Dispatch

Monday Morning, February 2, 1663.

J3T” On the

the daily press

j

Augusta, Jan. 31.
SENATE.

The Portland Daily Press has the latest
regular circulation of any daily paper in
die city.

%eslem

Outlet fl»r

Saturday.
Papers

supposes

nation in his life.

chase of Putnam's improved eyelet hook; Act
to incorporate the Vassalboro Mills Co.
Mr. Emerson presented the petition of John
M. Swazcy et als., for an Act of incorporation.

is

Spring, from the Committee on Banks
Banking, reported legislation inexpedient

Mr.
and

meant

order relative to passing a law authorizcities and towns to issue fractional currency.

on an

ing
Adjourned.

norsK.

Before tire war commenced

Prayer by Rev. Mr. McKenzie of Augusta.

Papers

from the Senate were

to a very large extent, ceased to form the outlet for the products
of the great and teeming region referred to.

concurrence.

True,

tee to

mlliiTPil

twenty-four hours, though

public lands
assigned.

she did not

days of New York, Boston and Portland. aud over which freight may be transported at the rate oftliirty miles an hour without
nlnmunlB

nr

il-nwrnr

on

tlm

State lands,

to voluntee

Read and

rs.

Monday

Mr. Watson, from the Committee on change
of names, reported a bill to change the names
of eertain persons. Read and assigned.
On motion of Mr. Dyer of New Sharon, it
was ordered that the Judiciary
Committee be

in two

t ho

ruiattuinitiir

reported resolve to amend the resolve extending the terms of the laws for the settlement of

marvel of inland commercial convenience, hut
now that the country Is all a net-work of iron
rails, by whtch the great West is brought with-

til

itiHpfinitplv

vzitd»

a

g ain in a dkect line toward her destination
one-fourth that distance, was looked upon as a

• TIVWMPd

its

(n

order.
Mr. Cony, from the Committee

sealmard was known, a steamer that would
thread two hundred miles of that sinuous rivin

ef in

directing the State prison Commitvisit that institution, came from the Senate, that body adhering to its vote. The House

vast

their tedious way to New Orleans. When no
thore speedy mode of communication with the

er

disposed

The order

improvement
tt pon the old-fashioned rafts and fiat boats, on
which the products of the West formerly lound
was a

of in

Finally patted.—Resolve providing fop a loan
($535,000) in behalf of the State; resolves relating to defenses on the North-Eastern frontier.
Patted to be engrossed.—Resolve for the pur-

Mississippi had,

the steamboat

disposed

were

assigned.— Rcsulve in favor of
County Law Libraries; Act to amend Chap. 13,
Sect. Id, R. S.; Act to incorporate the South
Jefferson Bog Company.

the steam

the lower

from the House

Read and

Products.

steam

Bailey of

concurrence.

by
navigation of the Mississippi
river, and particularly of the lower Mississippi,
he never labored under a more perfect halluci-

simply

one

Mr.

Rev.

Gardiner..

The argeticy of steam locomotion in opening
up and developing tlic great fertile West, is admitted on all hands, and we have been accustomed to the idea that, but for the agency of
steam, that most productive portion of the
world—the granary Tor this country and Europe—would be either a desert or, at any rate,
very far from what it now is in population, in
production, in wealth, in refinement, in commanding influence, and in ail that makes up a
prosperous aud attractive country.
Bat if any

Prayer by

instructed to enquire what legislation is

neces-

the collection of

sary
highway taxes,
when the same are, by vote of towns, to be paid
either in labor or materials.
to

fmm

secure

the river steamer appears to be as far
in the rear as did the flat-boat when viewed
from the deck of tbe first steamer that ascend-

Finally passed.—Resolve authorizing loan in
behalf of the State; resolves relating to the defenses of our North-Eastern frontier.

ed the “Father of Waters.”

Passed to be engrossed.—Act authorizing Albert Trufant et als. to extend a wharf in Harpsvtell; Act to amend Chap. 113 oi the laws of

The railroads,
LaCross, Prairie dc

striking the Mississippi at
Clden, Dunleith, Fulton, Quincy, Alton, opposite St. Louis, Cairo and other localities, all
pointing eastward to the Atlantic ports, have
proved like so many ducts to absorb the business of transportation formerly carried on
upon the river, and which, but for these roads,
would necessarily center at New Orleans as
the common depot for tbe exports of the West.
Not only so, but the tide of the Mississippi
current of commerce has been, to a large cxtent,turned up-9tream,evyn from as furdojrnas
Memphis. Cotton has been transported by
river from the latter city to Cairo, there to

1862, relating to the assessment of taxes in certain towns and plantations; Act to incorporate
Baldwin Mutual Fire Insurance Co.; Act to incorporate the Portland Grain Warehouse Co.;1
Resolve for the purchase of Putnam's
eyelet hook.

Improve;]

*

Adjourned.

BOARD OF AGRICULTURE.
Saturday. At the suggestion of Mr. Wasson,
the Cqpimittee on the sixth topic were allowed
to report at the next session.
On motion of Mr. Waterman, the report of
the Committee on the Pay-roll wai taken up
and adopted.

take the rails for the northern manufactories,
we think in some instances, for foreign
export from the port of New Tork. Still further; In consequence of tbe burdensome port
charges at New Orleans, excessive rates of

and,

Mr. Waterman's paper on the rotation of
crops, was again read, amended, and adopted.
The report and resolves of Mr. Chamberlain,
relative to the disposition of the State bounty,
were taken up.
A wide range of debate took
place. The resolves propose to dircet County
Societies to donate half of the State bounty in

towage, oppressive monopoly in the cotton
compress business, and tbe exactions of the

stevedores, all combined to deplete the northern shipowner, the great southern staples had
In a certain direction.
commenced, before tlie war, to find their way premiums,
Mr. Goodale moved to amend by directing
by rail from tbe Mississippi at Memphis and the
County Societies to offer one-fourth part of
Vicksburg, and from the tributaries of that the State
bounty in premiums for grain and
to
Charleston
and
such
river,
Savannah,where
root crops. The amendment was adopted and,
hardens and oppressions had not become so |
on motion of Mr. Wasson, tlie report and rerife. We mention these facts only to show
solves, as amended, were re-committed.
how insignificant, in a commercial point of
On motion of Mr. Wasson, the report and
view, the Mississippi has become, compared resolutions on atock growing were takeu from
with tbe importance that attached to it when
the table. Mr. W. moved certain amendments,
Mr. Jefferson regarded tbe possession of its
which were rejected, and the resolves were
mouth as a national necessity, to secure which
again tabled.
m foreign war would be justified.
To show
Adjourned to afternoon.
*

how tbe trade of the West has shifted its

immwoon.

channels, we give the following facts and figarea, copied from the Springfield Republican:
There is a large trade of the upper valleys of
the Mississippi with New Orleans, but it is uot
a tithe of tbe trade of that
valley with the

Mr. Leach's paper on the application of manures to the surface was again read and
adopted.
Mr. Dill presented a paper on the importance
of statistics in agriculture, which was read and

ports, and the increased facilities j Monday assigned.
of railroad transportation eastward have caused 1
.Mr. Pratt’s paper
the commerce with the East to gain
rapidly ! read and
adopted.
upon that of the Mississippi for the last tweneastern sea

ij

iran.

me census siunsucs are

The resolves on stock
ed and adopted.

conclusive

on this subject. The entire
exports from New
Orleans, of produce brought down the Missis-

sippi, amounted in 18H0 to but $2.50U,0UO. In
the same year there were carried by railroad,
and canal to eastern ports produce to the
amount of $225,000,000.
Western merchants
say that nearly the whole trade of the West,
as far down as Cairo. Illinois, had been turned
into eastern channels liefore UNO, and that in
live years more of peace the new lines of railroad would have secured the trade of the valley to the East as lar down as Memphis. The
West wants the Mississippi open to her commerce, and will have it, but ills a mistake to
suppose that sbe depends upon her southern
trade for any considerable share of her prosperity, and it slie could succeed in diverting
the current of trade from its now preferred
channels she would only impoverish herself by
the operation.

A
was

authority

jority
|

I have

for

tive business.

He was associated in the .State
Militia, as It then existed, as an officer with
the lamented Jameson, and the gallant Vab-

NEY, hit successor in the office of Colooel of
2d Maine regiment.
From motives of pure patriotism, devoted
attachment to the principles of the government
and the preservation of the country, these
three brave men, in command of the regiment
with which they had been long connected,
staked their lives ami their honor upon the
hazard of the battle. Right well have they on
many fields withstood the hosts of the enemy
and defended their country from the assaults ;
WOlllfl

Hfstrmu.e.

T--

borne down

vice, has
raw path

by disease contracted in the serpassed t lire ugh tile straight and narto that home where the slurs ol tin;

envious and the invectives of the

malignant

disturb his repose. Col. Robthe service for three mouths, has

can never more

erts, entering

continued to lead his
years. The
mother have

regiment for nearly two
anxiety and entreaties of a fond

been allowed that influence
which a true aDd noble son coukl no longer

withstand;

now

he has

resigned

bis commission to

whom he knew could and would faithfully
discharge tbe duties of tbe office, and lias reone

tired to

private

life honored ‘and beloved by
Col. Varney will yet let

all who know him.

his deeds speak for him.
Let no man attribute to Col. Charles W.
Roberts of tbe 2d Maine, “the sin and folly of
youthful ambition” as tbe cause of his resignation. Bis soul soars above such motives,
and the falleu men of the heroic 2d Maiue,
who have in times gone by followed where he
led, would rise from their bloody graves to refute the foul imputation.
H.

were

amend-

communication
received
from
Dr.
on the injurious effects of mixed
crops,
read. Adjourned to Monday.

testant.

commenting upon it except
that which ail Intimate arquitilauce from boyhood, and a thorough knowledge of his private
life and character, uiav certainly give to one
who lias enjoyed these privileges.
CoL Roberts, at the l.ine of the breaking out
of the rebellion, resided at llaugor in the
Hridet of a circle endeared to him by all tlie
ties of nature and friendship, free from the
necessity ol seeking the army as a means of
Uvelihood.an only son,and engaged in a lucra-

nf its

husbandry

Acousta, Jan. 31.
It is understood that the Committee on elections will report in the Somerville election case
in favor of John W. Golder, the republican con-

noticed in your issue of Saturday an item
which does great injustice hi this gallant officer, and which I cannot aliow to pass the
oe

fruit culture was again

Gould,

Col. Charles W. Roberts.
Editors of the Preiut.— Gentlemen:—I

rounds of the press without correction.

on

It

proved

was

that he had

a

clear ma-

of the votes.

The Cniversaiist
their usual levee

Society of this place will hold
Wednesday and Thursday

on

next week.
The object is to raise
money for church purposes.
Official notice has Ijeen received of the resignation and honorable discharge of Chaplain

Phinaas Higgins, 21st Me.; Capt. George N.
Hunt, 24th Me.; 2d Lieut. Marcus Rowell, 24th

Me.; Capt. Jeremiah W. Marsh, 28th Maine;
Chaplain F. A. Hodsdon, 24th Me.; Col. Rufus

Tupley, 27th

Me.

Mr. Corson, the military agent at Philadelphia, reported to the Governor that the general
condition

pitals

is

of

the

Maine

men

in

hos-

better in two respects:—First—the
average or convalescents is greater. Many will,
after a stay ofa few weeks,be able to resume active
now

These men generally were in a broken
down condition, awl a short stay braces them
Second—the
up, both iu spirits and in health.

service.

paymaster is
men

The
visiting his hospitals.
feci better when paid
Mr. Corson says he

is about

now

adopting

measures

numbers and condition of

our

the
sick and wound-

to

ascertain

ed in Baltimore.
from the Maine 24th.
A letter in the Boston

Journal, dated on
ship Liacie Southard, off
Fortress Monroe, Jan. 26th, says:
The 24lh Maine regiment left this place this
morning for New Orleans, or at least nine
companies, Co. K having gone in the ship Onward, with six companies of the 21st, some

lioard the transport

weeks ago. We left East New York Jan.
12, and arrived here Sunday night, and since

two

limp have Iwen laying off the Fort waitlor a lair wind. We nave on hoard six
hundred men and about thirty officers. The
health of tlie regiment is as good as could be
expected, where so many are crowded in to
gether. Since laying here we have sent to
the hospital nineteen men, from the following
that

ing

companies:

Co. A—Edward Brown, Oscar O. Work, and
Corporal Albion Pray; Co. B—M. L. Aldeu,
and C. K. Danton; Co. I)—George Ogiivie,
Charles E. Bowdoin; Co. E—Daniel Brooks,
Sergt- Win. B. Sinitli; Co. F—Sergt. Lorenzo
M. Tarr, Win. Wyman Allen, F. Barrows, W.
M. Wilson; Co. G—D. D.'Wins, Sumner Haskall, Charles F. Lord; Co. H—Jeremiah Durgin; Co. 1—Charles N. Ware, Timothy Sliean.
Edward Brown, Co. A, died with the diptlieria; the others are doing well. The regiment went ashore
Saturday and visited the Fort
and many places of interest. After a good
liealthy ramble they returned *o the ship ill
much better spirit*.

first

page—Letter

Biddkfokd.—We
learn tliat a fire broke out in Biddeford Friday
night, destroying the building known as McKeiuiey’s Ilail, which was occupied by nine
Irish families, Langley’s stable was also destroyed. A lisli bouse near the covered bridge
is

and a stable hack of tlm City Ilali were also
destroyed by Ure the same night. All of these
conflagrations are supjiosed to be the work of

incendiaries.

BROKERS’ BOARD.
Silk

from the

-TO THE-

Lancaster Co., Pa., last week, and alter his
burial fifty-three thousand dollars iu gold and
silver were found iu his house.

Ey

A

dispatch

blockade lie will euter

“Hill

miUllllilN,

UIU

Mill

WIIICU

opulent.

The fellows who

of those “other officers."

Monday

Monday ol last week the dwellingHenry McIntosh, in that city,
was destroyed by fire.
Loss $12U0; insured
for $i>oA On Tuesday night the boat builder’s shop of Mr. Calvin Hall, was entirely
consumed. The building contained considerble property of various kinds, and the loss
house of Mr.

less than $600.

In the
from Liverpool—Mr Mitchell,
Mr Bettridge, Mr Dillon. Mr Crosby. Mr Wick*tcad,
Mr Greneslay, Mr Hraulow, Mr F ailensheiu. Mr
Duggan, Mr Turva, Mr and Mr* .Skilling* and two
children. Mr Juue*. Mr Davies, Mr Willau, Mr Cortrell. Mr <'haric*worth, Mr and Mr* Forbes, Mr Erskiue, iu cabiu, ami 99 in steerage.

Norwegian,

methods of further

case, should that be necessary

Per
Hibernian, for Liverpool—1.403.280
lbs cut m«at*. 24,900 lb* lard. 61.100 lb* butter, 2100
lbs hops, 820 bbl* ashes, 832 bbls flour, 340 bags seeds,
16 pkgs uiclid*. $27,353.

steamship

or

tiling the vulture will be called
the peaceful spirit of the hawk
habitants of the poultry yard.

Severe Rap over the Knuckle*.
The editors of the New Orleans Delta,

desirable.

Battery,
urging
position of Brigadier
that Capt. McGilvery, by his
bravery at the battle of Cedar
his proGeneral.

are

the

corps

complete annihilation at

FOKT

ARRIVED.

by

his

12th ult.
Brig Frontier (of Bangor) Sbedd, Caycos Islands.
Brig Geo Amos. Treat, Boston.
Sch Windward (of Stocktou) Partridge. Matanzas.
Steamer Lewiston, Knight, Boston.

are

CLEARED.

Steamship Hibernian. (Hr)
Edmoustotie, Allan A Co.

woman

in another column

picking

the

Geo li Starr.
Sell Harriet Fuller, Hamilton, Fortress Monroe, by
John R Macy.
Sch Dahlia, Chase, New York, Joseph Hobson.
Steamer Parkersburg, Hoffman. New York, Emery
k Fox.

Suaday,.Frkraary

9th

Brig < hiMtelaln, Warren,arrived at St Pierre, Martinique, Dec 91. iu 14 day* from Boston.
DISASTERS,
Sch Louisa. Rich, from Boston for
was lost within 9) miles of Newbern,
No particulars. Crew saved.

Sambuci

NOTICES.

voice in the house.

special

for his

of Maine his commission

as

among them, and one of them, named
Layton, a native of Portland, Me., is the boatswain.

There is also one Chinaman

on

board.

Most of the crew have beeu prisoners ol war
it the North, and some of them were iu Fort

Columbus, or in the Pea Patch, near Philadel-

phia.
:f-"'e cheerfully give place
column to

communication

a

friend and

classmate

of

from

In another
a

personal

Col. Charles

W.

Roberts, late of the gallant “Maine Second,”
by a paragraph in the Press of Saturday morning. The report that Col. Roberts

called out

resigned because not promoted, bad bequite common; indeed, liis friend, our
correspondent “U,” assured us personally that
he had heard the report; and we supposed it
might be true, though we knew Col. R. to be
a brave,loyal, patriotic and gallant soldier.—
We are not sorry that we published the Item,
embodying as it did a common report, as it lias

come

generous tribute to tiie worth of
and a positive contradiction of the

drawn forth
Col.

K.,

calumnious

a

rumor.

staud in the cellar and

a cure

Charges

warranted.
M

G.

Cough, Cold,

moderate.

SHOWN,

410 Arch St..
ok

an

Philadelphia.

Cru*.

ArflOth. ships Pocahontas. Delano, and Aquila, Bn
Fortress Monroe.
Cld 16th. brig Sarah, Marshall. Boston; 17th. bark
Ibis, Hatch. New Y ork.

Irritated

use,

ha* caused them

to

be counterfeited.

Be

sure

to

Obtain ouly
the genuine Brown's Bronchial Troches which have

guard againi-t

worthless imitations.

proved their efficacy by a

test of many years. PubSpeaker* and Singers should use the Troches,
Military Officers and Soldiers who over-tax the voice
Lie

aud

are

them.
I

exposed to sadden charges, should have
everywhere at 25 cent* per box.

Sold

Adv 20th.
Pacific. Benson. New Y’ork ; barks
E A Cochran, Bowden, for do; Courser. Griffin, for
Havana; Pearl, Harding, lor Boston; brigs Richmond. Sprague, and Anna D Jordan. Abbott, for
New Y ork; Triad, Mitchell, and A Horta, Orcutt, lor
Boston
A r 24th. ship Sebastopol. PortlandPORT KoYAL SC—Ar 21st. hark Guiding Star.
Beane, Itostou; 23d, ship Mouutaiuor, Stevens, New
Y'ork; brig Benj Delano, Baxter, do; schTB Brown,
Nickerson, do.
Cld 24th. brig Mary Cobb, Duneau.New York; sch
do.
Rose,
GEORGETOWN DC—Ar 23d. schs Mary E Pearson. Low, Bucksport llth ult; 26th, R S Taylor, Kel-

ship

BROWN’S BRONCHIAL TROCHES
directly the affected parts aud give almost instant relief. Iu Bronchitis, Asthma, aud Catarrh they are beneficial.
Tlie good effects resulting from the use of the Troches, aud their extended
reach

l

portion

DOMESTIC- PORTS.
NEW ORLEANS —Ar ldth. bark Pathfinder, Robinson. New York ; 19th. ship Wm < bamberlain. Carver, do: Scio. Hume, do;
brig Beaver, Tufts, Vera

aud Bronchial affections, oftentimes incurable.

Colonel of

men

In 24

Throat, if
allowed to progress, results iu serious Pulmonary
A

States, has been suspended until further orders
ay the Secretary of War. In the meantime
Lieut. Col. Bisbee has received from the Gov-

regiment. The action of the Government
towever, being prior to that of the State, the
attfer is also suspended, and Col. Kich will resume command of his regiment.
wr-'The Boatswain of the Pirate Alabama
is a native of Portland according to the statement in the New York Express of the Urst
mate of the ill-futed brig Estella, destroyed by
this pirate. He says the crew is a mixture of
ill nationalities, but the English and Irish eleThere are some Eastern
ment predominates.

can now

Nov. 18—tf

Department as

the

I

MKti

lisinisscd Col. 1!. Kich of the Ninth Maine
Volunteers from the service of the United

ernor

for deafue**.

jnrfor. Grateftil to G*d
great deliverance. I heartily commend her !

healed, and

ar

me

application 1 could hear every

mode of treatment to all who suffer as I have doue."
Every kind of diseased and weak eyes, also Catarrh,

Beatty.

order from the \\

treat

The K P sailed from Phila-

aud foremast and rudder sprung, aud shifted cargo,
w hich caused the ship to leak
On the Bth. while being towed into |H>rt. the hawser parted and the ship
went on the rocks, when* she remained 24 hours. Ou
the 9th she was floated off and taken into
port, aud
was being lightened for examination ou the 14th inst.
of her cargo there,
She will probably leave a
to Boston or New York for repairs.
and
Sell S S Lewis, from New York lor Bellast. with a
of
went ashore 29tli, inside of Monomoy,
fl«tnr,
cargo
uear Chatham.
She was agisted off by sch C Taylor
and taken into the harbor without damage.
The IV bark Marv Ann Peters, San lord, left New
York on the 9th of t><-c and on the 17th. in lat 40 90,
lou R2 37. it blew a violent gale from S\Y, which continued until the 18th, during which a tremendous sea
stiuck the ship, giving her a aevoie shock, carrving
away bulwarks, skylight on poop, and a man tYorn
the wheel. Finding the ahip leaking very badly and
the water gaiuiug on the pumps, it was concluded
to bear up tor Bermuda, where she arrived ou the
12th lust.

proceed

hear the clock tick in the

£3“ The New South, (published at Port
Royal,) of the 24th inst., says that so much of
:he

to

9th inst, in distress

delphia Dec 3». and on the 1st and 2d of Jan. while
lying to iu the Gulf Stream in a heavy gale from the
North and a high v»*a from ENK. hail decks swept,

any benefit whatever. Last SatPreble House and made arrange-

the

hours after her first

Lake I ter part, she thought she would settle
with the scoundrel herself. Served him right.
is Elizabeth

to

ments for Mrs. B.

prosecutrix,

girl

name

receiving

Newbern NC,
a gale.

during

Brig Ocvan Traveller (of Sedgwick) at New York
from Bermuda, reports, »>th inst, while lying to in a
gale, sprung maininad and sustained other damage.
Ship Kate Prince. Libbov, from Philadelphia for
Acapulco, arrived in Five f'athom Hole. Bermuda,

case of deafnesscured in twenty four
by Mrs. M. G. Brown, Professor on the K e
and Ear,and proprietorof Poor Richard’* Eye Water.
"I, Bartlett J. Dccoster, No. 2 Hall's Court, Portland. give this certificate, to certify that I have been
deaf from a child, and for twelve years past have
been quite deaf. I have spout hundreds of dollars,

urday 1 went

nit.

Brig Viator, (of Bath) Cochran, Havana 15th ult,
in ballast.
Sch Ocean Ranger, (of Damariscotta) Lewis, Matanzaa.
Steamer Montreal, Prince, Boston.

hours

without

1.

ARRIVED.
Steamship Norwegian. (Br) Me Masters. IJverpool
14th ult via Londonderry 15th.
Brig Rio Grande, (of Bath) Greenleaf, Matanzas

Deafness Cubed.—Mrs. M. G. Browu will be at
one week.

on

Burgess, Liverpool, by

Brig Alrucabah. Bray. Havana. Chase Bros k Co.
Sch Paragon, Hatch. Havana, John Lvnch k Co.
Sch Duke of Newcastle, (Br) Feu lay, sit John XB.

ou

gave herself up quietly. Her father,
the says, is bedridden, and having no one to

Her

St Vincent 26th ult

Harry Btxith, Drummond. New York.
(of Boston) Thompson, Ylatanzas.
Brig
Brig Trlndelen, (of Boston) Havener. Cardenas
Demarara.

for

SPECIAL

ler information, charging him with having
•educed her. McCormack gave bail for his
tppearance at court, and on leaving the office

and shot

days.10.02

OF PORTLAND.

Ship Effingham. (Br) Jennisno.

A remarkable

followed

of

Saturday,.January 31,

the Preble House for

named McCormack, arrested

| Length

MAR INK NEWS.

of Gen.

£3“On Friday, the 23d, a girl about 20
years of age, appeared in the office of Alderman McBride, at Pittsburg, Pa., whore she

was

molasses, to J

Suu sets.6.16

Speer's Wine. It is an admirable article
used iu hospitals, and by the first families in Paris
London and New York, in preference to old Port
Wine. It is worth a trial, as it gives great satisfaction.
dec22dly

lecond battle of Bull Run.

rhe

hbds

Autwerp.

in distress.

(Per steamship Australasian, at New York 1
Arr from Now York ICth. Amon. at Marseilles;
Eagle, at Genoa; S Blanchard.at Deal; C Chisholm,
at

Liverpool.

SPOKE*.
•Ian 11. lat 24 52. Ion 79 47, was pa**ed an Am ship
a
showing signal, red and white, horizontal, with a
white oblong square in the red, and a red one In the

I white.

Jan 26, fat 32. fon 76 40, brig Lizzie Bernard, from
Turks Island for New York, with low of fore and
main topgafiantmasts.

SAILING OF OCKAN STEAMSHIPS.

to be “faithful:”

Mountain, saved the army of Gen. Banks from

man

Mutanzas—Brig Demarara—97

I

order.

royal

upon to uphold
towards the in-

8kk a
"ff" The Boston Journal learns from Wash- !
Grapes,
ngton that the friends of Capt. F. McGilvery,

a

molasses, to J

Lynch & Co.
Brig Rio Grande—263 hhd* molasses, 62 trcs do, to
i John Lynch fc Co; 3 bbl* do. master
Last Harbor Tl—Brig Froutivr—<0620 bush salt, to

If the acting editor of the Boston Courier
Is satisfied with the facts contained in the letter purporting to have been written here and
£3” The secession sheet at Hallowed has
published in his paper on the 3d iust., we are.
rotted
out
and
floated
downstream.
The
Bnally
Only, let us add, that the writer, whoever he
“remains” are to tie collected at Bath, where
is. is a slanderer and a poltroon, and the acting
editor in question, who endorses the letter, is
It is said $1500 dollars have lieeu subscribed to
not much better. The hypocritical cant about
galvanize them into lile and to secure for them
“just indignation of offended heaven,” reminds
i sickly existence, to be supported, as were
us of a harlot’s sigh.
It is singular that the
General the war has produced should
the poor among the ancient Jews, by the alms
j ablest
>f the faithful. The ex-office holders of Lin- I be thus slandered in the capital of his own
State, and that, too, by a selfish growler and
:oln and Sagadahoc, are expected to take turns j
Boston papers please copy.
common scold.
n performing the functions of wet nurse"

met

hbds

D Lord

At the recent trial at Wiscasset. our I Messrs. Clark and
Brown, the former not long
Sagadahoc friends may be inter- since of the Boston Courier, and the other the
ested to know, the first nnd chief witness ineditor of a leading Democratic paper in Vertrod need t improve the good reputation of
mont. In the Delta of Jan. 18th, we And the
Mr. Babson, was “Jo Snow"—the ex-post masfollowing severe rebuke of the Courier from
ter ol Bath!
He avouched for Mr. B’s good
one of the editors—one of those wounds of a
character in most emphatic terms.
Next
friend
which the
Hebrew bard declared

Heiutzelman from

Cardenas—Brig Trlndelen—75

Bark

prosecuting the

ST"

x'ing outflanked,

New lork for

IMPORTS*

Lincoln and

and

Portland: 21st, brigs Wieland, (Hr) Britton, tm do;
Croton, Eddy, Havana; N Stowers, fm Boston
Ar 23d, barks J W Kosevelt. Harriman. Portland:
Cordelis, Bryant. Philadelphia; brig H B Emery,
Bartlett. Portland
Cld 23d. brig Essex, Sinnott, New York.
In
port 23d, barks Grand Turk. Dolliver, and Linda, Hewitt, for New York: brigs Alberti, Cousins,
ami J D Lincoln, Storcr, for do; Fiore nee. Winslow,
for Portland; Fannie. Ross, for Baltimore; sch Delmont, Ginn, for Boston, and others.
Ar at Bermoda 9th inst. ship Kate Prince,
Libby,
from Philadelphia for Acapulco, in distress, (see disasters; 12th, bark Mary Ann Peters, (Hr) Sanford,

V linn *r«j

PltoviDENCE. R. I., Jan. 31.
Gen. Burnside arrived here this morning.—
fS™ The letter from “Subaltern,” which
He declined a public reception, but thousands
we
publish to-day, must close a dispute w hich thronged tlie railway station and the
square
has no longer auy public interest. Our cor- |
adjacent, to greet him. He made a brief
respondent “(Juis” rather tartly contradicted \ speech in response to Mayor Knights, who
welcomed him in behalf of the populare. His
assertions, which “Suiadtem” was entitled to
many friends will call upon him at his residefend. With that defense the hearing in these
dence to-day.
columns must close. There are other and more

It is claimed

Am.tfda, Thomson,

.St 1 nomas.
At Remedios 16th inst, brig Chimborazo, Small for
Boston, wtg cargo.
Ar at Cardenas 19th inst, bark Winslow, Davis, fm

EK8.

....

ZJF" We learn from the Rockland Gazette

notion to the

son. Johnson. Puget Sound.
Sailed from St Thomas 9th inst,
ship Chapin, Hall,
(from Boston) for ban Francisco.
Curacoa l')th inst, brig Nautasket, Sawyer,from
New York, arftth.
All urt a* rux loth
lust, brl* Monliccllo, Govern,
for llontou 12 day*
81d 16th. w:h
.Sprinkbok, Grindlr. Bouton.
At Porto Cabcllo 81st alt, <
bare, D»vi«, fm Philabn* Koanokc. Lon*, fin do.
dc'pl‘la.:
Sld Slrt nlt bark Thomm
Dallctt,
Duncan, Kln**
aton J and I biladclpbia
Ar at Trinidad 18th inat, bri* Sea I.ion Haakell
Xcw York; 18,h, bark
fmm

city,

REMAINING

that on

if the 6th Maine

FOREIGN PORTS.
At Leghorn 9th inst. ship Flora McDonald, Fuller,
for New York.
At Demerara 7th ft»*t, brig Leonard
Berry, Hill.for
New York same day.
Ar at Ferrol, Spain, 12th inst,
ship Andrew Jack-

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

pitied, it is that man who is so wedded to a
false theory, that he feels restrained from doing right, from following his best instincts, and
from listening to the voice of God and of conscience, by his supposed obligations to a wicked, heaven daring, man-euslaviug and Goddishonoring institution.

appropriate

Cld 28th, sch Arno, Barter, Alexandria.
Sid, brig Kodiak, Peterson, Cardenas.

Agents in the West Indies —Legality
0TKAJHKR
FROM
FOR
SAILS
of the Suspen ion of the Writ of HaNorwegian.Liverpool.Portland. ...Jan 15
beas Corpus to be Decided.
Australasian.Liverpool.... New- York. Jan 17
New Yokk, Jan. 31.
liana*.Southampton.New York.. Jan 21
Europa...Liverpool.Boston.Jan 24
The Times’Washington dispatch states:—
LIST OF LETTERS
Boru**ia .Southampton..New York. Jan 2*
It is ascertained that the rebel government
Ltua. Li verpool.N ew York
Jan 2*
in the Portland Post Office FebruAsia .Liverpool.New York .Jan 31
have regularly commissioned agents at St.
ary 1st, uncalled for.
Canada. .Lh.Tjx.ol.Boston
.Feb 7
any of these letters are called for, pleasesar
Thomas, Bermuda, Kingston,Jamaica, and all
Bavaria .Southampton. New York.
Feb 11
tliat they are advertised.
the principal points on the Spanish Main.— i
Uaimnouia.Southampton.New Y'ork .Feb 25
I JP*AU letters advertised are subject to an extra
These agents continually communicate with !
to oar ART.
charge of one cent.
See. 5 Axn hk it rrHTnRR exacted. That lists of
the insurgents,and advices received by the pi- j Arabia.Boston
Liverpool.Feb 4
Norwegian. Portland ..Liverpool.heh 7
letters remaining uncalled lor in any postofficein any
rate Sfuuncs and Communicate through them.
] Edinburg.New Y ork.. Liv erpool .Feb 7 city, town
or village where a
newspaper shall be
Tlie Administration is engaged in preparing
Saxonia..New Y’ork Hamburg.
...Feb 7
printed, shall hereafter be published once only in the
to bring before the Supreme Court of the i Australasian^
New Y ork. Liverpool.Feb 11 Ij newspaper which being issued
weekly, or oftener,
llausa.New Y ork Bremen.Feb 14
shall have the largest circulation within the range of
United States the important question of the
i delivery of said office.—Lairs qf the t'nitrd Statrs.
power ol the President in times oi rebellion
PANAMA AND CALIFORNIA—Steamers,carry! •
LADIES' LIST.
to suspend the writ o! habeas corpus.
Tlie
ing Mails for Aspinwall, Panama, and California,
Atkinson Lizzie
leave New York on tho 1st, 11th, and 21st of each
Administration is determined to settle this
Perry Frafek
Andeisoii Martha mra
Perkin* France* P—2
mouth.
question at once. The Wisconsin case is the
Pierce Geo W mra
U»ii Anna.I
one on which the Administration expects to
Brann Addie V
Pickard Mary A
MIMATt RK ALMANAC.
Brackett Adeline
make the issue.
Poor Kacliel mra
Monday,. February 2.
Brown Katy A rare
Parker Kirilva k mra
Brown Dorcas mrs
Sun rises.7 18 I High water, (morn).
Kyon B E
9.56
Arrival of Gen. Burnside at Providence.

be

not

Jasper. Tarr, Boston;
27th, Coquette, Southard;
Pool, McMaddeu.and
Emeline. Colby, do; Herald, Colby, do.
Ar 28th, sch Mary Jane, Merrill. Boston.
schs
8 H

Rebel

E3T* If any l»oor wretch in this world is to

was

WISCASSET—Ar36th,

In tlii*
Jan. 3M. Miss Helen, daughter of Mr.
Win. G. and Arabella Hoyt, aged In vear*.
a tier noon, at 2 o'clock,
GST-Funeral on
from No. 40 Washington St. Keiative* and friend*
are invited to attend.
In thi* city, Jau. 31*t, Joseph L. Kelley,
Esq., aged
63 > ear*.
In New York, Jan. 25th, Ashbury E. Porter,
oj
Wiscasset, member 21*t. Me. Keg., aged 22 years.
In Jay, Jan. —. Mr. Jonathan Butterfield, aged 89
year* 7 months.
In Brunswick, Jan. 18th, Miss Jane K. Keay, aged
J
25 years.

iirC MHH1

paddle that canoe want the
privilege ol looking on and seeing others do
the fighting, while they do the fault-finding.
The idea of being compelled to defend their
has not arrived yet, I hear, much to the recountry is by no means palatable.
gret of tlie present Incumbent, whose otHcial
position ncre has not been strewn with roses,
The Brunswick Telegraph says, “Mr.
1 can assure you.
Callicott, a Democrat nominated by the lie- j
Thu schooner Flying Scud arrived yesterpublican*, -has been elected speaker of the | day from New York. Site was lately the FlyNew York Assembly. The other officers of
ing Scud, of Baltimore, but was sold here on
her last trip to Saunders A* Son, and uowcouies
the game faith were elected." Doubtful things
fully freighted to that secesh tirm.
are very uncertain, and so is the
precise “faith”

for Fortress Mouroe.

_DIED.

speculation.
The barque Sallie lion sal I, Leavitt, of New
York, brought a cargo of coal to Adderly *
Co. and discharged part of it into rebel steamers engaged in running the blockade, under
tlie captain's protest.
The newly appointed United States Consul

E J The^Farmington Patriot is alarmed
lest Congress should pass a conscription law.

for \\ iscasset.

Ill Brunswick. Jan. 29ih,
Capt. D M. Humphreys
and Miss Carrie A. Owen
In
Jan 25th, John Keiupton and Miss S.
Strong.
trances Wellman, both of Farmington.
In Biddefonl, Jan 22d. Lewis G.
Keys, of B., and
Mi** Almeda H. Ladd, of Saco.
In I»over, N. II.. Jau. 15th, George \V. Locke, of
Buxton, and Mis* Mary E. Dorr, of So. Berwick.

to

Telegraphed, brig Trinde en, from Cnba.
Ar81st, brig Mary Means. Wilson, Wilmington
Atwoyd, Purvier, Tangier; Mary B Dyer’
Purvier, do: Cornelia, Blaisdell, Rockland; Globe’

"cb- K N

GLOCCESrER-Ar 28tb, brig Harriet,
Baltimore for Newbury port; schs Juno, Sedgeley,
Wallaw,
New York for Rockland;
JJilve Avery. Roberts, fm
do for Belfkst; Benjamin, Cram, fm do for
EastportPallas, Pendleton, do for Rockland Leopard, Turner, do for Lu bee; John McAdam, Willard Belfast

iff AKKII'D.

_PA88EN6

————————

Snowman, Portland.
Id 3lst, brigs .1 West, Hardison, for
Aspinwall; M
onepard. Cook, Turks Island; schs Forest Oak, Kilpurn. Baltimore; Albert Jameson, Andrews, Rock,ai*M
; £***• T»rbo*. Bath.
bid 81st,
-hip bcioto; bark B F Shaw; brigs Allon,
and II Means.
Xeponset,
HALKM--Ar 2wth, sch Cornelia. Drysdale, from
for
Rockland
Boston
Below, (at anchor off the North Shore) ship Exchange, (of Bath) t haney, 24 days irom New York

»«).do.19'}

southern ports, and the only way
to slop this nefarioustrallic is to sliut down on
all shipments from the North 10 Nassau. The
Adderlys arc said to have made over a million
of dollars by their rebel agency and shipments.
.Sanders & Son are coining money bjr tlie same

its active devel-

unon

111

}M»IUII

rcshipped

Hold.160*

3'5,5oO United State. Coupon Sixes(188l|. 94
10.000 .do....
.94J
6.000...,.do. 94}
2.500 United States 7 3-10 Treasury Notes.. 102
8,100 ,.do.101J
20.000 .do..pill
1.000 United States Demand Notes.1 v;*
4.000 ...do.158
15.000U.S.Certificaies ot‘ Indebtedness, tJulv)
98
3.(810.do (Jan).:.... 95)
6.000 United States Treasury Sixes, (2 years).... 158
1.000 .do.
157 j

Nassau, N. P., Jan. 19.—In port, Anglo-

jyThe Ellsworth American says that a
girl of Ambrose Hamblin, of Deer Isle
aged four years, was burned so badly by her
clothes taking fire, on the 14th inst., that she
died the next day.
£y A complimentary dinner was recently
given to Gen. Pope in Xew York, by Mayor
Opdyke, at which the Gen. made a very handsome and patriotic speech in response to a
complimentary toast.
Tlie Washington Star says it is understood that Geu. Hooker has already his plan
of campaign well chalked out, and with the
very first opportunity for breaking the mud

I

'881.do.16"]

Confederate steamers No. 1 Gladiator, No. 2
Ilouro, No. 3 Flora.
Tlie steamer Leopard arrived this morning
from Charleston, S. C., with cotton to Adderly & Co.
Key Island is lined with vessels laden with
contraband cargoes for rebeldom, and secesh
is jubilant at reports of a Union defeat at
Vicksburg. Crowds roam the streets at midnight shouliug secession war songs, uud indulging in taunts and anathemas upon the
Union flag and generals. The feeling against
the North is intense, and pervades ail classes,
from the Governor down to the lowest black
official on the island.
The vessels coining from New Y’ork bring
hither full cargoes, which the consignees solemnly swear are intended solely for home con-

little

Stocks.—Bobtok, Jan. 81,1862.

5.1810.do.slrt Mill

Feeling Against the North—Rebels
Supplied from New York.
New York, Jan. 31.
•A Nassau letter gives the following interesting items:

Thomas, Jan 19th,
received at Merchant's Exchange, Boston,
says, “Tlie brig J. P. Ellicott, Capt. Devereux,
from Boston for denfuegoa, was captured by
the rebel privateer Betributlou.

or

1.865 American
4

ter

from St.

had

Destkixtive Kike

BY TELEGRAPH

Twenty-Third Maine.
EVEKWG papers.
ey* On tlie fourth page—A Dream, by
Florence Percy; of Superstition.
Fight on the Blackwater.—The Rebels Defeated.
A young man in Bangor lias been fined
Baltimore, Jan, 81.
$10 and costs for making a disturbance at the
A Fortress Monroe letter says the rebels
Union Street Methodist Church in that city.
crossed the Blackwater on Friday. Gen. I’eek
cr- The Augusta Age makes a fling at sent out a force which met the rebels yesterday morning at 4 o’clock, and drove them back
Gen. Hitchcock as a “demagogue.” The Age
with some loss. Our loss was forty in killed
Is evidently determined to descend to the “lowand wouuded.
Geu. Peck took several prisoners.
er depth” of infamy.
At last accounts the rebels were retoward Franklin.
An old unmarrried farmer, named j treating
Abraham Ilersey, died in West Hempstead,
From Nassau—Rebel Steamers in Port—Bit-

•oolness and

evenings of

P.

selected.

and

—

LEGISLATURE OF MAIIE.
to

ORGIKAIL

j

j

Gilpatriclt.

ley. Philadelphia.
BALTIMORE—Ar 27th, bark Henrietta, Brown,
Rio Janeiro llth nit.
Ar 29th, brig ( emantbe

Hopkins, llamor, from
Matanza*.
PHILADELPHIA—Old
29rh.
brig Ambrose Light.
give
QIT1MBY.
Stahl, Havana; schs A M Eid ridge. Fisher, N York;
returuedto Portland, and cau be fouud at hi* Room,
Georgie, Davis, and R Corson. Hight. do.
NEW Y’ORK—Ar 29fh. ships Spiridiou. Jordan.fm
No. 13 International Houkb, Tuesday, August
35 days: Patteraou. Bn do Nov 3b; Escort,
12th, where he will attend to all wishing toconsul | Liverpool Vera
Cruz 26 days: brigs Ocean Traveller,
Whitman,
him.
Sargent. Bermuda; Rolling Sea, Rowell, Fortune
First Examination at office.8200 ; Island; Gen Bailev, Noyes, Fort f linch; sch Kate
Walker. Kli/ebethport lor Boston.
Each subsequent sittiugat office,.60
Also ar 2Kth, brig Belle Bernard, from N Orleaus
City Patieuts, first Examination at residence,... 260 ] for Boston.
Ar80th. ship St Peter, Savin. Havana; barks MagEach subsequent visit at residence,. 100
dalena. Day, Aspinwal; Wm Wilson, Plumcr. from
August 16. 1862.—tf
Mataiuora*; Linden. Powell, Alexandria; sch Lamartine, Grant, Eliza bet h port for Bostou.
PORTLAND POST OFFICE.
Cld 3.'th, ship Joseph Meigs. Baker, for Aspinwall;
bark
MAIL ARRANGEMENT*.
May Stetson, Gilley. Cadiz; schs Willow,Small,
Pembroke;
C A Pitman, Turner, Salem; M E Pierce.
WESTERN—Arrive* at 12.40 and 71 P. M. Closes at ! Shea.
Washngfon.
7.46 A M and 1.80 P. M.
Sid
Hibernia, S R Mallory; bark P C Alex*
ships
EASTERN—Arrives at 1.60 P. M. Closes at 12 M.
audnr; brigs Harp. Leui, and Aladin; sch Hattie
EUROPE—Closes everv Saturday at 1.30 P. M.
Coombs.
CAN ADA—Arrives at T.50 P. M. Closes at 12 M.
(Bv tel.) Ar 1st, bark Garibaldi, Bn New Orleans;
COUNTRY MAILS—Arrives about 6 P. M. Close at
brig Hampden, from St Marcs.
9 P M.
NEW LONDON— Sid80th inst, bark Harry Booth.
QTOffloeopen daily (Sundavs excepted) from 8
Drummond, (from New Y’ork) for Portland; schs
A. M. to 9 P. M. On Sunday*, from 81 to 9$ A. M.
Shenandoah, Nash, tag Bath; Franklin, Allen, ftw
Eastport; Gen Marion, Allen, (from EJizabethport)
Physician and Surgeon.—II. A LAMB, M. D.,
for Fall River.
NEWPORT—Sid 30th, brigs Charlena. Means. CarOffice, corner of Congross and Chestnut Streets
denas 9th iust for Portlamf; Elmira, (of Portland)
Portland, Me.
11 all.Sagua for Boston; schs Golden Eagle, Belfast
Particular attention paid to Surgery, including
for New Y’ork: E G Buxton. Titcomb. fm New‘York
for Bostou; Senator. Brown, fm Portsmouth Ki tor
iseasos of the eye aud ear.
augT—d6m
do: ( aroliue. Dxer. fm Fall River for New Bedford;
Pointer, HolmeOTTurks Island for Eastport.
SWEET OKANti EH.—Another lot of nice OrIn port iWth. schs Eliza Ellen. Curtis. Bn Portland
for New Y ork ; l’orto R ©o, llarriman. from Bucksanges just received aud selliug at very low prices, at
for Washington; White Sea, Littlefield. PortB. W. JONES,
jau21 d&w3m
DR. P. P.

jau27 dlw*

would

notice that he ha

116

For^Street.

LOCKE k KIMBALL. Dentiet*. No. 117
Middle Street.Portland, Me.
augl6—ly
Drp

port
land

tor New York

BOSTON—1Cld 80th. ship Alexandrine, Snow, tbr
Montevideo; brig Lilliau, Swasev, Matanzas; schs
Isaac Rich, Crowell, Baltimore; Maria Foss, Carey,
Wilmington; Elvira, Wan on, Cutler.

Brown Ueorge mm
Robert* Irene mra
Bee man Harriet
Hackled Mary mra
Smart Nette
Befry Jane H mm
it itsea .1 II inra
Skiiliug* Almira J
Stewart ( has mra, care
Boyd J J ntm
lirowu M (. mm
mra Lewie, Fore at
( has E mra
Boucher Mauerva, Cape ESmith
]
Barker M M
Maudish George mra
Burn ham Royal R mrs
Saw ter Maris K mra
B owu Sarah Auu mrs
Starbird M Ann mra
Breslin Sarah A turn
Smith Maria
Blake Sarah U
Swan Sarah B mra
Stone Sawyer S mra
Berry Walter S mrs
Cadie Annie
Sawyer Tryphena S
Cleavelaud Annie C
Thornton Annie mra
TaJhot Harr E mra
Clancy < icily
Cushman Emma M mm
Temple X E mra
Clifford Isabella
l’nderwood Abbr mra
Cartiu Jane
L'nderwood Nellie
Carlin James mra
Yianuah Mary mra
( base Margret A mm
Wheeler Andrew mra,
Cobb M&rtlia E
Cape E
Warren Cat brine
Cummings Rose
Corson Susau A
Wiug Emetine C mra
Whitcomb Lizzie
Cripps Susan A mrs
Wiualow Emma H
Crockett Sarah J mrs
Colson Susan
Wilson George W mra
Doran Bridget—2
Willey Haunsb mrs
Dean
Watson Lacy mrs
(York st)
Dunham Emma mrs
Welch Mary
Dainon Ellen (Brattle st) Wentworth Percilla mra
Weather by Wn mra
Day Heleti M E
Dev ire Elizabeth mrs
Peuueil G W
Peice
Matilda
Joeeph 8
Daggett
Parker Jr James
Darling J T mm
Duuu Julia M
Pearson James
Downs Lydia mm
Pope J It
Preble
rick
Dolley Lucinda M
Duuu Maria
l*ierce Nat hi
Dav is M C rurs
Prince U N
Peirson Robert J
Duddy Michael mra
Porter W 11
Duffy I’atrick mm
Dole Richard mrs
Pierpoiut Wm
Wain Floriston J
Deering Sarah M
Rich diaries F
Elder CalHe M—2
Richmond C k
Martha D
I Kimry
Fitzaland Amanda
K* «*d I*aac
Kobiusou ISA Co, for
Fag gen Augusta mrs
mr* Geo W n wt
1- trciuau liaruiMu ran
E laker Kellie I
Roger* Ju W.Jrvb House
Knhanisou John II
Fogg Harriet F mn
Russ J C
Farr Johu mn
Feruald Louka
Kay Samuel
Gertrude Florence
Huberts William, lor bum'
Kuth II Dyer
inn
Gray
Gould Jessie ran
Sherry Peter
Gee Mary F mn—‘J
Srl»erberg Ai^X, care of
Gould Robert M mi*
dWi«tyTs Minstrel*
GagoSuaau R
Spaulding Aloaxo, City
Harris Auu ran (Hancock
Hospital
•treet)
Sawyer Andrew S
Scott Baxter capt
Howard Alice K
Herrick Chnschaua B
Spear ( has capt
Hauscum Lizzie
Sa\ag* capt.II M 47th reg
Strong A t o Dk OX
ilagerty Flier
H arris K F mn
Sisk Edward
Smith Prank
He* «l E raoklin ran
Hancock Lydia
Sawyer Prank—2
Howard Louisa mr*,Capet Soule Gustav us F, for WalHoi well Martha wrs
ter S Soule
Sumner George
Hiesey mm
Holden Mary F
smith I-aac
Harris Martha
Salvador Joseph
ililboru >n«an W mn
stun wood Joseph
E, Samples James, for mrs
Harrington Sarah
l*eakp* Gland
Mary Sample*
Ilail Wm mn
Stuart Johu L
Johnson l.ncy A mr*
Sutton Mich’l.ttone eutter
Jewell Mary A mn
Shirley XI M
Keeble Kate mr*
Stoop* N D.Preb Hoase-2
Smith Peter or Kob’t
Kelley Elizabeth mn
mn
Steven* Rufus
King
Keith Lvdtainrs
Stickney Robert C capt
Keith Lydia C
Stowe Sara l
Leavitt Augustas ran
Simmon* Simon
Lewi* Auu mn
Soul Samuel
Swett S P
Leighton Alfa J mn
Sumberine A G offl» me**r*
Lane Charles H inr*
Sherwood Mr, blacksmith
Libbey Clara M
mn
Stanley Wai ", I7rh r s I.
cart* of comm’d'g officer
Littlefield GeoC mn
\V < capt. I7th
Laud Hattie M
Lowell Julia A mn
Infantry, Port Preble
Sumerbv Wm
Leonard Levi inr*
I hompenn Albert
Long mr*(Danforth *t)
Littlefield Martha J mn To/ier A B
True A Co C P
Lamb Mirauda
Libby Nancy mn
Thompson Cha* M
T nil Edwin I>
Leighton R J r inn
Lovell R C mr*
Trueworthy Free®an C i
Thaxter Geo K W
Lutkin Rachel II
Talbot Ira G
Serey
j Logoin
Temple M C
; L« av.tt Sophia I* mn
Thur*to» S K. for min
Michlheuy Cathriue
Kate < arpenter
! McIntyre Katie E
Trask T A C B mee*r*
; Mone Carrie
1 Marsh Ella
Ti easurer C State* Asst
Thomas Wm F capt
Mitchell Lizzie A
Vaughn A L
Mayberry Ftta W
Vovugly Augustus
: Moss Elizabeth mn
Wood
Edwin
mr*
bridge A A, camp
Maloney
Mathews llemktta mn,
King
Waniron
A H, for mrs SoE
Cape Ferry
McKenuey Hannah mn
phia Mason
John
mn
Whittier
Charles
McGregor
Mitcheison Julia L mn
Waits Charles
Menson Julia E
Wormaford Edward
Mitchell Margret I tun
Welch itennr
mn—2
Woodbury .fo* Pendope
McCiusky Mary
McKenzie Mary mr*
Walker John
Me Kenney Mary E
Welch Janie*
Wadsworth J C
McAlcnev Margret
John C
Wadsworth
A
McIntyre Mary
Walsh Michael
M nton Sarah
Wood W m
Noble Eliza J
Winston J capt
Ordwar Elvira mn
Feunell ( harks mn

Berry

John

Jones B F

Bartee James
Jones BonJ F—6
Brady John
Jenkins Edw II
Bonuey Levi X,camp Lin* Johnson Edwin L,for mrs
coin hospital
Hannah Johnson

Bonner Mathias
Barker N C eapt
Brown & Sous Stephen
messr*
Ball i' M
Burge** Thomas

?
Tbr.Ar,hor
fr Howard
Colby

Colburn Frank
('lark Geo kl
Clark H K
Currier J G
Coombs J W
( ale Jonathan
Clements Moses B
Catling Robert
Crossuiau 8, for mra Mahitahle Crossman
Coombs Thomas A, camp

Johnson llenrv
Jordan Hiram C
Johnson ft Co J C,for mrs
U I> bacon
James J J
Johnson John O—camp

Lincoln
Jordan John (J—Cape E
Philander
Kimball lieo K
Kennedy Leo C

Jordan

Knight Isaac
Kenney John E capt
Knight John M— 2
Keazer John C

Knight Himeou

Kenna W in
Leighton A U
Lewis Allen
capt

Libby Augustus F
Lowensolm A
Lanigau Edward
Learftt Mward. for mrs
Sarah J Leavitt
Lord Henry, for mrs Eu-

cXWilliam
Dike A B

Drexel Aais G
Di us mo re Charles
le* ('has—Cape E
Dill CyroreM
nice Lord
Donald u, brass founder Lewis Isaiah capt—3
Dresser E M
Lewis Isaiah capt, for AlDan forth Enoch
len Lewis
Duran George
Llbbv J W Herat
Larrabee J C
Dyer G S
Oyer Greely H, for mi«s Libby ft Co J C meters

poy

Dean George
Davit Joseph

ham

King,

DodgeJobu U

Dennis J E
Dunn John P
Deering John William
Dolly Oren
Drear Smith G
Dwinall W
Davis Wm to the heirs of
late of Co I, 90th reg’t
Mast Volt
I>ay a Co Bewail
Emery Rev Mr
Kdstrdi Henry J
Eastman Joseph W
Eaton Oliver C
Falby Andrew
Foss Andrew 8, anti-slavery lecturer
Fariitworth 11 M
Farnsworth Hollis M— 2
Field Ira M
Flaherty John, for Mary
Toole
Flahertv John
Fisk J A
Flactey John
Fickett Nahum, tor A W
Waterhouse
Freeman Sana ! 8
Fernaid Warren
camp
—

King

Forts wm H
Flowers W in
Fowler l>aniel, for miM
Lizzie II Phelps
Groundwater A L—Peblet Hall
I
Green Arthur A
Glidden Edw A
GOliver Francis
Green George G
Getchel Harrison

Glynn Hugh

Grom Jacob
Garden James

ttetirin

a

MeMIfcS—1

Lewis
Lowell Marshall, Camp

Ditlmoii J M
Davit J u
Hearing John

F

Co I

Lincoln Samuel, for
Jane K Lincoln
Lewis Thos S
Libby Theodore

Libby

Wm U

Moody

Geo 8

mra

M A A
Morton Franklin
Morton Frank J
McGtaniln Isaac,eity hos’l

MansflfddJ B.Preblctfoase
Milliken John 8. for miss
Laura P Milliken
Mason James

McLaughlin James, Fort
Preble

MoKenney

John

eapt

Moses Lyman
>lc< arthy Michael
McClane Neal—2

Murray

Owen

Meagher Patrick
Mcguade Patrick

Morriss Patrick
M»*rritt Phineas
McArder Kobard
Madeson 8
Morten Stephen H, for
Wm H Galleison
Me Kir or Thos Monstear
Melody Thomas
Mavberr Wm B—2

Miller Wm

Merrill Wm V—Wectb'k
Nelson A B
Noves John
Nickerson I,eander

O’Maley Bartley
O’Brten Daniel
Ordwar Frank D
O’Malley Patrick
Plummer A LI
Paine Daniel C
Peake* Delbut
Perkins Frank A
Place Geo H

SHIP LETTERS.

Capt C. Chraaton.

baniae Arlington.
(i W Rood.
WE Andoraoa.
N A Reed,
Billow.
Frederick Bishop or the brig J W Drisko.
Capt J P S Barnard, master ach .Tying Fish.
Emery A Anderson, on board'sab Julia.
John Scott, ach C B Jones
Alphoaso A Hopkins, ach Maine Law—4.
( apt Olirer Amebary..- A.
"
Elorteton tjuin.on board
Jmmee Hanley, brig George LardJow.
Rob't Cleland—Capt Thompson, on board Georgs
Lard low.

brig

George Maretoo, brig Mechanic.
C apt D N Tracy, ach Nautilus.
Miss Sarah Grimea, ach Melodiao.
Noble Preble, ship Omega.
Me Arthur James, ears of capt Bruce, bart)ae PoDy.
George W Curtis, on board the Ocean Ranger.
Capt Bradshaw, ship Themis
Capt H Wilson, of brig L C Watte—2.
A. T. DOLE, Postmaster,

SOZODONT

Bridgot

Heury

Hardening

the Oume

PURIFYING the Breath .imparting a delightfully
refreshing taste and feeling to the mtmth, removing
all Tartar, Scurf, and other Imparities, am of Tobacco, Re., from the teeth. Completely arresting the
progress gf decay, and whitening such parts as have
already become blackened by decay. The Sozodont
is perfectly free from all ACIDS and other imparities which could have the least

injurious

effect

on

the

teeth, and is prepared with great care
and scientific skill from a com hi nation of materials—
every ingredient of which is well known to have a
*
beneficial elect on the Teeth and Gums.
One trial of the Sozodont will convince the most
skeptical that it is a preparation of Intrinsic merit.
A convenient. s<\fe, eftcacoms Dentifrice—one that
should be in the possession of every one who oarco
for the preservation of his teeth.

enamel of the

Now used and recommended

by many

of the most

eminent

Dirines, Dentists, Physicians, Chemists,
and scientific gentlemen of the day.
Sold by Druggists everywhere at 00 cents per bottle.

H.

H.

HAy7”e>RUOOIST#

Junction

Emily

of Free and

AGENT

V O K

Sold in Hath

by

Middle

Streets,

PORTLAND,

KB.

Dr. 3. Amwo A Sox.
HALL A RUCK EL,
Sole Agents. New York.

fbh3 eodfim*

Lourn'George

8penecr

GENTLEMEN’S Ll.-T.

1

t*inn James R
Adams C N
(•ratlam.l W
Alexauder Hiram K
(«raifam
Jos W
Alien Jacob
Audersou John.for David * litford R I*
Throtte
OibbinsJThos, for Bridget
liibbins
Audersou J* A
Hunt Wm—East Cape E
Auisburv Oliver capt
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THE PORTLAND COLLEGE,
-LOCATED

IE—

Clapp’e Block.Congress St

*

Bkvaet. Steattc* ACo.’s
Cham of Commercial Colleges, located in New
York. Philadelphia, Albany. Buffhto, Providence.
Cleaveland. Detroit. Chicago. 81. Louis, Troy, Brook-

18

an

important

link in

lyn sud Toronto. C. W a and affords the best possible
facilities tor acquiring
thorough C ommercial education.
BOOK KEEPISG, COMMERCIAL LAW. COM.
MERCIAL ARITHMETIC, PRSMASSHJP,
CORRRSPOSDMSCR, ffC*.

practically taught.

A Scholarship issued by this College will be good
throughout the “Chain'’—time unlimited. Call or
send for Circular.

BRYANT, sTRATTON A WORTHINGTON.
wly

ieb2UA

~jncT \v.
General

lumsdon,

(omntKiion

merchant,

WATER STREET. GEORGETOWN. D. C.
gy*Attention to the sale of Produce. Flour,Grain,
and Gmeral Merchandise. Vessels chartered,freights
procured, and burines* generally attended to with
promptnees and dispatch.
Reeses

to

febl dSm

Leonard Cotton.Esq.. Portsmouth.N.H.
I. F. William*, Hampton. N. H.

A Valuable Property on Free SL
FOIt SALE.
A LOT OF LAND. W *■«« on Free rtlwl.
containing about *00 «iu»r* feet, with * block
/foeae, thereon,
Auln of two three—to rivd brick
numbered 74 end 77. coutaiuiug 21 room, and attic—

/<%

connected with I'uion /fa//-a desirable location for
flo/f-»c. or for two private dwelling*.
Time anil payment, to nit the purebaaer*.
For further particular, apply to DK llliiMAS II.
CHARLES Ml SSEY.
B RES LAN, or
f.1.2 tawlm

X

New .Nolnske*.
1JU1 HIID8 NEW CROf MOLASSES,
JUU per Brig "Denararx." now landing, for
JOHN LYNCH A To.
•ale by
fob! d3w

a—a———————B—*
ABOUT TOWN.

MATTERS

Supreme Judicial Court.
JANTARV

TERM—CUTTING J., PRESIDING.
Lorenzo D. Cole v.

Saturday—No. 2:0.
James M. Black & als.

replevin bond. Submitted to
the presiding Judge without the intervention
of the jury. Judgment for plaintiff for $46,66
and legal costs.
Anderson A Webb,
S. L. Carlton.
Action on

a

No. 295. Portland Horticultural Society v.
Maine Siite Agricultural Society and Trustees.
Assumpsit oa an account annexed for $182,69, for amount of cash paid out as premiums,
and expenses of the Horticultural Exhibition
of October, 1862. It was contended by plaintiff!! that the Horticultural Society united with
the State Agricultural Society in the exhibition at Portland in 1890 with the agreement or
understanding that the State Society should
pay all the expenses of the Horticultural Society, including the premiums awarded by the
latter. The defendants deny any such agreement, or, that there was any such authority
granted the Trustees to make any agree-

binding the State Society. It was also
claimed by the State Society that the Horticultural Society should deduct from their account a pro-rata portion of the amount allowed them by the Stale, wliicli would l>e $50—the
the State allowing the Society $200 per year,
and the Society haring given four exhibitions
ment

that year.
The case was tried before the presiding judge
without the intervention of a jury. Alter the

heariug, judgment was ordered to be eutered
for the plaintiffs for $129,38.
Anderson & Webb.
Shepley & Dana,
Court adjourned to nine o'clock Monday,
morning.
Municipal

Court...Jan. 31.

Edward Whalan, for drunkeuness and dis-

turbance,

was fined two dollars and costs.—

The McClellan Meeting.
Agreeably to a call in tile newspapers, and

posters throughout the city, a meeting was
held in the City Hall on Saturday evening, for

taking

the purpose of

Major Gen. McClellan
was

very

a

to

invite

city.

There

measures

to

visit this

respectable though

not

very nu-

attendance, and the proceedings
with much enthusiasm.

conducted

proscenium gallery

we

noticed

were

In the

/lumber

a

meeting

was

H. Daveis, Esq.,

ou

Emery, Esq., was
Emery, on taking

called

to

order by Edward

whose motion
chosen
the

George

Chairman.

chair,

made some

F.
Mr.
re-

marks upon tlie occasion which had called
and

together,

paid a glowing eulogy to
Gen. McClellan. W. G. Chadbourn and lienj.
Lunt, Esqs., were appointed Secretaries.
On motion, the Chair appointed Messrs.
Wo. D. Little, J. P. Shaw, Thos. K. Jones,
A. K. Shurtleir, Granville M. Chose, Thos.
Cummings, George WaterbouA Gardner Ludwig, Charles K. Frost and Beuj. Larrabee a
committee to consider and report what steps
should be taken towards inviting Gen. McClellan to visit Portland, and to nominate a
committee of invitation.

While the committee was out, Hon. L. D.
M. Sweat addressed the meeting, giving a history of the General’s career since leaving
West Point.
—
The committee reporM that 100 citizens
be appointed to visit Boston and invite Gen.
McClellan to visit Portland. They also reported the following list of names to constitute the committee of 100:

E*ro Carter, Jr.,

William Moulton.
Edward H Daveis,
Chas. Q. Clapp,

Joseph Howard,
John M. Adams,
Hosea I. Robinson,

Charles E. Jose,
F. 0. Libby,
J. E. Donnell.
John P. 6haw,
Charles R. Frost,
Mannaeseh H. Smith,
James T. MeCobb.
Thomas Cummings,
CharlesP. Kimball.

Jeremiah Dow.
A. K. 8 hurt led.
James L. Farmer,

Jabes M. Knight,
Gardner Ludwig,

J.C. Baker,
Bradford,
George 8. Hunt,

John

Joseph

W.

Dyer,

John B Carroll,
L. D. M. 8 west,

Jonas H. Perley,
R. M. Richardson,
Charles E. Sawyer,
Edward A. Bcammon,
Wm. G. Davis.

James B. Libby,
Granville M. Chase,
Samuel H. Tewksbury,
B. F. Lunt,
Freeman Bradford,
George H. Chadwick,
Janies McGlincby,
Charles B. Varney,
Louis Lou gee,
Joshua T. Emery,
Thomas Shaw,
Calvin S. True,
I>. W. Nash,

I. P Farrington,
Chas. H. Haskell,

Thomas B. Frothingharo,
S. C. Baud,

Samuel Kyle,

John Yeaton,
Chas. H. Fling.

O. M. Marrett,
Samuel Rounds,
Johu Barbour,
Stephen Emerson,
Chas. P. Knapp,
Edward Mason,
John btiuchcomb,
Abial Somerby.
Thos, Parker,
Wm. L. Putnam,
Hanson M. Hart,

Hall J. Little,
8. C. Btrout,
Charles E. Beckett,
Charles J Little,
James M. Kimball,
Charles M. Dsvis,
Joseph Hale,
C harles H. Chase,
Gardner Jordan,
V. C. Hsusou,
J. F. Libby.
James i

oJ<i,

H. C. Barnes,
Edward E. L'pham,
Hesekiab Winslow,

Syivanus
Lyman,
George Waterhouse,
B.

Chas. H. Adams,
K. Dana. Jr.,
Wm. G. ( hadbourne,
J. B. Fillebrown.
Bewj Lari a bee, id.,
J. D. Seavey.
Chas. H. Stuart,
Johu Bussell,

George Bar-tow,
Wb.U. Little,
Chas. H. Stetson,
A F. York.
Wm. Boss, Jr.,
Sewall Waterhouse,
E. L. Man wood,
W. W. •»arris,

Elijah Adams, 2d.,
L. O. Reynolds,
B. K. Dresser.
Moody F. Walker.
The Committee will leave in an extra train

Jos.

place.
Amoung the speakers,

good people

Bombardment or Galveston.

understand there

we

Its Doom Probablv Sealed.

will be

present that “old war horse” hi the
tenqierance ranks, John T. Walton, Esq., of
this city, whose amusing and very appropriate
stories will add zest to the occasion.
Trains will leave the Grank Trunk

Depot

following extract from a letter written
by Acting Assistant Paymaster Frederick R.
Thompson, of the U. S. steamer New Loudon,
detailing some incidents of the bombardment
of Galveston, has been forwardeil to the Secretary of the Navy :—Saturday Evening, Jan.
10.—We arrived off Galveston about noon today, and, as soon as the captain reported to
the flag officer, the request went up from the
flag officer to prepare lor action and get under
weigh. The Brooklyn stopped about two
miles from the fort, while the New London
and Scioto went close in, to draw, if possible,
the Are of any batteries which the reliefs
Surrounding the tort
may have erected.
could be seen the tents of the troops, aud towards them our lire was directed. The ball
She was lying
was o|>cned by the Brooklyn.
about a mile and a ball' from us. We saw a
puli' of smoke at her how, and then heard the
deep booming of her guns, while in the air we
could hear the howling of her shells as they
passed over us. The Scioto followed with
her 11-inch and Parrott at one extremity of
the towu, while we were along the front at the
other extremity. We opened tire with one
Parrott and a Sawyer, but elicited no reply.
We then went within a mile and a half of the
fort, and opened tire on the encampment. The
Scioto came up alter us, while the Brooklyn,
with the tremendous range of her guns, planted a shell in neatly at tile distance of three
miles. We were rolliug tremendously, and we
had to tire as we were rising. Our starboard
30-pounder was tired, ami we watched in the
direction of the range. The shell exploded
in the fort, aud soon down caine the rebel flag,
the halyards being cut, so that the credit lielongs to the New London. Alter tiring several good shots the signal wal sent up from the
flag ship to cease action and about. As we
returned a field piece battery opened on us,
but it fell short, though near enough for us to
hear and see the shot as it struck about twenty rods from us. We gave them a broadside,
and the Scioto three 11-iiich shells, all of
which struck and exploded ill the battery, the
effect of which must hare been tremendous,
judging from what we could see. Through
the glass we could see the masts of the Harriet Lane over the town, which is situated on
a narrow strip of land.
To night our squadron has been reinforced
by two more gunisiats carrying sixteen guns.
To-morrow being Sunday nothing will lie none,
but when the boniliardinenl is renewed it will
be terrifle. Galveston is a doomed town. The
disgrace attending the capture of the Harriet
Lane must be wiped out and the vengeance
upon the butchers and captors wilt be awful.
On Monday we shall attempt to pass the forts
at the mouth of the baibor.

at

Sad Accident.—We regret to learn that
Henry S. Trlckey, of the 17th Maine Regiment,

of

son

Henry Trickey, Esq.,

of this

city, met with a very serious accident in Finley Hospital, Washington. While standing
under a hanging lamp it dropped upon his
head, breaking at the same time. The flames
spread, and before extinguished, his head and
hands were shockingly burned. A letter from
Dr. Wolhauptee, of the hospital, to the
family
states he is as comfortable as
they could expect, and it Is hoped his eyesight is not Injured.
Aid

fob the

Fbeedmen.—Will the ladies

searcli for any old clothes left after supplying
all other demands ? Nothing will be amiss.
All kinds of garments for men, but •especially
for icomen anil children, old bonnets, soft and

hats, caps, boots and shoes, old bedding,
kuives, forks, s|ioons, and spectacles are urgently called for. Many are coming in from
straw

bondage without a garment.

Packages can be
City lliltl during
Dudley, agent.

left at the ladies' room in the
John

have found out how it is that the

good people of the city contrive to remain
upright in these icy limes, when it is the
wicked who “stand oo slippery places.” They
use the patent creepers, sold by O. L. Bailey,
Exchange street, which are a perfect protection. Let those; who would avoid the fall,—
not of our first parents, but on the ice,—go
let them try them

apd

Ring.

Wm. T. KUbarn.
Albion Witham,

for Boston at 8 o'clock this morning.
Mr. Sweat then offered the following preamble and resolutions, which were adopted:
Whereas. It U always appropriate for patriotic
American citizens to recoguize loyalty and devotion
to the cause of constitutional liberty, in the vindica-

on

saw

on.

exhibition

on

Saturday

in

front of the

Postofflce, a most beautiful and
sleigh, from the factory of Messrs.
Marlin A Pennell. In the high back and sides
it reminds one of the comfort of the sleighs of

sensible

In the different parts of workmananything we have seen. It was

old times.

ship it

excels

built for our townsman. Mr. Charles A. Gilson.
Mum. Eaton.—We learn that letters were
received from Mrs. Eaton dated Stafford Coun-

ty, Jan. 22,
the camp

gruel,

w

here she

Bailie

in attendance on

was

Washington, Feb. I.

The

7.50 A. M. and 1.16 P. M.

near

hot tea,
cocoa, bread and crackers to the sick

meeting

Brown’s Commercial College.—We invite attention to the advertisement of Mr. K.
N. Brown, in our columns this morning, relat-

ing

to

his Commercial

College.

Mr. B. has for

many years past been one of the most successfill teachers of book keeping and penmanship
that we have had in this

city,

and he has cer-

tificates to that effect from some of the best
business men and accountants in Portland.

He has taken

rooms in the Hanson block,
spacious, and handsomely fitted up,
one of them being appropriated to the ladies.
Recently lie lias enlarged the branches taught
in his institution, and has added to them the
art of navigation, for whicii purpose he lias
employed a competent teacher. No pains will
will be spared by him to render the pupil per-

which are

fect in the branches he or she may select to be
taught. We would advise all to look at his
rooms, and examine the principles of his

teaching, and they will
Brown, is really an able

method of
that Mr.

be satisfied
and skillful

teacher.

Norwegian.—Steamship
Norwegiau, Capt- McMaster, from Liverpool,

Promenade Concert for the benefit
of sick and wounded soldiers will be held in
the new City Hall Wednesday evening next,

eral forces under Gen. Corcoran and the forces
under the rebel Gen. l'ryor, in which the
latter were defeated. The loliowiug is a despatch troin Vuanermasier Kicker, of Geu.
Corcoran’s brigade:
SujTuUc, Vo., Jan. 31.—“Had a fight and
whipped Gen. Pryor. Our General and his
officers are all safe.”
New York, Feb. 1.
The Herald contains the details of the fight
near the
Blackwater.
The rebel Geueral
l’ryor crossed the Blackwater on the night of
the 28lh ult., with three regiments of infantry,
four detached battalions of infantry, UUU cavairy and 14 pieces of artillery. The next
uight Gen. Corcoran, under orders of Geu.
Peek, advanced to meet them. The rebels
were found ten nvles from Suffolk, and a cannonading of two and a half hours caused them
to retreat.
Geu. Corcorau advanced all his
force, his infantry, with fixed bayonets, driving the rebels nearly a mile, they leaving their
killed and wounded on the field. Geu. Corcorau continued to follow them up. w hen the
rebels took up another position two miles from
the battle-field, and at the latest mail information Gen. Corcorau was moving to Hank them.
The above named light occurred by moonlight.
A telegram of yesterday indicates that tile
rebels were again driven from the last named
position, and that Geu. Corcoran was in pursuit. Uur loss was 24 killed aud 80 wounded.
Gen. Corcoran had a narrow escape, and ('apt.
Blodgett, of Ilia staff, was slightly wounded.

(Feb. 4th.) Doors open at 7 o'clock, dancing
to commence at 8o’clock. Music by Chandler's quadrille band. Tickets 25 cts. to be had
at Croesman A

Poor’s, and

at

the door.

Bishop Colenso’a first
credibility of the Pentateuch, by M. Mahan, D. D., and a second
book by the Bishop himself, a new translation
and explanation of St. Paul's Epistle to the
Romans, have beeu received by H. L. Davis,
in Exchange street.
2F"An
on

Answer to

the historical

Postage Stamps.—The time for receiving
soiled postage stamps at the Post office for redemption expired Saturday night. The number of

city

packages

was

about

received at the office in this

1000, varying

in amounts from

50 cents to $92,

z*~ The Soulier’s Book, a pocket diary for !
accounts and memoranda,” a nicely got up article, in morocco, of convenience for every
soldier, adapted to the side pocket. For sale
by II. L. Davis, Exchange street.
jy The “Fragrant Soxodent” will he found
advertised in this

P%»r.

It Is mid to he

a

|

FROM NEW ORLEANS AND HAVANA.

good article, but we cannot speak from personal knowledge. W'.ien we have an opportunity to “try it” we will speak more definitely.

Rumors of the ©veto.

UF The lm|iorts into Portland for the
month of December, 18(12, are $518,791 against
$270,034 in December, 1801, and the exports

The

Expected

Attack upon Fort Hudson.

1861.

Steamship Hibernian, Capt. Burgess,
from this |>ort for Liverpool at 7.45 1*. M. Saturday. She took out 87 passengers, a full cargo and $28,000 in specie on Canadian account.

aud Havana 28th ult. arrived this morning.
Our Havana letter of the 28lh states that
rumors place the Ovelo at Grand luagua, at
the Bahamas, and off Abaco, while other
rumors state that she bad a fight with a Federal gunboat, ami was ou fire olf Abaco, and
was being chased off the
Bahama Banks by
a war steamer, painted black, &v.
The rebels have been strengthening their
works at Port Hudson.
Our gunboats, it is thought, cannot assist
much iu the attack, hut the inorlar fleet will

in

December,

sailed

The American illustrated papers for this
week have been received at the bookstore of
A. Robinson, No. 51 Exchango street.
Justice to the Maine Eleventh.
On the Peninsula the Maine 11th was in
Gen. Naglee’s brigade, Casey’s division. In
one of the leading battles in
that campaign,
Gen. McClellan spoky in terms not complimen-

operate

Mills,” “Williamsburg,” “Chickahominy,”
“Seven Pines” or
Fair Oaks,
Bottoms
Bridge,” “White Oak Swamp,” Carter's Hill,”
“Matthew's County,” “Gloucester” and “Yorktown.”

Thu General says:
Thus is yours the honor of having been the
first to pass ami the last to leave th : Chickahominy, and while you led the advance from
this memorable place to near
Kiclimuud, you
were the last In the
retreating column, when
after seven days constant
fighting it reached
a place of
security and rest at Harrison's

Landing.

Your descendants for generations will boast
of the gallaut couduet of the
regiments to
which you belong, and when nil are laid in the
dust, History will still proclaim the glorious
deeds performed by you.
Go oil! “The "froth is mighty and will
prevail.” Pretenders, for a time, may roll you of
your just deserts, but as you have experienced, their evil redort will certainly be exposed:
for your many friends at home ever watchful
of and identified with your reputation, will see
that justice shall be done.
A new page in your history is about to be
written, let it he still more brilliaul than that
already known. Your past good conduct has
won tlie warmest esteem and confidence o.
your late Brigade Commander; he has no apprehensions for the future.

Portsmouth States and Union
Gen. Butler as the man who voted

sneers at

It

more

advantageously.

was

|

Capture of

a

Federal Gunboat by the Bebela.

Washington, Jan. 81.
Representatives Sheffield, Rice of Maine,
Hale, Trowbridge and Webster have beeu appointed by Speaker Grow a Select Committee
to examine into the charges extensively circulated iu pamphlet form by G. R. Belts against

the Commissioner of Patents.
Acting K'-ar Admiral Lee has sent the following to the Secretary of the Navy:
Newport News, Jan. 31, via Fortress Monroe Fen. 1,8 A. M.—The Richmond Kxnmincr
of Saturday contains the following despatch:
Charleston, Jan 30.—The Federal gunboat J.
P. Smith, carrying 11 guns and 230 men, surrendered unconditionally to our forces this
afleruoou, after a sliap engagement at Stouo
river. Another gunboat escaped iu a crippled

condition.

From Fortress Monroe.—The Fighting at
Black water Iinded.
Fohthess Monroe, Jan. 31,1
via Baltimore, Feb. 1.
J
The iron-clad Potapsco left Hampton Roads
last evening at 7 o'clock, and went to sea
under couvoy of the U. S. gunboat Pawnee.
Gunboat Rhode Island, which has been here
fore several duys taking in coal, sailed hence
at B o’clock this evening.
The lighting near the Rlackwater is all
over, tile rebels having beeu driven beyond
that river.

Affair.—Capture

of
and 300 Prisoners.

a

Steamer

16th and

Amount oi losses tbc past year,
Of which all ibat bare become duo

been paid.

45) @ 48.

money Is

by reducing the amonnt of assessments. |n.
stead of attempting to declare 1 dividend payable in
cash or scrip.
C HARLES HUMPHREY. President.
JOHN WATERMAN, Treasurer.
Joins A. Wati«»i», See’y.
jau29 deedk wlw38

middling uplands.

Flour—State ami Western 10 ft 20c higher; Superfine State 7 00 a. 7 35; Extra do 7 55 ft 7 76; choice
8H> a 9 25: Hound Hoop Ohio 7 80
# 8 00; choice
do 8 10 ci 9 26; Super flue Western 7 00 ft 7 35; common to good extra Western 7 60
ft 8 00; Southern
firm: Mixed to good 7 76 ft 800; Fancy and Extra 8 3*> ft 10 76; < auada 10
ft 20c better; Extra 6 70
ft y jA).
Wheat—2 ft 3c better; Chicago spring 1 48 ft 1 56;
Milwaukee club 1 68 ft 1 82; Amber Iowa 1 63 a. 1 88;
VI iutsr K**d Western 1 65 ft 1 70; Amber
Michigan
1 69 ft 1 72; choice Greeu Hat Spring 170; Wiuter
Hed State 1 73; White Slate 2 00.
Corn—1 ft 2c better; Mixed Western sound 95;—
do unsound 32 ft 94; Hound Yellow Western 1 00 ft
1 03.
Oats—more active aud firmer; Northern aud Western

6

9 00;
12 60;

Michigan

Standard

BUTCHERS'. GROCERS’. DRUGGISTS',
FKCTIONKKS' and GOLD

CON-

Beams, Weights,&C..&C.

60
00
60

••

With

»

complete variety
—»▼

of

.corner

of

BROWN,

FOB SALE.

300
000l>,M
*.uno

Sugar Box SIIOOKS.
SPRUCE DIMENSION, all .Ire*
DOORS. SASHES, BLINDS, LATHS, CLAPr

UARDS-l itied and

ot CommlwUonen of Insolvency

the undersigned, having been
appointed to
receive and examine the elaima or the creditors of the eetate of Jonathan Moore, late of Portland, deceased, whose estate has been represented
insolvent, give notice that six months from the 20th
day of January current, have been allowed to said
creditors to exnibit and prove their claims, and that
wo will attend to the duty assigned us at the office of
Fessenden ft Butler in said Portland, on the last Saturday of the present mouth, and of the five next succeeding months, at 2} o’clock in the afternoon.
Dated this 20th day < f January A. D. 1963.

Independent,

Fearlem Advocate of
Freedom.

Jan.31

BRICK HOU8K ou Lincoln street. In*
quire at tbe Merchants Bank.
Jan I# tf

To be Lee
THAMBKRS in the second story,

A modern baijt H< >rsE. No. XI Danforth
,,WL suitable fur a genteel lhauly—coa_Aufb raining fifteen rooms.
EuqeMe of J. K. AIM., in rear of X» Danforth
:reo».
deeUtf

'isaH

Cooper’s Shop

To Let.

|

Newslu its columns will be found a complete
History of the War, all important Political or State
Documents entire. Proceeding* of Legislative Bodies,
;
Summaries of
Intelligence, and news from
all
of the world, accurate reports ot financial
part*
and commercial matters, trustworthy Correspondence. and a carefully selected Literarv Miscellany,
comprising Poet™, Reviews of New Works, with
liberal extracts. Tales, Poetry. Gossip, and Anecdotes—the whole formiug an' excellent variety, in
which every reader will discover something to his
taste.

jackets.
The gunboat Octoroon captured on the 15th
ult. the English sloop Bravo, from Nassau, with
cargo oi suit and sponge.

Major George C. Strong, of Gen. Butler's
stall', has been appointed n Brigadier General.
A letter from the army of the Potomac, in
the Times, dated 30th, says, Gen. Burnside

TERM S- P A TAB I. E

DAILY
One copy,
One copy,
One copy,

lias been offered the command of a new department, embracing North and South Carolina, and thirty days time are allowed him to
decide whether he will accept or otherwise.
John Fitzgerald, son-in-law of Senator Doolittle of Wisconsin, and himself a wealthy
hanker of that State, committed suicide at the
St. Nicholas Hotel yesterday with a pistol.
He leaves property to the amount of ♦400,000.

one
one
one

IX A DP AX
EVENING POST.

delivered by carrier,
sent by mail,
mouth,

year,
year,

One copy, one year,
Two copies, one year,
Five copies, one year,
Ten copies, one year,

6.00
12 no

On Limt Street.

Jan20 3m

R <‘inovnl !
The

undersigned has removed hia Office to

Long Wharf,

Where he is prepared to write any amount of

marine. Fire and Life Insnrunce,

22.50

that may be

wanted.

Jo W. mJKOEK.
jan7 d3m

the Rebels near Murfreesboro*?

It Published every Wednesday.
One copy, one year
Three copies, one year,
Five copies, one year,
Ten copies, one year,
Auy larger number 91 50 each.

Minniville road, in which Palmer's division of
Crittenden’s corps won fresh laurels. Seven
rebel regiments were stationed there as an
outpost. On. Palmer concentrated his brigades at Keadyville on Saturday and Sunday,
without tents or baggage. On Monday, hoping for a surprise, the 'Jth Indiana were thrown
out as skirmishers, closely
supported by the
41st ami Blst Indiana. These troops were put
in rapid advance, hut the rebels scented the
movement, and by the time our forces were
full upon them, they were in a promiscuous
skeddaille. Tiiey showed some light, however,
wounding seven and killing two of the 41st
Ohio, and wounding two of the Dili Indiana.
We killed their Col. Commanding and thirtyothers, and took 100 prisoners.
From

Beaufort,

N. C.

New York, Feb. 1.
The Newark Advertiser learns through
letter from
at

on

Any person sending us 945 for twenty Semi-Week-

ly subscribers will be eutitled to an extra copy of
the Semi-Weekly one year; or 922 50 for ten coplea,
will be entitled to one copy of our Weekly our year.
Auy person scudi g us $15 and the uaines of teu
subscribers to our Weekly will be entitled to an extra
copy of the Weekly one year for his services; for
tweuty names and 990 he will be entitled to one copy
of our Semi-Weekly or two copies of our Waefeuy
one year.
Each subscriber's name is printed on his paper
Subscriptions may commence at any time. Pay
always in advance. When a club of subscribers has
been forwarded additions may be made to it ou the
same terms.
It is not necessary that the members of
a club should receive their papers at the same postoffice. Clergymen are supplied by mail at the following rates: Daily, 98 per annum; t^emi-Weekly,
•2.60; Weekly. 91.50. Money may be forwarded by
mail at our risk.
will be

a

of our
the 20th

one

There were collected at Beaufort at that
date some 00 large army steam transports having on hoard almost 70,000 soldiers. There
were also in the harbor 150 schooners loaded
with artillery and ammunition, and w hich together with the transports would leave for
Port Royal to join the naval fleet as soon as
they could get ready. ^he whole composes
the most powerful expedition of the war.

Mi*»ia*ippi

Fleet.
Nashville. Jan. 31.
One thousand rebel cavalry, Forrest commanding. with a batterp of four pieces of artillery, are at the Shoals awaiting the passage
of the fleet to this point, which left the vicinity of Franklin, Tenn., for that place last

JOHX T

ROGERS t

to

COMMISSION MERCHANTS.
and wholesale dealers in

Flour, Prox'isions

and

Produce

No. 129 Commercial Street,
l'OKTLAND. Mb.
JOHN T. ROGERS.

all who desire it.

CH A*. R

ROGERS.

J.ou.ry 1,1. 1863

WM.C. BRYANT A
Oflles of the

CO.,

janl 3ro

U. S. INTERNAL REVENUE

Evening Tost.
cor. Librrtt,

STAMPS,

41 Nassau Street

Jan30

New

GREAT CHANCE FOR IARCAINS BEFORE THE USE!
30 HOUSES, st prices from $1000 to $4000.
100 HOUSE l.OTS, st prices from $300 to $3000.
3.01X1.000 fret of KEATS.
1.009.000 fret of LAND.
3 STOKE LOT'S on t'ommerclal Street.
MOSES

GOULD,

74 Middle St.,

novSTdtf

Copartnership

Ur 8taibs.
Notice.

EDWARD HANNAFOKD vu admitted a
partner with me on January 1, 1863, sad the

Mlt
uauieol

FOR SALS AT THE

York.

Real Estate,
INVESTMENTS !

the tirui it

A. P. MORGAN & CO.
A. T. MORGAN
Jan 19 d3w

ROLLINS & BOND
New aid Detirmhle Sly lea el

Clothn,

Clothing,

FURNISHING

GOODS,

Which they offer at

Prices to salt the Times !
IT'tamB before purchasing elsewhere, and
»r

Me

yon melt !

•cMdtf
for Flank Howttscm.
Dbpabtvbwt, I
Waabixutob. January 17. ISO.
J

Proposals

will be received at Cat office until 4 ©'the 17th of February next, for fttrhundred, or lent. 24-ponndcr ?aat iron
iahing
lowitsers for flank defence. These Howitzer* weigh.
■rhen ltni-*hed. about 1.476 pounds each, and draw»g* exhibiting their dimensions can be aeen at thia
nice, or at the United Mates Arsenals. They are to
•e subject to the regular United States inspection and
roof, and none are to be received and paid for exept such as t»ass inspection and proof, and are apto be designatproved by a Uuited State*
'd by this office. Payments will be made on certifl• ates of
to
be
and
inspection
receipts,
given by the
inspector, and forwarded to this office.
Bidder* will state the number of iiowitzcw they
‘•repose to deliver (not exceeding one huudred.l the
! dace of manufacture and delivery, and the price per
■ound. for the finished llowitaer; and no Md will be
ntertaiued unless it be iVom a founder regularly engaged in tbe business, satisfactory evidence ef whish
uu*t accompany the bid.
Any bidder obtaining a
contract will be required to enter into bonds, with
■tot less thau two sureties, in the peon) sum of ten
housnnd dollars, for the faithful falfllinent of his
contract in all
The bonds must bo acknowledged before a judge of a court of record, and the
bondsmen must 1** certified by the Judge of a LBstrict
four! of the Uuittfi State*, or an Orduaace Officer in
charge of a U nited Mates arsenal, to be worth the
peual sunt of the boud over and above ail liabilities.
The right is reserved to reject all proposals if the
prices are deemed too high, or If, fbr any eanae, K is
not deemed for the public interest to accent them.
Proposal* will be sealed and addressed to “Brigadier General James W. Ripley, t hief of Ordnanee.
Washington. D C ,** and will be endorced •'Proposal for flank Howitzer*."
J W HI PREY,
Brigadier General Chief of Ordnance.
JandO eodtfeb27
lock

P.

b.,

on

PENSION
In Merchants’

AGENCY OFFICE,
Bank Building, Exchange At.

Jan22 dtl
Luxuriant Whiskers and .tlonslarhos
br fjroim in $ix wrek», by using Dilling-

CAN

ham's
per box. at

Inspector,

CO.,

General

Address

night.

A stupendous effort to capture the l>oats on
the Cumberland River is determined on
by
the rebels.
The river is at a stand.
It is milling, 10
o’clock 1’. M.

sent/rue

Oft.••••Middle Street

respects.

Mump*.

FULL supply of all kiuds of Stamps for sale at
my office. No. 92 Commercial street; and the
public will be expected to use them ou and after this
date, (January 1, KM
When sold iu sums lees thau one dollar. payment
required iu Postal Currency.
Office Hour*—9 to 12} A. M ; 2 to 4} P. M
NATH’L J. MILLER. Collec or
1st District State of Maiue.
janl2 dtf

SPECIMEN COPIES OF THE EVENING POST

gentleman
lleaufort, N. C., that ou
ulL, the whole of our fleet, with the exception
of one gunboat, had left there for Port Royal.
gunboats

a

internal Revenue

A

PREMIUMS.

!

NOTICE.

92-00
6.00
H.00
15.00

For Gentlemen's Wear.

one

An extra copy will be sent to any person who
sends us a club of twenty and over.

Ml’RFBEEsHono, Tenn., Jan. 27, I
via Seymonr, Ind., 20th.
j
Quite a spirited affair came off, on Monday,
at Woodbury, twenty miles out on the Mc-

iEW F ALL GiOOBS

ORr*i*AHCB Ornri, Wab

WEEKLY EVENING POST
on

JOHN C. PROCTOR

Proposal*

nT”Entrance first Door north of the Post Office.

Ho. 166 Fore St., head of

Tuesday and Friday.
93 00

o«S6tf

95 BIDDLE STREEl.

911.00

diEMI WEEKLY EVENING POST
Is Published every

STREET,

I3ROICKR.
...

occa-

■ATI BBS* BBCKITllO

Real Estate and Merchandize

OFFICE

Streets, recently

•
pled by Mrs. C. A. Richard, as a board
dlilH mg house. Possession girea immedt’^HHIKately. For particulars enquire of

the

C.~ PROCTER,

JOHN

—The large Honee on the corner of MMdie nod Willos,

-AT-

(until his shop is rebuilt,) ready to answer any order#
for steam, gas and water pipes.
S tea in and Oaa Fttings of all descriptions.
Will also attead to fitting the above for steam or
g-ta.
Orders received for Pattern making, and Steam
and other machinery. Boilers, Water Tanks. Ac.
Will devote his personal attentio
to arranging
and setting Engines, Boilers, Shafting, on reasonable
terms.
IRA WINN. Agent,
dealt dtf

CE.

10 no
1.00

IRw

dec.

THE

paper

European

Fittings,

UNION

to Let.

\» Commercial Street, bead of Ifobeoa's Wharf
Inqoire of J. H HAMLEN.
•epttl
Office oa Hobson’s Wharf.

*o.

subscriber would inform his friends and
public, that he may be found at

37

Store M

over

<J Kiddle street—Mitchell's Building, i'uensesion
veu i turned in t«ly.
Inquire of
JunS tf
A. T. DOLE

LAKRABEE.} C'omml»ion«r,

8. W
d.3w thenwtJun<-20

Steam and Gas

EDITED BY
William Oullen Bryant and Parke Godwin.

The steamer Pearl, captured by the gunboat Tioga, is an iron-side wheel, light draft
steamer of 170 tons, with a cargo of pea

ITund.

FOR SALE & TO LET.

"machinery,

A COMPLETE FAMILY NEWSPAPER.

It aims

ou

300 Bbla. Choiae Brand FLOUR, for
family Lao, by
avres DEBRINS,
Hobaoa’, Wharf, foot of High gtroot.
0030 d3m

To Let.

WE,

War aKalnal Treason.
chiefly, however, at being a Good

Rough.

OUTSIDE SASHES

'J1HE eommodioes Chamber la the northerly see*
Of the acts brick block.,orner of Urns aad
V.u*'
ilk Streets,
directly being the market. Meat ov.
Enquire ut office of
OCEAN INSURANCE CO.,
dtf
Sopt. 16. ism.
No. ST Exchange St.

•dS

SSkf

—

The Emm Purr, now in the axtr.flrat rear of
its existence, is a journal thoroughly devoted* to the
principles of Freedom, and is candid, fearless and independent in the expression of it* sentiments. It
holds to the great doctrines of a strict construction
of the Constitution, Economy in Government, no
political Jobbery, honest men for office, the Suppression
of the Slave Power. Free Soil and Free Speech; and
it earnestly advocates a vigorous prosecution of ihe

ii

300,000
Board*.
25.0*) « Spruce Flank
60,000
C heap Fine Board*.
13».000 Floe Clapboard*—planed,
80,000 Spruce C lapboards.
100,000 Extra Cedar Shfnglr*.
*7
GEO. r. FOSTER,
At tho head of Unloa Wharf.
Portland, Dec. llth, 1803.
g,f

I’oeton.

Sold la Portland by 1MEHV ft WATERHOUSE

(ESTABLISHED IN 1801.

and

•«

"

l'nion
feet Fine Shipping

Battery march Street,

r

of Price.

Thoroughgoing,

«•

Augusta

TO LET.
TBE Third Floor, eornrr of Middle aad Temple
I. streets Enquire at 86 State Street.
jaalO

—

FAIRBANKS ft
118 Milk STaaar...

THE EVENING POST.
A

read#
f htcasaw

J

WEIGHING APPARATUS,

PROSPECTUS.

cate.

private

BUSHELS Extra Xrating Cora.
non 400
7 I'SBI
Bb!«. Stouo Mil la Flour.
1M Bbls. A

THAN MOORE.

j

Stmt.

At Wholesale !

TO CREDITORS OF THE ESTATE OF JONA-

Gen. Hooker paid a flying visit to Washington to-day in reference to the quartermaster s
and commissary’s departments of his army.
It is said that Gens. Cadwallader, Marlindale and Van Aiten are to compose a court of
inquiry ill the ease of Gen. Franklin. Lieut.
Col. Felonsea will probably be Judge Advo-

Attack

jau»6w

|ML

SCALES!

97

Change

BMtBa OMA“

TO TtE f t7

For sale, la erery variety, at
Coni nnd Railroad Scales |

Hay,

broken.
From Havana.—Various Items.
New Yoke, Jan. 31.
The steamship Tubal Cain, Trout Havana
22d inst., arrived this eveuiug. She has on
board Capt. John Brown, late of the brig Estella, captured by the Florida. Capt. Brown
states that he and his crew were kindly treated by their captors.
A Sailor in Sailor's Snug narbor, on Staten
Island, this morning, just after prayers, shot
the Chaplain dead, and then attempted suicide.
New York, Feb. 1.
The Herald's special Washington despatch,
dated yesterday says:—The resignation of
Gen. Campbell, formerly Governor of TennesIt is said lie resigued
see, has been accepted.
in consequence of the emancipation proclamation.
Hubert Dale Owen has accepted a clerkship
in tlie War Depar’inent, and will lie Chief Assistant in discharging the duties of Assistant

"•*

Weatero Meaa BEEP,
W. H. SHAW A SON,
06 Commercial

For Sale or to he Let.

These celebrated Seales arc still made by the original inventor*; (Ain oklt bt tmbm.) and are constautlr receiving all the improvements which their
long experience and skill can snggesl.
They are correct in principle, thoroughly matte,
oY the best materials, and are perfect!) accurate and
durable is operation.

Illinois Central scrip. 94
——-

300

SCALES.

Prime
Prime

Central.

SEL8
2,000
bbla.

FAIRBANKS’

87 (ft 72.

Beef—steady; Country Mess 7 00 «
00 ft 6 00; Repacked Chicago 11 60 ft

GROCERIES,

Ormtm Seed and Sen Beef.

*771 43

will readily be perceived that
wasted in managing the business of the
Company or in supporting its officers. It is • strictly
mutual Company. Kvery expense not
really accessory is avoided, and the utmost drgree or prudence
and economy exercised throughout its business affairs
thus giving members the benefit of all
proflts as they

New York. Jan. 31.
Cotton—firm bat irregular; sales 1400 bales at88

Qneensfoien, Sunday P. M.—The steamship
John Bell, from Glasgow for Portland and
New York, with a general cargo, has put into
this harbor with the propeller, keel, stempost
and rudder carried away and the mainsliaft

a

228 00

only

By the foregoing It

Illinois

gfadea,)

good aMOrtment of

Jan Id 3w

Foraaleby

and other incidental expenses,

no

a

CHAS. W. SMITH,
At hiM N*w Store.
!Ios. OAK•
Silver Street,

_

Mess 20 UO ft 22 00.
Pork—firmer; Prime Mess 16 00 (ft 17 00.
society is being formed.
upward; New Orleans 11 ft Ilf
All the Spanish ministry have resigned.— ! forSugars—teudiug
brow'ii; 12 ft 13 for clarified; Muscovado lof ft
O'Donnell was forming a new cabinet.
Coffee—firmer, with a fair demand; Kio31; Java
There was talk of the Duke of Saxe Coburg ;
36; St. Domingo 29.
for King of Greece, but it was reported that
Molsfu-w—active and firm •, New Orleana 40 for old,
he had declined.
aud 47 ft 60 ior new.
It was rumored that Turkey is making warFish—turn.
Freights to Liverpool—dull; flour Is lOjd; cotton
like preparations.
nomiuai.
An influential deputation from the Einanci- )
Wool—firm, and tending upward.
palion Society waited on Minister Adams on
the l*Uh to present a copy of resolutions, exj
Stock Market.
pressing sympathy with the anti-slavery policy J
New York, Jan. 31.
of Mr. Lincoln’s government. Bev. Baptist ,
Second Fioftrd.—Irregular.
Noel and Jacob Bright made some appropriate j United
States 6‘s 18S1 registered,. 92}
remarks to Mr. Adams, who, in reply expressTreasury 7 3-lOths .108
United States demand notes.164}
ed his gratification at the proofs which were
Central Bond*, .126
being afforded of the friendliness of public Illinois
American Gold.158
towards
the
United States governopiuion
Pacific Mail.1881
ment.
New York Centra].1191

<

4,008 00

have

Present Indebtedness of the Compsnr, Including outstanding notes, interest and
loaaea not yet due, (*815)
6,862 89
Assets:
Deposit notes, over
*106,000 00
Real Estate,
1,550 qq
Di«6)n assessments (and conaidered collectable )aud premiums in hinds of ageuts,
2.037 76
Cub in treasury,
1,748 89
-*8,796 66
The expenses of the Company the past
year, lucludlng the compensation of
President, Secretary and Treasurer and
bills of Directors and agents lor ser> ices,
613 43
And
Printing. Postage, Stationery, Taxes,
AH amount to

with

FAMILY

20. 1963.

TOB TBB TUB EXDIXO JAMJARY

Araonnt of property Insnred Rbont
#2.000.000 00
Amount of premium notes on deposit,
106.3.50 00
Amount of property insured the past year, 337.138 no
Premium notes deposited the past year,
18,174 00

Amer-

lahi>

K *!’

<6 Bush, Is KKA5R,
9X> Bbla. FLOCK,
(different

GORHAM, Me.,

New York Market.

Movements are on foot in Liverpool to test
public opinion, by meeting to consider the
American war aud the emancipation question.
A similar movement is to take place in Manchester, where a branch ol the emancipation

60 tubs BLTTRU.

—FOX BALE IT—

accrue,

ican question.

Apples, flour, &c.
Baldwin apples.
500i'.'i!;".
4,°0) LU UKIKO AFFLK&.

malar mutual Fire Insurance (•,

Liverpool cotton sales to-day, (17th,| were 8.000
bales, iuclndiug 1500 to speculators and exporters.—
Market closed quiet aud unchanged.
Breadstuff*—Tlie market closed quiet and steady.
Provisions—Tlie market is verv dull.
London, 17th —Consol* dosed at 923 @921 for

for

-A LOO-

300 Bbla. PICKLED HERRING.
DANA 4k CO,

-or TUB-

LIVERPOOL PRODUCE MABKET-The Brokers'circular reports the spies of ashes at 300 bbls.,
at 32* g itt* fid for
pot*, and 31s @ 31s fid for pearls.
Ro*m—loOO bbls. of American sold at 26* for common, and 29s & 35s fid for medium to fine. Spirits
Turpentine has advanced to 129s for American.—
Sugar freely supplied at previous rates. Coffee quiet.
Rice in better ilemaud. Linseed cakes, 8 lbs, lis fid.
Petroleum qviet. Crude easier.
Latest via Queenstown.

were

4,000 Boxea Extra Sealed,
Extra Large Sealed,
1,300
No. 1,
1A00
SUITABLE FOR CITT OR COUNTRY TRAblt

Jm>14 eriinlm

STATEMENT OF THE CONDITION

MARKET—Wake-

money.
American Stocks—The latest sales
Central shares 40 @ .19) discount; Eric

Feb. lltb

for Wot* India market.

—iin,u

Togetlier

field. Nash k Co. report beef and pork 2s fid lower.—
Bacon rather
cheaper. Butter rather more doing.—
Laid vniet, at 37s 3 36s 6d. Tallow, butchers’ association, 44s it| 44s fid.

rived M 7 o'clock this evening.
The London correspondent of the Manchester Guardian, writing on the emancipation
proclamation, says he hears a very general
expression of opinion that the first black outrage will be the signal for Europeau interven*
tion in the interests of humanity.
The Times again replies to the New Tork
Chamber of Commerce lunching the Alabama.
It admits that the resentment of the North is
very natural, and the case,as seen from a Fedei at point of view, claims a certain degree ol
It contends, however, that the
sympathy.
complaints against the British government really amount to very little, and adduces arguments against them.
Among the French diplomatic correspondence just published is a letter from
Napoleon
to Geu. Forey,in which it is confessed that the
motive for the French policy in Mexico is a
desire to prevent the United States from extending their authority southward over the
American continent.
Mr. Bright and Mr. Scholfleld had again
been speaking in Birmingham in reference
mainly to belligerent rights, Ac. Mr. Bright
did not think any change could be made in ilie
determination of the Paris Congress.
He
questioned whetlier commercial men desired j
in
peace
America, as it would bring ruin to i
He complained of Earl Bussell and j
many.
Mr. Gladstone, and bitterly denounced the
Times fin misleading tlie public on the Amer-

Rebel* In Walt for the

A Brilliant

LIVERPOOL PROVISIONS

HOLLAND-Wednesday,

Tickets for the remaining Lecture* of the Course.
•1.26. Evening Tickets. &0 cent*. To be had at the
Bookstores, ratne’s Music Store, and at the door.
Portland, Jan. 28, l«tt.
jau2* dtf

White ails 6d * 32s fid.

New Yobk, Feb. 1.
The steamship Australasian, from Liverpool
Januvy 17th and Queenstown the 18th, ar-

HALL.

JOHN B. GOUGH. Enq Tuesday, Feb. 17.
WENDELL PHILLIPS, Wednesday. Feb. 25tb.

LIVERPOOL BREADSTUFF* MARK ET—Messrs.
Richardson. Mpence k Co. report flour slow at former rat.-s.
Wheat in fair demand, albs lod Ibr Red
Western; Its lOd (•) Is 2d for Southern; 10s a, Us for
White Western, and 11* 3112s per 100 tbs. Corn iu
good demand and Itrm; for good Mixed 29* a, 29s 6d ;

Secretary.

New York, Feb. 1.
Steamer Columbia from New Orleans 25th

$1,013,915 against $528,419

amounts to 395.UU0 bales, of which 06.560 were
ican. aud at sea rrem India 105.400 bales

EUROPE.

FROM

Arrival of the Aastniaiian at Hew Tork.

New York, J*u. 31.
special Washington despatch
says:—Despatches fro® Suffolk, Va., stale
that a tight has takeu place betweeu the Fed-

fifty-two times in the Charleston convention
Londonderry 17th, ar- for Jeff Davis. The difference between But*
Springfield, Mo., Jan. 28.
rived at this port about 9 o’clock last evening.
To Major Gen. Curtis:—Col. Harrison lele1 ler and the States and Union is this: Butler I1
from Fayetteville of the success of a
She was confined two days in the ice. She
supported Jeff when he was loyal, and now graphs
scout just returned from Van Buren, it having
brings 121 passengers and an assorted cargo. fights him because he is a rebel. The States
captured the steamer Julia Roan and ;too
Her news is anticipated by the arrival of the
and Uuion denounced Jeff when he had been
prisoners, about 200 of whom were parolled.
Australasian at New York. The
Norwegiau convicted of no crime, but now that he ha- No loss on our side. That of the enemy w is
two killed and several wounded.
passed the Hibernian yesterday morning bound raised his hand against his country, it has no1
J. M. Schoffikld,
(Signed)
out.
a railing accusation to
him.
bring against
Brig. Gen. Commanding.
Friday, Jan.

LATER

Dr. J. G.

herrImqT

snippno

i) rUlA BOXES MAtlDALEN,

MASON JONES, E»q.,—January 28th.
HENRY WARD BEECHER—Thursday, Fsb. 5th.

dling 24j Mobile fair 26): iniddling24; uplands tkir
2.)); middling 24; Murats 15) @ 161. Mtock on hand

THREE DAYS

The Post's

EF-A

The

Arrival of the

ered.
Mr. Thomas of Mass., opposed the bill.
A long debate ensued.
Without taking a
vote the House adjourned.

CITY

MERCHANDISE.
•amble

Disaster.

Commercial.
Per steamship Australasian at New York.
LIVERPOOL COTTON MARKET, Jan. 17—Tho
sales of the week were 64,420 bales,
including 26,270
to speculators and 5340 to
exporters. Tuesday's business was about 6000 bales, one half on
speculation
and for export; closing
quietly, at the following
authorized quotations: New Orleans hair 271; mid-

being consid-

was

MEW

family

Senate, without

Library Associ’on

lectures.

Relearn of Mr. Bo 1 lean.
Phil a iiEi.pm a, Feb. 1.
Mr. Uoileau telegraphed his
this afternoon that he had been released from Fort
McHenry and will arrive home to-night. He
will be received by a large uumber of friends.

HOUSE.

The Rebel* Driven from their Position*.

Although exposed to the discomforts
of camp life, her health, and also that of Mrs.
Fogg, was still good.

when the

The negro regiment bill

*

rumored that the Harriet Lane escaped from Galveston immediately alter her
tion of the supremacy of law and the preservation
capture, but it was uot. believed.
of our civil rights and Institutions; and whereas,
The Alabama bad not been jn ard from since
we recognize sue '» qualities as these in the
of
per>ou
the sinking of the Huttcra«.
George B. McClellan, not only on the battlefield In
of this division, though he subsequently
tary
The banks of New Orleans have been relight iug tor our flag and for our unity as a nation, 1
modified the implied censure. The brigade of i monstrated with by Gen. Banks for refusing
but in bis civil life and acts and in hi* patient silence
under attack.—asileuce which challenges our admito take Treasury notes on deposit, and they
Gen. Naglee is now fit Newbern, and the Gen.,
ration ,and is more eloquent than uttered words:
finally agreed to take them on special deposit.
on the 8th of Jan. issued
therefore.
a General
Order,
Kebel notes are in demand, and seeesh seems
R*$tdrrd, by the citizens of Portland. That in tocomplimenting his command, and authorizing to be more happy than usual.
ken of the unbidden enthusiasm of our people towards him. of our admiration of his character and
the inscription upon their banners of the names
ability as the great military Captain of our times,
FROM WASHINGTON.
of the battles in which they had won brilliant
and of our appreciation of his distinguished services
in the cause of the Union aud the Constitutiou.au
success.
We
notice
that
the
Maine
11th
was
invitatiou be exteuded to Major General George II.
McClellan to visit Portland, aud that the hospitalities
authorized to inscribe upon its banner, "Lee's
of the city be tendered to him.
Rfolved. That a committee be selected by this
to proceed to Boston and present the invitation in jwrson to bitu,—and that a copy of these
resolves, signed by the Cha rman and Secretary be
made a part of the letter of invitation.

followed,
action, udjouured.
Debate

Mercantile

New York, Feb. 1.
The New Orleans Delta of the 24th states
that
Ship B. F. Carver, from Searsport, with a
cargo of hay, went ashore 24 miles from Pass
A’Loutre in a heavy gale. The Captain obtained tugs at New Orleans and expected to
get her off.

#65,000.

Blackwater Kiver.
■ 1

hospitals, administering

Marine

The committee on Finance offered an
amendment to reduce the appropriation for
the Agricultural department from #130,000 to

ones.

work,

COSM ITT UK Of ISVITATIOS :

A. W. H. Clapp,
Nathan Cummings,
Thus. R. Jones,

roofs of the

PROM TEXAS.

of the

2y*n e

The

hospital

Resolutions of thanks to Com. Worden were

passed; also to Com. Charles II. Davis, J. II.
Dahlgren, 8. C. Rowan, David E. Porter, and
8. H. 8triiigham.
The bill to increase the compension of the
Chief Clerk in the Paymaster’s Department
was taken up aud disagreed to—15 against 21.
The resolution requesting the President to
transmit orders, papers, Ac., relative to the
prohibition to export arms, Ac., to Mexico,
was passed.
The Consular and Diplomatic bill was
passed.
The legislative appropriation bill was taken
up. The amendment striking out the provision reducing the mileage to ten cents was
adopted—yeas 30, nays 7.

Daily Press.

ENTERTAINMENTS.

San Francisco, Jan. 30.
Tlie Senatorial Caucus adjourned till Tuesday night, in order to get witnesses from San
Francisco to testily on the corruption charges.
San Francisco, Jan. 31.
The steamer Sonora sailed to-day with 9#
passengers, #1,100,000 in treasure for England,
and #280,000 lor Ne w York.

HEN ATE.

TO THE

Portland

From California.

XXXVII UD3T3R ESS.—Second Session.
Washington, Jan. 31.

BY TELEGRAPH.

of

ladies.

them

ed under the

this week.

Committed.

merous

Temtebance Convention.—The County
Association will meet at New Gloucester,
Lower Corner, to-morrow morning at 10
o’clock. We understand that arrangements
have been made <br an interesting meeting.
Our friends in that town very cordially Invite the friends of temperance in the county
to be present, on the occasiou; and we doubt
not that, aside from the attractions of the convention, much social enjoyment will be deriv-

Stimulating Unguint Price
cent*
LORING’S Drug Store.
Corner Kxchauge and Federal .Streets.

Kail Bond Bond**.
of the second mortgage Bond* of ths
Kennebec and Portland Railroad Co., with all
interest coupons thereon due ou the 15th of Oc-

HOLDERS

the
tober, 1802, are hereby requested to deposit the same
In my hands, for which receipts will be given and
hereafter exchanged fbr certificates of stock in the

Portland A Kennebec Railroad, (a nrto organisation,) as soou as the book* and certificates can be
prepared, In accordance with a vote of said CompaJ S. CUSHING,
ny, Nov. 8,1802.
Treasurer Portland k Kennebec Railroad
dec 18 dtf
Augusta, Dec. 18. 1002.

NOTICE.
Authorities of the town of Waatbrook will b** iu session at their offiea in Waatnext, at
brook, on Monday, the 9th day of
10 o'clock A. Mto act on the petition of the Directors of the Portland A Forest Avenue Railroad Comfor the right of way irom Deo ring Bridge to

THE

Municipal

February

pany
Evergreen Cemetery.
OEOK1.E J OUNSON, I Selectman of
JOSEPH HAWES.
I Waatbrook
Jan.
24. 1868.
Portland,
Jan2T*
Truss***! Trusses! TrauM!

BRACKS ! Sh.ml.lcr Brace
AbSHOULDER
dowiual Supporter*
Dumb Hells’ Dumb Bella

I

Ijpr rule ut
JaaSS eodtai

LORINU’S DRUG STORE

The Highland Boarding SchdOt
FOR BOYS.
Turm of ibto School wflr nmmM
Thu adsaafagaa
on trie l»t Tuesdas in March.
excellent. AppUuaMaa for rooms
arc
for Instruction
should be mud* us early upcast Mu
N T. TRUE. IS A..
l*tO|>rtutor wtl Prtnuipal.
Bethel, Jan. 36, IMS.

THE

Spring

JanSsTw

WILLIAM PAINE,

Deputy Sheriff*
STANDISH, MAINE,

jsu'M dS* •

Wanted.

fITUATIOK Superintendent
of
llrat
of large experience.
Cotton Mill, by
A da**
Would not object to taking
old
of
as

soma

a man

charge

an

mill,

about to be remodelled with row machinery. Undoubted reference* as to ability. Ac., can be hrikll\
ed.
Addreaa “Maxcfai'TURkr," care of *. R.

PERRY, Valley Falla, R Island

Jan*) 41W

*

I

———■

STEAMBOATS.

THE MARKETS.

Portland and New York Steamers*

Portland Wholesale Prices Current.

POETRY.
Portland Transcript.

From the

A Dream.
Back again, darling? oh, day of delight!
How I have longed for you morning and night!
Watched for you, pined for you, all the days

splendid and fast Steamships
“CHESAPEAKE,” Capt. Willett,
The

and
“PARKERSBURG,” Captain
Horne an, will, until farther notice,
as
luiiows:
run
Leave Browns Wharf, Portland, every WEDNESDAY, and SATURDAY, at 4 P. M.. and leave Pier
9 North River, New York, every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY, at 3 o'clock, P. M.
These vessels are fitted up with fine accommodations
for passengers, making this the most speedy, safe and
comfortable route for travellers between New York
and Maine. Passage $5,00, including Fare and State
Rooms.
Goods forwarded by this line to and from Montreal,
Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eastport and St.
ohn.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
steamers as early as 3 P. M., on the day that thep
leave Portland.
For freight or passage apply to
KMUti k FOX. Brown’s Wharf, Portland.
H. B. CROMWELL k CO., No. 86 West Street,

through

Craving no boon and no blessing but you—
Prayed for you, plead for you, sought you

in

vain.

Striving forever to find you again—
Counting all anguish as nought, if I might
Clasp you again as I clasp you to-night.
Oh, I have sorrowed and suffered so much
Since 1 last answered your lips* loving touch—

the ight-watches—in daylight's broad
beams,
Anguished by visions and tortured by dreams—
breams so replete with bewildering pain,
Still it is throbbing in heart and in brain—
Oh, for I dreamed—keep me close to your side,
Darling, Oh, darling—1 dreamed you had died!

Through

Sinebec,

New York.

Oh, the great joy of awaking, to know
I did but dream all that torturing woe!
Oh, the delight, that my searching can trace
Nothing of coldness or change in your face!
Still is your forehead unfurrowed and fair—
None of the light is lost out of your hair—
None of the light from your dear eyes has fled—
Darling, oh, how could I dream you were dead!
are

dtf

Dec. 6.18 >2.

MONTREA L

OCEAN STEAMSHIP CO’S

Weekly

Mail Line.

ONEof the following first-class, powerful Steamers: HIBERNIAN. NORTH

here,

you will always remain.
leave me again!
How it haa vanished, the anguish of years!
Vanished! nay, these are not sorrowful tears—
Rappsness only my cheek has impearled—
There is no grieving for me in the world—
Dark clouds may threaten, but I have no fear,
Darling, oh, darling, because you are here!
Florence Percy.
Now you

Never, oh,

LINE.

SEMI-WEEKLY

AMERICAN, NORWEGIAN, JURA,
BOHEMIAN. ANGLO SAXON, NOVA SCOTIAN—will sail from Quebec every Saturdav morning, for Liverpool, via Londonderry.
Passengers leave Portland per Grand Trunk Trains
with United States mails, every Friday, at 1 15 I*. M.,
connecting with Steamer at Quebec every Saturday
morning.
Passage to Liverpool, Londonderry or Glasgow:
Third Class, $35. First Class, $77 to $92—according
to accommodation,—which includes tickets on Grand
Trunk Railway.
Prepaid and retnrn tickets issued at reduced rates.
Excursion tickets to the World's Fairmont and
back, $186.
Apply to Edmonstone, Allan k Co., Montreal,or to
J. L. FARMER,
No. 10 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND.
dtf
June 23.1862.

never to

MISCELLANY.
CURIOUS CASE OP SUPERSTITION.
A widow lady in Paris, seed about 63, who

a two-pair-of-stairs floor in the Rue
de la Ferroniere, with only a maid serveut, was
accustomed to spend several hours every day
before the altar dedicated to St. Paul, in a
neighboring church. Some villains, observing
her extreme weakness, resolved, as she was
known to be rich, to share her wealth. One
of them accordingly took the opportunity to
bide behind the carved work of the altar, and
wtien no person but the old lady was there, on
tbe dusk of the evening, he contrived to throw
a letter right before her.
She took it up, aud
not perceiving any one near, supposed it came
by a miracle. In this she was more confirmed
when she saw it signed “Paul, the Apostle,”
expressing the satisfaction he received by her
prayers addressed to him, when so many newly canonized saints engrossed the devotion of
the world, aud robbed the primitive saints of
their wonted adoration; and to show bis regard for the devotion, he promised to cotne
from heaven with the angel Gabriel, and sup
With her at eight in the evening. It seems
scarcely credible that any one could lie deceived by so gross a fraud; yet to what lengtli of
credulty will not su|iei>tition carry a weak
mind I The infatuated lady beleved the whole;
and rose from her knees In transport, to prepare an entertainment for her heavenly guests.
The supper being bespoken and the sideboard set out to the best advantage, she
thought that her own plate, worth about £400,
did not make so elegant an appearance as
might be wished; and therefore sent to her
brother, a counsellor in the Parliament of Paris, to borrow all his plate. The maid, however, was charged not to disclose the occasion,
but only to say that she h^d company to supaud would be obliged to him if he would
d his plate for the evening. The counsellor, surprized at the application, well knowing
his sister’s frugal life, began to suspect that
the was enamored of some fortune hunter,
who might marry her, and thus deprive his
family of what he expected at his sister’s
death. He therefore positively refused to
tend the plate, uuless the maid told him what
guests were expected. The girl, alarmed for
her mistress’s honor, declared that her pious
lady had no thoughts of a husband, that St.
Paul having sent her a letter from heaven,
promised that he and the angel Gabriel would
snp with her, and she wanted to make the en-

lodged on

HOTELS._
CENTRAL HOUSE,
E. G. Mayo,
Proprietor.
PASSADUMKEAO, MAINE.
THE subscriber would very respectfully announce to his numerous friends, ana the
generally, that during the temporary
[compulsory suspension of his busiuess he
has furnished this well-known house anew, and is
now better than ever prepared to wait
upon his customers. and
by strict attention to their wants
to merit a continuance of the patronage which he has
E. (•. MAYO.
hitherto received.
dAwrtf
Passadumkeag. June 23,1862.

[public

hopes

blackstonehouseT[ 181 Hanover Strket.Borrow.
t Formerly Mansion House—conducted on

<_l the European plan.
leased the above House, and

The

subscriber has
furnished it
open to the public.

newly

The House is now
A. P. MOKIUSON,

throughout.
dec27

“ELM

Proprietor.

HOUSE.”

ments he holds out to those whose business
call them to the “Forest City.”

or

ure

pleas-

JONATHAN BLISS, Proprietor.
dtl
Portland, Aug. 19, 1862.
BATII HOTEL,

_k_ By C. M. PLUMMK
386, Washington St., Bath.

IWl

•.•Terms 91 per day.

Stable

con nee"'*

with house.

Bath. Juue 28,1862

dtf

SAGADAHOCK HOUSE,
AlfVed Carr,
Proprietor.
BATH, MAINE.
THE City of Bath is one-of the healthiest
localities on the coast of Maine—delightfully situated on the Kennebec, twelve miles
from the sea. aftd affords one of the most
Inviting retreats from the dust and turmoil of our
cities.
large
The Sagadahoc! is one of the finest, most spacious, and best appointed Hotels in the State, located
within thane minutes walk of the Depot. Steamboat
Landing, Post Office, Coatom House, Ac., being directly in the busiuess centre of the City.
Terms Medrraie by the Week or Day.
Bath, June 28,1862.
dtf

tertainment as elegant as possible.
Tbe Counsellor immediately suspected that
some villians bad imposed on her; and send-

ing the maid with the plate, proceeded directly to the commissary of that quarter. Ou the
magistrate's going with him to a house adloining, they saw, just before eight o’clock, a
tall man, dressed in loug vestments, with a
white beard, and a young man in white, with
large wing, ou his shoulders, alight from a
hackney coach, ai* 1 go up to his sister’s apart-

_

_

1

1

Is

eagerly

door,

*•
4.40
**
4 40
"
12.06
**
4 40
Francis Murphy,
4.40 Mun. C.
4 40
Mighil Nutting,
Richard K. Kobinson, 1.38 S.J.C.
Daniel C. Webb,
4.88
*•
Brown Thurston,
4.40
Richard R Robinson,4.83 Mud. C.

Liquors claimed by

nich'd R. Kobinson, 6.18
Joseph H Faulkner, 4 40
Charles II. Paine,
4.40
440
Silas Mali,
4 40
•*
440
Sam i M. Hayden,
4.40
John 1». Woodbury, 4 40
"
440
1 70
Josephus P. Miller,
Daniel C. Webb,
4 83
ltichard K. Kobinson, 1.38
James McGlinchv.
4.05

John
John

Do

*'
••
"

S.J.C.

"

..

14

Oolong .70 @80
Souchong.60 t®66

and

pbbl.160® 1 76
Sliced p lb.
Cored p ft.
Unco red p ft.

jpc

|

Bread*
30 pc.
p 100 tbs. *64

@ 63
Ship.44
4|
Crackers per bbl. ai&i 3}
Pilot

Duty

Swede.7 @ <4

ft.

4c

Family pro.22 @24c Norway.7$@
Store.16 (®16 Cast Steel.26 @27
(jerinan Steel-16 @17
Beaus*
Marrow p 1)Ub1iS2 37 §2 *52 Fnglish|Bli».Steel. 19 @20
IVa.2 (>232 87 Spring.10@ 12
Blue Pod.2 37 ®2 *52 Sheet Iron, Engl. .6 (ai 6$
Sheet Iron,Hussia. 18 @21
4 n(idles*
Duty Sperm and Wax 8c. do Huh im’t.. 134 a.16
hard.
SDarme 6c, Tallow 2$c
Barrel,
P ft
lb.10$@11
Mould P lb.13|c@14 keg8,4*
10i@llc
leather*
Sperm.82 vft36
Cheese.
Duty 30 4*c ad val.
New York, light .29 @31c
Duty 4c p lb.
do. rnd. WU...31 @32
Vermont p 1b... .11 (ftl2
do. heavy.81 @32
£,11
Country.10$
do.
.83 @37
Coal-4 Retail.)
slaughter.
Br.
ProvincAraer.
From
Calfokins 80 @ 90
Duty
es free, other foreign Ili- Sl’ter WaxLeatli.19 @ 20
Ua4.
tumenovs *1 10, all other kinds 00c P ton.
Duty Pig 14c » lb.
Am. Tig 4» 100 lb.99*@ 10
Cumberl’d p ton. *10(8

Whiteaah.103

FOR PHYSICIA

'ihity:

0
S
T3

«

do.
Cnurnli

do.
do.

2

1

this

season,

should

use

uable grape.

physicians,
Hospitals,

^ ov 'S.vvA.'vcs awvV C\\v\Aycw

a

Baldwin, Hiram, Limington, Brownfield,
Fryeborg, Conway, Denmark, Lovell, Bridgton,

Hair

Grey

TO

its Original Youthful Color
\\ vs vvvA vv
,

WE

OFFICE

stags connections.

Sold in Portland

ing Agent.

The Great Indian

Remedy

8PEC1AL A1I.MTNTS AND SITUATIONS,
Incident to Married and Single Ladies;
SECRET AND DELICATE DISORDERS;
Mercurial Afloctio s; Eruptions and all Diseases of
the Skin; Ulcers of the Nose, • hroat and Body ; Pimples on tbe Kac<*; Swelling* of the Joints; Nervousness; Constitutioi ml and other Weaknesses iu youth,

This celebrated Female Medicine,
possessing virtues unknown of anything else of the kind, and proving
effectual after all other* have failed,
is designed for both married and sinale la/fies, and is the very be*t thing
the

purpose,

as

It

will

and the

bring on thc monthly sickness in cases
obstructions, from any cause, and
after all..other remedies of the kind

Alcohol.10O& 1 U Boiled.140*142
21 l*ard Oil.1 Ottal 06
Fluid. .1 16
Camphene.290^2 9i Olive Oil.176*180
■

2**2 25

Xeatsfoot Ofl... .110*115
| Oaiaas
P bbl.93 87* 8 60 1
IP bush.1 80*1 40
—

more

ad* anced

at

all ages, of

have bee., tried in vain.
OVER 2000 BOITLES have now
been sold without a single failure,
when taken as directed, and without
the least injurv to health in any case.
ryit is put up in bottles ot three
different strength*, with ftill directious for using, aud sent by express,
elosrly sealed, to all parts of the country.
PRICES— Ful 1 strength. flO; half strength, S6;
quarter strength, ?3 per bottle.

DR

M
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’*

"

••

**

"

"
"

"

’*
**

M

I

do,

C.
M
"
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"

••

’*
M
"

M

liquors claimed by

J. F. Abbott,
4.40 8. J. C.
Ja« Bradley .Jr.,app’t.4.40 Mun. C.
Rob’t R. Duddy,
4 40
•*
*’
Sam’l T. D>er,’
4.40
••
Thomas Breslin,
4.40
Jeremiah Ragan,
16.10 S. J. C.
Levi s. Givens,
62 70 Mun. C.
Catharine Tonro,
17.01
John C. Stickuey, 111.60
7.08
I'ttiuei

n»rq,

10 o»

Ralph T. Haskins, 20 89
Joanna Met .rath and
Ellen F. Murphy, 26.86
9.88
Same,

same.

Same,
Same,
Same,
Same,

7.83
7.48
7.43
7 43
48.16

••
’*

»»
M

WEST, SOUTH

Mun.

C.

"

M

••
"

••
'*

'*

**
"

"

"

"
M
’*

Lorenro Merrill,app’t.8.17 Mun. C.
13.62
McLaughlin,
Charles Dalton.
28 85 Trial Justice.
Benjamin Green,
63.27 Mun. C.
( harlos llewev,
15 46 8. J. C.
Lvdia Phinney.
15.15 Trial Justice.
Wm. Cochrane,
6.88 S. J. C.

excepted—between

*1,186.87
THOMAS H MEAD,
Countv Treasurer.
Portland, Jan. 24. 1863.
Jan26 d2awfcw8w32

Fair Columbia !
of Music Dealers and Booksellers
a new National Song, “FAIR COLUMBIA." by Eugkvk Batcheldkr. Any ouo
enclosing 20 cents tn Postal Currency to W. Talne or
H. Packard, Portlaud, Me., will have a copy sent to
him by mail,
postage paid. Liberal oiscount to the
attention
THE
is called to

trade.

Jan27

eodeowdft w82

whl^Hare

sanity

cared.

All correspondence strictly confidential and will •
returned If desired. Address
DK. J. B. HUGHES,
No. 6 Temple Street, (corner of Middle),
Portland.
CTSend stamp for Circular.
Jull—dk wtfl

directly

8]<|

NORTH

OR

WEST,

ELECTBOPATHIC INSTITUTE.

Via

DR. H. S, BOVNTOV,

RAILWAY.

ERIE

AmSJc

Buffalo, Dunkirk,

Sleetropsthie Phjiici&n and Snrgaon.

Niagara Fall*.

and

BUSIDEJTCK AID OFFICE

This road Is broad quaob and is
New and Splendid Sleeping Cars.

provided

with

Where he will treat all dames of Diseases
by application of Electricity and the most

can eave

Dr. Boyatou’s operations and cere* oa these dell
organs have been most successful, and many o
them of a remarkable character. Dr. B. having test
ed the advantages of
for the past fifteen
years, upon thousands of patients la Philadelphia
and other cities of the United States, is prepared to
tree* all diseases of whatever nature with unrivalled
j success. The following are among the diseases which
j Dr. B. has been eminently successful in treating:
Catarrh, consumption, chronic catarrh, diseases of
the throat, ulceration, asthma, bronchitis, diseases of
*
the longs ia all their forms, gravel in ail its forms,
diseases of urinary
orgaus. diabetes, incoa tine nee of
the urine,
blindness, amaurosis, cataract,
scrofulous-ophthalmia, ulcers of long standing, mer; curial sores, tumors, seroffela in all its forms, caacer,
diseases of the skin, canker, piles, hemorrhoids. liver complaint, dyspepsia, diseases of the
i kidneys, stone. Be., all spinal diseases, curvature*,
hip diiu'ases, sciatica, neuralgia, rheamatism in all its
forms, deafness, muscular, contraction, white swelli ings. all uterine weaknesses, leneorrhma. fluor albas,
fits. To the above might be added a long list
whites,
j
! of diseases which Dr. B. has treated with equal success
All
FEMALE COMPLAINTS treated With
;
success, care and strict attention.
D. B. has many testimonials of important recoveries under his treatment, which can be seen by calling
j on him at his rooms
ty*Dr. Boynton, having ftill instruction from Dr.
Colton for generating and administering fhe Nitrout
Oxide, or F.xhUerating Cos. is now readv to
;
administer this Gas to those who may wish to inhale
it for the cure of Neuralgia, Diseased Lungs, Be.
novfifi
46v Hiu 7

I

dawtf

STATEMENT
-O*

Ia

00®
0O®6

enclosing

small.8*a8j

itnposiphysi-

..

TUB-

Merchants’ Insurance Co.,

44

safety

ProvBence,

R. I..

On the 30th day of November, A. D. 1862.

Incorporated....May hi,
Capital,

all

paid in cash.9160,000

EYE Sr EAR

fra,
2.7}&

WATER !

2200 shares Bank of Commerce stock,
800
400
4t«)
100
100

**

American Bank
Merchants- Bank
i«lobe Bank
What ( beer Bank
Phcnix Bank

44
44
44
44

44

9/

T~ oTh

(&30

Duty: Hough—free.

Top.f3

Linseed.3 @

No. 21

8j

Rough. Pton-S20o25 Canary.8J@ 4
Dressed .86®40
Su^nr.
Cnnpaadrr.
Duty: Metado2c,noPahoi'e
Duty I 'allied at less than No. 12 2$c, abort No. 12
20c P lb Re. over 20c Oc and not aborelb Sc,above
No. 15 and not*at*>re 20
p lb and 20 pc a/1 val.
Blasting.f44® 6 84c. abore No. 20 and reRifle and Sporting 6$<® 7J
fined 4c f> lb.
Portland A.9?®
liny*
do.
A A.10j@
Pressa’d p netT.#14 «1«
16 ® 16
Yellow
do.
Loose.
none.
Extra Yellow.none.
II idea and Sklaa.
Muscovado. 10( oil
Dufy 10 pc ad rat.
in bond.8} a 9
do.
B A. Hides.80 d 81
Western.21 o 22 Havana Brown.. 10jf@12f
do.
12 4<a 134
White
64®74c
Slaughter Hides
Calfskins.11® 18 New Orleans.11 (g 13?
Crushed. 141 a 16f
Calcutta CowSlaughtered. .1 9l>g210 G ranulated.14f@ 161
Green Salt .186®200 Powdered.14}(ftl6}
8heep Pelts,Gr’n.96® fit Tallaw«
Sheep Pelts, Dry 76®1 00 Duty: Tallote I ^c, Soap

Pastor of Broad Street Baptist Church.
Residence 1480 Poplar St., Philadelphia.

tyNumerous cert, tica tea of

might

be

a

similar character

truly

one

dol-

Sovereign Remedy
Eyes, Dim Vision and* Weak Eyes, Deafaess,
the
iu
Noise
Head, Catarrh, Rheumatism and Neuralgia, with ail kindred diseases. It is passed into
the ear by a small glass tube, which, together with
the Water, may be obtained at the principal Drug
Stores in this city. Prick 25 cents per Bottle.
a

for Inflamed and Dis-

eodly

Twenty Years'experience, and years
experiment, I have at last fouud the

ui

eased

AFTER

Tubes 6 Cents.

I say it boldly, and
Hair in the world
mean It.
And sav forther. that if any one buys my
Dye, and after trying, does not like it, I will refhnd
the money ou returning me the bottle with one half
its contents.
I do not wish to sell it to any rebel, or rebel sym

II

H. HAY and W. F.

PHILLIPS. Wholesale

Agents.
MRS. M.G. BROWN, Proprietor,
novlB <l6m
No. 410 Arch St., Philadelphia.

Best

Dyo!

coloring

pathizer.

Agents
dressing

can

be

supplied

at wholesale

prices by

9220.733 82
99,823 61

3.982.966 00

Amount of premiums thereon,
Am't of all outstanding claims,

43.368 70

including unpaid dividends.

10,862 00

Largest

amount insured

on an?

risk,
16.000 00
W M COMSTOCK. President.
(Signed)
Walter Paine, Secretary.
Providence. Dec 22. 1862
The State of Rhode Island and Providence Plantation. Providence Couii* **. —In Providence this
twenty-second dav of December. A. D. 1862. Then
William Comstock and Walter Paine personally ai>one

DR. E. O. GOl'LD’S

P^in-'W’orm. Syrup
ever offered to the pubIs the first and only
lic for the effectual removal of the Ascaridee, or PinThe high
Worm*. from the huuiau system.
reputation it has established in the last two years, ana the
fact that it is fast *up> rsediug all other worm remeis
the
test
of
merit.
best
its
dies.
great
'!'
REitiMB in twenty-femr hours, and
t
an entire cure is warranted, when taken according
to directions, which accompany each bottle.
This Syrup Is also a most valuable family cathartic,
to be always used when physic is required, especially
for children. It corrects the secretions, gives tone
to the stomach and bowels, assisting nature in her
efforts to restore health. It is purely of Vegetable
Extracts, and always safe and reliable.

remedy

pared before me, and the said William Comstock in
is capacity as President and the said Walter Paine
in his capacity as Secretary, of “Merchants' Insurance Company.’" severally made oath to the truth
of the above statement.
Henry Martin.
Justice of the Peace.

B

1

JOHN W. MUKOEB A SOX,

.Agents,

No. 166 Fore St., head of

Long Wharf,

Portland' Me*
Jan2

Sold in New York by Hall B RrcfiSL.218Greenwich street; in Boston by Gfio. C. Good win B Co.,
12 Marshall street, and other Wholesale Druggists.
8old in Portland by H U. HAY and all the princi-

TI1HK subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
A concerned, that he has been duly appointed and

taken upon himself the trust of Administrator de
bonis uou with the will annexed of the estate of
EDWARD M. LEAVITT,
late of Portland in the Countv of Cumberland, deceased, by giving bond as the Jaw directs; be therefore requests all
who are indebted to the said
deceased's estate to make imnunliate payment: and
those who hate any demands thereon, to exhibit the
same for settlement to
PETER HANNA.
Portland, * an. 6. 1863.
30 w3w*

deet> 3m

pal Druggists

—

-irm

jiersous

JAMES P. SLEEPER,

A. W. BANFIELO,

Fl'KNISHINO

Successor taP. J. Forristall and Mills k Forristall.
IMFORTKR

Real Jence rrnr of 411 Con*roM Street, keep*
atantly on hnnd nil the rnrlona kinda or

AND DBA L SR IW

ENGLISH. FRENCH AND GERMAN,

FANCY

COFFIHS

GOODS,

CASXXT8,

of this kind that
And will make o order
mar be ordered. -t short notice, from the ehcaMut to
the virt best. B) giving *uy strict and undivided
attention to the manufacturing, lining and trimming
of the above. 1 cau tarnish mam cheaper than any
one else.
P SLIim.
Aug 6.

anything

YANKEE NOTIONS,

STATION KRY, TOYS, Ac.,

AID

1

j
I

IMS_JAIM

At a Court or Pros at* held at Portland, within
and for the County of Cumberland, on the first
Tuesday of Jauuary, in the year of our Lord
ADDISON W BANFISLD.
Boston. 1
eighteen hundred and sixtv-three.
BAIK.KK. sirM Executor in a
certain Instrument purporting to be the last
Will and Testament of Jouoph Graflhm, late of
P J. Forristall csn be found st the shove place
Brunswick insaid CoROty. deceased.having presented
June 28.
*ly
the same for probate;
It IPOS OrXre*/, That the said Executor give notice
Nollff of' Forwloiopf.
interested, by eausing notice to be Dubto all nerso
hereby
notice
that
liahed
three weoks successively in the Maine State
gives
public
undersigned
(
that they may appear at
he hold* s mortgage for the sum of one hundred ! Press printed •* Portland,
to be held at said Portland, on the
and ten dollars and interest thereon, given by Francis ! a Probate Court
at ten of the clock
of
next,
February
first Tuesday
Oren Ingalls of Naples, in the County of ('umberin the forenoon, and show canse if any they have,
land. dated April 2*th. I860, recorded book 299. page
should
not
he proved. apInstrument
said
the
whv
372 on a certain parcel of land situated in that part
of Naples which was formerly a part of Rridgton*
proved, and allowed, as the last Will ana Testament
deceased.
said
of
and being a part of lot numbered seven. Range 28.
WILLIAM G. BARROWS, Judge.
The condition of said mortgage having been broken,
he therefore claims a foreclosure of the same
1 A true copy, attest,
EUGENE HUMPHREY, Register
80 w8w*
SAMUEL F. PEKLRY

106 Congress Streets,

THE

_

ad-

JOHN M. TODD, Portland,Me.
Oct. 23 dAwtf.

!

con-

Now in Ubp,

Pocket and Table Cutlery.

CLOOZS, WATCHES AND JEWELRY,

UNDERTAKER

No. Ill Eichaage Street, Cortland,

NATHANIEL

Gray Beards, Attend!
For

ing.

28 and 80 Federal and

furnished^

Poor Richard’** Eye and Ear Water
Is

risks out8224,796 00
Amount of premiums thereon,
standing.

Street* Boston.

All letters requiring advice must contain
lar to ensure an answer.
Boston, Ian. 1. 1W>3.

2.981 61
2,913 67

Agents,

Amount of tire risks outstand-

..

no

14.888 74

{

■

1.000UO
2>'.<00 00
6.000 00
6,000 00

44

jawi.oon
Amount of Premium Notes,
Amount of Cmsh on hand.
Amount of cash in hands of

j

40.000 00

44

Amount of marine

75®3

erysipelas,

00

9110,000 00

44

j

'jWTO

dropsy,

1861.

INVESTMENTS.

6J®

J

cate

Electricity

44

44

j

remedies.

DISEASES OF THE EYE AND EAR.

jecurtng

June 28.

..lCValoj

approved

LITTLE, Agent,
OJtce 81 Exchange Street.
tickets at this
money by

W. D.

VW~ Yon

Coigreu Street, PortlaW, Me.

No. 369

OTTicket* sold in Portland at lowest Boston rate

by

2J<<£

n

S. J. C.

sickening

BY THB

|

44

a. j. t.

Isaac Smith.
Mun. C.
Edward Jeflerds and
"
Robert Mai uey, 17.46
Jonathan Dow,
29 90 8.J.C.
M
Same,
7 65
Broncas Ocenv,
37.76 Mun. C.
Timothv Donahue and
16 20 8 J C.
EHraTaeat,
Joseph W. Lamb, 197.14 Trisd Justice.
Dennis McGov rln
9.78 Mun. C.
et al,
James Conroy et als, 7 05
*’
Asa Humphrey etals, 913
18 52 8. J. C.
Stephen Phinuev
7.06
P.
Miller.
Josephus

!

M

**

S

To Chicago, Ciecinnati, Cleveland, Detroit,
Toledo, St. Paul, La Cromi. St. Louie,
New Orleans, or say part of the

...

’•

a

a
clam. During
practice bo
baa treated thousands of case*, and in no instance
has ho met with a failure
The remedies are mild,
and there is no interruption of business or change of
diet. Dr. Unghes is ia constant attendance from §
in the momitur until 10 at night, at his office, 6 Ternstreet.
moderate, and a care guaranteed
ill case*
Separate rooms, so that no one will bo
seen but the Dr. himself.
His remedies cure disease
when all other remedies* foil: earee without dieting
or restriction in the habits of the patient; cures without the disgusting and
effects of moot other
remedies cures new eases in a few hours; cures without the dreadful
effects of merenry, but
consequent
is sure to annihilate the rank and poisonous taint
that the blood is sure to absorb, unless the proper
remedy is used. The ingredients are entirely vegetable. and no injurious eifcet. either constitutionally or
locally, can be caused by using them.
YOUNG MEN. who are troubled with seminal
weakness, gene rail paused by bad habits in youth,
the effects of
pain and disriuess in tha
bead, forgetfolaeeommetnne* a ringing in the ears,
weak ayes, ate., terminating ia consumption or Inif neglected, are speedily and permanently

THROUGH TICKETS

Paint*.
Or White Is ad dry
boldly otter t a (and it cannot be contradicted, ex sept
tW~ RE MEMBER—This medicine is designed exa
or ground in oil and Red
Fustic,
by Quacks,who will say or do anything, even perjure
pressly for obstinate cases, which all other remedies
Sav an villa 2 (g2i
Lead 92 40 p 100 lb#,
themselves, to impose upon patients) that he
qf the kind have failed to cure ; also that it is war2ic, Oxide gf
Hypernic.4p® 6 I
IS TUI OXLY REGULAR GRAITATK PHYBICIAX ADranterl as represented in every respect, or the price
Logwood.
p lb, Prussian ! will be
VERTISING IX BOBTOX.
refunded.
Blue, # ermilion. Chrome
Campeacny.2; «2*
BEWARE OF IMITATIONS' None renuSIXTEEN YEARS
St. Domingo.2o 2} i
Yellow, Venetian Red 25,
Inr.
Ine and warranted, unless purchased
of
•
Hr
mm
Extract logwood. 13 (ql4
Spanish
engaged in treatment of Special diseases, a fhet so
dry 20,
M. at his Remedial Institute for Special IS teases.
in ml Ml pc ad ral., YelNic
to
mativ Citizens,Publishers, Merchants,
Wood. (Q
well
known
No. 28 Union street. Providence. R I.
44
Peach
low and other Ochres 60c
Hotel Proprietors. Ac., that he is much recommend3J<a, 4
jyThis Specialty embraces all diseases of a priKed
3
P 100 ib#, Paris White
ed, and particularly to
rate nature, both ot MEN and WOMEN, by a reg44
in
oil
m
2
9150, • ularly educated physician of twenty
bapan
dry tide,
STRANGERS AND TRAVELLERS.
years'gpractice,
2
Whiting 50c p 100 Ibn.
Quercitron Bark..
giving them his whole attention.
To avoid and escape Imposition of Foreign and NaRed banders. 8 o- 6 T’tl’d M ad, in oil.9111*
Consultations by letter or otherwise are strictfcy
tive Quacks, more numerous iu Boston than other
;»-CW 1* 1,1‘IU,
11 <l|
Dark.
ly confidential,said medicine* will be sent by express,
I Boston Lead,
..11 alii
large cities,
/hdy 30 pc cut raf.
w. to all parts of the United
Ravens.50c<®
DR. L. DIX1
Zinc,
States. Also accommodations for ladies from abroad
3.
95
..8m8t
No.
Amer.Ziuc,
(®
1
Portland,
wishing for a secure and quiet kltkeat, with good
proudly refergto Professors and respectable PhysiKochelle Yellow...3ft 34
No. 10..67 ®
s
of
horn
consult him in critical cases,
until
restored
to
liealtn.
care,
cians—many
No. 8 94
Eng. Ven. Bed-3 ft 3]
Navy, S'r,
because of his acknowledged skill and reputation, atCAUTION.—It has l»een estimated that over two
44
No. 10 66
Litharge. lift
hundred thousand dollars are paid to swindling
tained through so long experience, practice aud obRed Lead.11®
Tent Duck,
1
servation.
quack* annually, in New England alone, withoutang
Plaster*
U.8. 10 ox.66 @
benefit to those who pay it. All this comes from
AfFLICTED AND UNFORTUNATE!
12 ox.66 <jg
Free.
Ihtty:
without inquiry, to men who are alike destrusting,
Per ton Soft.22fra250
Fralhrrs.
be not robbed and add to your sufferings in being detitute of honor, cbaiacter and sk.ll. and whose only
ad
ral.
30
Hard.2
2
26
ceived
pc
Duty:
t.y the lying boasts, misrepresentations, false
recommendation is their own false and exfravagnnt
Live Oewe P lb. .60 (<|66
26
round..6
promises and pretensions of
assertions, in praise of themselves. If, therefore,
Russia.26 «,
Praxiniaan*
FOREIGN AND NATIVE QUACKS,
you would avoid being humbugged, take uo man 's
Kish.
.Duty Bee/ and Pork lc,
word, no matter what his pretensions are, but
who know little of the nature and character of SpecLard, Baron and Ilaws
Zhd.V /■’or 100 lbs foreign
it will cost you nothing, and I ial di'o-a**'*. and less a- to their cure
MAKE INQUIRY
>oiue exhibit
Butter
and
Cheese 4c
2c.
Herring 9 1
caught
may save you many regrets: for, as advertising phy- I forged diplomas ol Institutions ..r Colleges, which
Mackerel 92, Salmon 93 iCh’xo Mess Beef.S12 ft 14
sicians. in nine cases on. of ten. are bogus, there is
never existed iu any part of the world; others exand a// other pickled in Portland do.
.124® 18
in trusting any qf them, unless you know
no
bibit diploma- of the dead, how obtained, ui known;
bblt. 91 50 p obi., other- P’tl’d ext. do.
14 a 14)
tr^° <tl>^ ^hat the* are.
1
BOtMh assuming ami ad\ertning iu names of those
trite 60c p ctrt. From Pork, extra clear 19 ft20
Dk M. will send free, bv
one
ty
inserted in tbe diplomas, but to further their
Province* free.
j
Pork, clear..18 ft 19
tiou assume uantes of other most celebrated
stamp as above, a pamphlet on DI8EASES Or WOCod large p qut.84*§4i iPork, mess. 16 ft.164
MEN. and on Prirate IHsrases generally, giving full
cians long since dead. Neither be deceived by
Pork, extra do .14 ® 144
information, with the most undoubted references and
<Pork.
Prime. 18 ft 134
Pollock.2i« 2\
QUACK NOSTRUM MAKERS,
testimonials, without which uo advertising physician
Haddock, .Ij.s lj Ex Prime.14 a 14$
or medicine of this kind is
through fltlse certificates and references, and recomdeserviug of AN T CO A'Hake.1 66^1 It Bound Hogs.
1 rir>EXCE WHATEVER.
mendations of their medicines by Ike dnul. who canHerring.Shorepbl.4 % 4j Ham*.8 ft9c
CP*1Orders by mail promptly attended to. Write i not ex pose or contradict them; or who. beside*, to
do. Labrador., none, City Smok’d Ham*.9* a 10
further their imposition, copy from Medical books
your address plainly, aud direct to DR. MATTIgON,
do. Scaled pbx 3 *a 35c
Pradace*
much that is writteu of the qualities and effects of
as above.
decffdawlyffO
do. No. 1. 2" "2'' Beef p qu’r p ft 6 (a 7$
different herbs and plants, and ascribe all the same
|
Mackerel p bbl..
17 ft 19
Egg*, p do*.
to their Pills, Extracts, Specific*. Ac
most of which,
Bay No. 1.910i(all Potatoes. pbbl.$162ral 75
POOR RICHARD'S
if not all. coutain Mercury, because of the aucient
Bay No. 2.78 Chickens.10ft 12
belief of its ‘curing ever* thing." but now known
Bav No. 3.6l a, 6 Lamb.8 ft 10
to “kill more than i* cured." and those not killed,
Shore No. 1.... 10
11 Turkics.12 ft 14
constitutionally injured lor life,
7? (ieete.9 ft 10
i
IGNORANC EOF QUACK DOCTORS AND NOSdo. (medium).. .4i a. 4? Veal.none.
Organs of the humau system are more irapor;
TKl M MAKERS.
do. (small).8(g
Pickles, p bbl....f7J® 8}
^ tant to health and comfort than the Eva and
Fruit.
Rice.
and
none are less understood or more negEar,
m»
other
Cleaned
yet
Iscmona,
Pading
14c,
remedy, be relies upon Mercury, and
ZHifg
Oranget. Duty
Manana* and Plantain*
give* it to all his patients iu pills, diops. kc., so the
dy Jc p ft.
lected. They seem to pass even common observation,
Nostrum Maker, equally ignorant, adds to his sor. ...6J@ 7i
2t) Pc ad rat., Almond* Kice p ft.
and yet every part of the body is dependent upt.n
called Extracts, Specific, Antidote, Ac both isMas
R a as*
4c. and Shelled do. 6c p
them for life and health.
lb. .Vu/s and l>ate* 2c Portland distilled 66 ft68c
upon its effects in curing a few in a hundred, it is
trumpeted iu various ways throughout the laud: but
P lb, Citrrant*, Fig*. SaleratMa.
alas! nothing i* said of the balance; some of whom
Plum*, Prune» and Hai- Saleratu* p ft.64 a 7c
Poor Richard's Eye and F.ar Water
ti n* 6c p lb, Citron 30 Salt*
die, others grow worse, and are left to linger and sufIs a new and rare discovery, which is most wonderfer for mouths or years, until relieved or cured, if
pc ad ral.
Duty In bulk 18c, and in
Almonds—Jordan p lb,
ful in its operations, putting to blush the old systems
bags 24c p 100 ft*.
possible, br competent physicians.
Soft Shell.20 (a 22c Turk’* I*., p hhd.
of treatment, which have quite*** often doue harm
BUT ALL QUACK8 ARK NOT IGNORANT.
Shelled.25 q>80
(8 bu*.).$2 80ft3 26
as good.
Below we give the certificate of Rev. P. 8.
Notwithstanding the foregoing facts are known to
Curranta.16 (a- 16 Li erpool.2
00
some quack doctor* and nostrum makers,yet. regardCitron.42 fa46 Cadi*.none
Henson, Pastor of the Broad Street Baptist Church,
less of the life and health of others, there are those
Pea Nut*.S2fq2j Sacks Salt.none.
Philadelphia. If any one has doubts as to the value
among them who will even perjure themselves, conFigs, common.... none. Gr’d Butter Salt. 22 ft
tradicting giiiug mercury to their patients, or that it
of this remedy, they may learn more of its practical
New Kleme.1Rc<cl> 22 Starch*
i* contained iu their Nostrums, so that the “usual
Lemons, p box. 92 « 3 1>uty 20 pc ad rat.
value by addressing a note of inquiry to Mr. H.
fee” may be obtained for professedly curing, or “the
3 UO Pearl. f.f® 7J
Oranges—Messina.
dollar” or “fraction of it” may be obtained for the
Philadelphia. Oct. 17. 1862.
Raisins,
Potato.84.a 4
It is thus that many aie deceived also.and
Nostrum.
From injuries received iu my right eye, when a
Blue P cask.16VS16
Shot-p 100 ft* .«9?«10
uselessly spend large amounts for experiments with
Black.98 (5)10 Drop.$101®
boy. a chronic inflammation had been produced, in
quackery.
Bunch p box .875q887i Buck. lift
consequence of which I suffered constant martyrDR. L DIX'S
leaver.8 876i40li
Soap.
dom.
Every moment of my waking life was embitDates.7 (tv 9c Duty 86 pc ad rat.
charges are very moderate. Communications satered, and I was frequently unable to sleep at night.
Prunes.8*al0j Leathe k Core's, Trowcredly confidential, aud all may rely ou him with the
Fluar—Portland insp. bridge k Smith’s Exstrictest secrecy and confidence, whatever may be
A variety of remedies had been resorted to withthe disease, condition or situation of any one, mar9m 91
Superfine.96 80a 6 75 tra No. Ip ft
out success, and 1 enter-taiiicd the purpose, as a last
ried or single.
Fancy.6 7I«6 87 Family do.81® 84
Extra.7 26®7 66 No. 1.7? ft ft
resort, of having the ball taken out of its socket, in
Medicines sent by Mail aud Express to all parts of
the United States.
Family.7 Mat 25 Eagle No. 1.6fft 6]
the hope of thus finding relief.
Extra Superior 8 00a9 06 Star.64® 6}
All letters requiring advice must contaiu one dollar
In
the
meantime, most providentially, I noticed
Western extras 7 25 a7 76 Caatile.lfiift 174
to insure an answer.
one day in a shop window a bottle of POOR RICHAddress Dr. L. Dix, No. 21 Endicott street, Bos ton,
family... 7 60«8 63 Crane’s.9 ft
44
31 ass.
suftevior 7 75ta8 75
EYE
ARD’S
WATER. I had never heard of it beOhio extra—7 60q?7 75 Duty: Ginger Hoot be.
Jan. 1, 1863.
Boston,
ly
but
determined
to
and
fore,
did, with the most
try it,
inuill V.
ID
Ground Ginger 8c, PepK L t PI KS. The celebrated D1L L.
Canada super No.1. none.
delightful result*. In a very few days the painful
per and Pimento 12c,
DIX particularly invites all ladies who needs :
81 Lou i K a » B ran d *8 ? (a) 104
('tore* 15c, Cassia lrtc,
rritatiou was removed; I could bear the strongest
Medical or Surgical adv iser, to call at his Rooms.No.
Southern III. do do.8o.9t*
Ca*»ia Hud* 20c. Cinnaand
went
forth to the enjoyment of a new life.
which they will |
21 Endicott street. Boston. .Mass
light,
PetapacoFamily.. 11 j a 114 mon 26c, Mart and Nutfind arranged for their special accommodation
1 now keep a bottle of it always iu the house, and if
lb.
Ry. Flour.4 (o' 4} meg* 3rtc
Dk. DIX having devoted over twenty years to this
Corn Meal.4} a 44 Cassia f* lb.46 (®47c
seems
at
all
ray eye
disposed to annoy me, I give it a
particular brauch of the treatment of a!! diseases peBuckw’t Fl’r p tb.Sjc
Clove*.35 (a 36
culiar to females, it is now conceded by all (both in j
dose, and that is an end of it. I would not be w ithCrain*
Ginger, (Race)-30 @32
this
country aud in Europe) that he excels all other
Com
and
ft
for
I
Oats
out
amount
of
take
occasion
to
10c, Ginger. (Africa) 30 is82
Duty:
any
money.
known practitioners iu the safe, speedy aud effectual
Hue and Harley 16c. and Mace.83 @90
•ay, farther, that my wife used to suffer severely at
treatment of all female complaints.
Wheat 20c p bu. From Nutmegs .83 (a96
times from protracted pain in and over her eye and
His medicine# are prepared w ith the express purHr. Provinces free.
Pepper,. 27 @28
pose of removing all diseases. such as debility, weakRvo.tom oo limento.23 @26
■he has found Poor Richard’s Eve Water a sovness, unnatural suppressions, enlargements of the l
Oats.66 ,0.58
Seed*.
ereign specific in her case, giving her almost iustaut
womb, also, all discharge* which flow from Aiorbid
South Yel. Corn. .89 a92 Duty Lin*eed 16c |> 6«.,
of the blood. The Doctor is now fully prepared 1
relief.
Grateful
to
for
the
benefit
that
I
have
state
God
Corn, Mixed.88 ^90
Canary fl & bu., A£m»to treat in his peculiar style, both medically ana sur- I
Barley.90 a\ 10 tnrd 3c *> lb.
personally received, I caunot but commend the prepgicallv, all diseases of the female sex, aud they are
Shorts p ton_S23 a25 Herds Crass.£2} @3
aration to all who have been sufferer*Uke myself.
respectfully invited to call at
Fine Feed.27
Western Clover j.. llc@ 12
S.
I*.
HfcXSOX,
Red
Crladitanea*
(a
Endicott

3j

8. J.
\
’*

delicacy.

OFFICE.

21 Endicotl street, Boston, Mm*.,

Infirmary.

consultations.-Dt. Hughe* hu
Private
for
number of yean confined hi* attention to
disease* of
certain
his

C. J. BRYDGES, Managing Director.
Montreal. August 1 1842.
afidtf

is so arranged that patients never see or hear each
other
Recollect, the oxLT entrance to his Office is
No. 21, having no connection with his residenoe.eonsequeutly no family interruption, so that on no account cau any person hesitate applying at his office.
DR. D1X

julldawtfS

Established far the treatment qf those dismses in
both sexes, requiring Experience, Skill, honor and

summer.

L. DIX’S

PRIVATE MEDICAL

one of their
in constant attend-

lady of experience

Eclectic Medical

^>le

BOTH SEXES. SINGLE OR MARRIED.

of

Middle, Portland.

of

III. UOEi^

FROM

Their eflV cts and consequences;

MATTISON’S INDIAN EMMENAGOGCE.

A

own sex.
ance.

NorMiiber lit, 1WB. to Mar lit. 1MI. the
rates of freight on all descriptions of lumber
and timber will be advanced 26 per cent.
No fire wood will be conveyed between October 1st,
1*3. and May 1st. 1*3.
An advance in the rates of fire wood will take place
next snmmer. but in consequence of changes in the
arrangement for conducting the wood business, which
are about to be made, the Company will not be
to take fire wood from certain place* on the liueTR©
that should any parties make contracts for lire wood
to be carried on the railwav during the next season,
they must understand that they willdosoat their own
risk, aud that the Company will not feel tbemcelvee
bound to carry it.
Dae notice will be given of the rates of freight, and
from what stations fire wood can be carried oest

icines,
SELF-ABUSE AND SOLITARY HABITS,

t>R. HUGHES.

corner

N. B.—LADIES desiring may consult

chant*.

physician,

FOR FEMALES.

Opium. 89iO;94 Shore.24 *26
Rhubarb.200® 2% Linseed.91 88*139

[French

by addressing
No. IsTempIe Street,

Notice to Wood and Lambfr Mer-

HAY,Druggist, Supplydec22dly

WILL BE FORFEITED BY DR L.
I Dl X if tailing to cure in less time thau
more effectually and permaany other
nently, with less res- mint from occupation or fear of
exposure to all weather, with sate aud pleasant med-

[Copyright secured.]

known for

II.

Infirmary.

to thITadies.
HUftHKaS particularly invite* all

taken

"

dec 10 eodftw0m26

DR.

by H.

Drug and

especial

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.

*

44

DB.

I

Street, New-York Citj.

n

Ladies who
need a medical adviser, to call at hie rooms. No.
6 Temple Street, which they will find arranged for
their
accommodation.
Dr. II.’s Eclectic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in reguluting all
KemaJe Irregularities
Their action is speciic and
certain of producing relief in a abort time.
LADIES will find it invaluable in all cases of obstructions after all other remedies have been tried ia
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing nothing ia
the least Injurious to The health, and may bo
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of tbo country with (tall directions,

On and after Monday. May 6, 1«B.
rains will leave Portland For Lewiston
and Farmington via Brunswick, at 1 P. M.
Leave Farmington for Lewiston, Bath and Portland, via Brunswick, at 9.15 A M.
Leave Lewiston for Bath aud Portland via Brunswick at 11 46 A M
Freight trains dally between Portland and Lewiston.

angH

rjp-MAKE

jc

Cuba.2]

Eclectic Medical

hailhuau*

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

REFER TO

usually kept In

CW state Agent for DAVIS k KIDD’S MAGNETO-ELECTRIC MACHINES.
eodfcwtoctl

few well known gentlemen aud physicians who
Stage leaves Strickland's Ferry Tuesdays, Thurshave tried the Wine:
lien. Winfield Scott.I SA. Dr wneon,nth st., NY. I days and Saturdays, for Livermore, Canton, Peru
and
Dixtield; returning opposite davs.
lior Morgan, N Y State. Dr Ward. Newark, N. J.
Stage leaves North Jay for East Dixfleld, Dfafield,
Dr. J .R.Cnilton.N.Y.City. Dr. Dougherty, Newark,
and
Weld, on Tuesdays, Thursdays aud Saturdays;
Dr. Parker. N. Y. City.
N.J.
returning opposite days.
Dre.Darcvfc Nichoil.Sew- Dr Marcy, New York.
leaves Farmington .or New Vineyard. New
Stage
Dr. (.'utnrningr,Portland.
ark.N: J.
Portland and Kingfield, on Wednesdays and SaturDr. Have*. Boeton.
days.
returning on Mondays and Fridays.
nuur kciihiuc wniiuvi uie -ipusiuir ui
/ilStages leave Farmington daily, for Strong, Avon
FRED SPEER, Passaic, N. J.,” is over the cork of !
and
Phillips.
each bottle
Passengers lor this route will take the cara at the
ONE TRIAL OP THIS WISE.
Portland, Saco A Portsmouth, or Kennebec A PortFor sale by Druggists and all first class dealers.
land Depots. in Portland.
8. W. EATON. Snp't.
City and town Agents supplied by the State ComFarmington May 6. 1W2.
juneCVltf
missioners.
A. SPEER, Proprietor.
Vixktard—Passaic, New Jersey.
Orricx— 208 Broadway. New York.
JOHN LA FOY, Paris.
Agent for France aud Germany.

Whose Hair require* frequent dreaming the /ylobal•am urn has no equal.
No lady's toilet
in complete without it
Bold by Druggists throughout the World.
PRINCIPAL SALES

Aiiunusy m«itin

imparting
blooming,

complexion.

bbl.913*

Duty

And nil other articles
Paint eetabliahmeut.

At Buxton Centre, for West Buxton,Bonny-Kagle,
South Limington, Limington, Ae., Ac.
At Saco River, tri-weekly, for Hollis, Limerick,
Ossipee, Newfleld. Parson sfleld, Effingham.! reedom,
Madison. Eaton, Lfmington, Cornish. Porter, Ae.
nov 13
DAN CaRPENTER. 8ap’t.

physicians

oils,

DYE-STUFFS,

KEROSENE OIL, LARD ©IE,

Ac., Ac,

vated in New

To Rcstorr

198 Greenwich

AND

Falls,

DIURETIC,
It imparts a healthy action of the Glands. Kidneys,
and Urinary Organs, very beneficial iu Dropsy,Gout
aud Rheumatic Affection*. *
SPEER S WINE
Is not a mixture or manufactured article, but is pure,
from the juice of the Portugal Sambuci grape, culti-

Rot act* directly upon the mot* rf the Hair. giving
them the natural nourhhtrtert required, producing the
tame vitality and luxurious quantity a« in youth.

varnishesT"paints,

Saccarappa

AS A

Jersey, recommended by chemists and
«.* possessing medical properties superior
to any other wine* in use, and an excellent article tor
all weak and debilita ed persons, and the aged and
infirm, improving the appetite, and benefiting ladies
and children.
A LADIES’ WINE,
Because it will m>t intoxicate as other wines, a* It
contain* no mixture of npirits or other liquors, and is
admired for its rich, peculiar flavor, and nutritive
a healthy tone to the digestive
properties,
soft aud healthy skin aud
organ*, »nd a

APOTHECARIES' GLASS WARE, FOREIGN
LEECHES, SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS,
TRUSSES, SUPPORTERS, BRACES,
ELASTIC STOCKINGS, fc.

orders:
Saco River for Portland at 6.36 aud 9.16 A. M. and
8
Leave Portland for Saco River at 8.00 A. M.. and
2.00 and 6.16 P M.
The 2.00 P. M. train out, and ths 9.15 A. M. train
into Portland, will be freight trains with passenger
cars attached.
dailv for Sooth WindStages connect at
barn. Windham Centre and treat Palls.
At Gorham, for West Gorham. Standish, Steep

the

WINE,

A8 A TONIC
It as no equal, causing au appetite and building
up
the system, being entirely a pure wine of a most val-

IT KFVFR FAIT S

Laths, Spruce... 120*126

IKLISI, rtl.'ICI AM AIIEICAJ PIRPUIKT,
AND FANCY GOODS.

European

natural color to the Hair.

GENUINE MEDICINES,

On and after Monday, November 10,
will leave as follows, until ftirtber

nHBB

celebrated in Europe for its medicinal and beneficial
finalities a* a gentle Stimulant, Tonic. Diuretic, aud
Sudorific, highly esteemed by eminent
aud American
used in
and by
some of the first families in Europe and America.

3i*

Fine Chemicals, Pure Drugs,

wWE^flDTtraius

SAMBUCI

Rendering It •''ft, *llky and glower, and dhpodof it to
remain in any doriredposition ; qulc ly cleanring the
•caip, arresting the fall and imparting a healthy and

-DK1LIR in-

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Every fhm.ly, at

ZYLOBALSAMUM,

JUNCTION OF FREE AND MIDDLE 8T8.t

York A Cumberland Kail road.

sS

The Brent unequalled Preparation* for
Kestorin*. Inv Inomting* Itenutifying
noil Ureaninx the Hair,

Bruns-

ir.

CO

Ligwrrice.

Barwood.2 4®
Brazil Wood.13
Camwood .44® 4

c

*

at

STAGS COWWSCTIOirB.

It

Magnesia

gl6

S

trains

Stages leave Bath daily at 3.00 P- M., for Wiscasset. Damariscottm, Waldoboro’, Warren, Rockland
and Thomaston.
Leave Augusta for Belfast, at 4.00 P. M., or on arrival of of train fromPortland.
B. H. CUSHMAN,
Manager and Superintendent.
novl8
Augusta, Nov. 15, 1802.

EJ

8 ext .914 *16
P
80 *32
Cod. ext 2$* 3
No.l 2 a 2j
ext. Pine
4

ia23 iCastor Oil.2

*

S

r:

Hoops.928

Vitriol.14
Dyrwaada*
Duty: Free.

P

e

do. Pine.1 26* 2 00
Red Oak Stave# .30 a,36
Mol. llhd. Shook#
k Head#,city. .276* 2 87
Sugar do. city .2 76*2 87
do.
do. c'trv.l 26a 1 60
Potash 7bc,Cantharides.
Mas tic, I/wcac, Rhulnrb. Green Co’v #a'd 1 100*1 20
Cardamons, Oil Lemon. Country Kilf Mol.
Hhd.Shook#.. 1 36 a 1 50
Anise and Orange, Iodine 50c, Tolu and ('mule Slash.126*160
( ‘amjfhor&ic, Refined do.
*30
40c, Tartaric Acid 2oc. liackmetack Timber. p tun.10*16
(Yearn
Tartar. (Uric
Acid, Shellac, ('opal, I ta- MoI#.m>>.
rn a
and Cum* used for Duty 6c P gal.
like purposes 10c, Aloes. Cienfugo#.36(2 33
Verdigris, Chlorate of Trinidad.36 * 36
Cuba clayed. 30 *31
Potash, Carb.
do. tart. 27*28
6c, Boracic Acid, Yellow do.
do. Muscovado 32 *33
Prussiate Potash and
New Orleans.
Red do. 10c,
Oxalic Acid and Sugar Portland Syrup, hhd#. .26
do.
bbls 29
qf Lead 4c, Asphaltum
Kail#*
and Bi-(hro. Potash 8e.
Salts.
Ihtty: CuMc, Wrought2c,
Sago 14c, Epsom
Assorted 3c p lb.*
Root, IH-Carb
Seela, ('austic Soda lc; Cask. 460*4 75
Naval Starrs.
Castor Oil 60c P gal..
Morphine 82 P oz.. Al- Ihtty Turpentine, Rosin,
um 00c p CWt., Copperas
Pitch, Tar20 pcad rat.,
S. Turpentine 15c \*gal.
f/V pcwt., Muriatic Ac14
id 10 pc ad cal., Spong- Tar (foreign)®
Isin'Pitch
(Coal Tar). .94* 4J
es,
As*nfirtida,
glass Elor Sulphur. Sen- Rosin.18 *20
na. Arrowroot, O ins eng T u rpentine Pgal. 2 85*2 90
20 |>c. Bleaching PowOakam.
ders 30c P cwt., Sage Duty
free.
60c pact.- Sal Soda and American.8?* 91
(
rush
Sod* Ash
lb,
Oil.
p
Brimstone 83 and Rob Duty Sperm, Whale and
other Fish Oils of for•
do. 88 p ton, Alcohol4<k
P gal.
eign fnheries 20 pc ad
Alum p lb.4 ® 5r
raJ., Linseed, Hempseed
and Rape seed 23c p gal.,
Aloes.90 ® 3‘
Olive tec.
Arrow Root.17 ®4<»
Salad‘60c,
Borax.30 fa 33
/'a/m, Seal and Cbcoa*
Brimstone (roll). 4*co. 6 1 nut 10c p gal.
Bi-Carb. Soda.6j ®7 Portland kerosene
Sulphur.6 a, 8j llluniinat g oil 65 adOc
Sal Soda....84® 4 Machine.80
82
Camphor.180® 1 3.' C lari ne.
Cream Tartar.86 abb Sperm Winter.. .208(2210
Logwood ex.12pa 14 Whale, ret. Win! 98 a MO
do.
Cntde.90 *92
Magnesia.2S a 38
Indigo, M'la. fine 81pA 2 Grand Bank and
Bav Chaleur. 926 *29
Madder.17c®. 18

Saltpetre.11

.2

Androscoggin

k Kennebec Roads.
F'or Bangor and Stations on the Penobscot k Kennebec Railroad, passengers will purchase tickets to
Kendall’s Mills.

I
s'

ic

the

Lewiston, Livermore Falls. Wilton and Farmington; and at Augusta with the Somerset A Kennebec Railroad for Vassalboro’. Waterville. Kendall’s Mills aud Skowhegan and at Kendall’s Mills
with the Penobscot k Kennebec Railroad for Burnham. Pittstield, Newport and Bangor.
Tickets sold in Boston for all the stations on the
Kennebec k Portland, Androscoggin, aud Somerset

=
*

I

Portland for Bath and Augusta at LOOP M.,

Leave

wick for

w

£

H A Y,

Farmington.

connecting with

?l
c

H.

Au*ii»u fur Bath, Portland and Boat on, at 10.46 A.
M., connecting at Brunswick with the Androscoggin
Railroad for Lewistou, Livermore Falls, Wilton and

1 -i

_MEDICAL.

184^17
Manilla. l&gjlfiJ Shingle#,

H

ARRANGEMENT.

On and after Wednesday, Not. 19th,
1862, passenger trains will leave as fol*

®

•a

Manilla.15$»1G Clapb’ds,
do.

p bbl.8140® 146
Drags aid Dyca.
Duty: p lb— Oil Cinnanwn 82, Oil Almonds and
Otto of Rose 81 60, Oil
Bergamot, Cassia and
Cloves 81, Hydruulate

UBS.

©
a
B

M

Boltrope, Russia

MB’

a

Hard, retail.S8 @

do.
No. 3 24 *
Mocha....None.
do.
No. 4. .14*
Cariage*
Duty Tarred2Jc, Manil- Shipping Lumber.17 *18
la 24, all other 84 P lb- Spruce.11 *12
American p tb.. .14p®16 Hemlock.8 *10
Russia Hemp.16l®17 Box Sh’k*,(ca#h) 45 *.riW

MEDICAL.

AND PORTLAND R. R.

WINTER

2 .503

liiuf*
Franklin. 10®
Dutu: 10
ad ral.
Coffee.
Hock laud, cask.. .76 @80c
Duty 6c P ft.
Java p ft.86 (§86c Lumber—F rom yard. !
8t. Dominro.80 («31 Clear Pine, No. 1.938 @
Rio .St (ffi

KKXgEB'EC

For Females, Weakly Persons and fnvalids

Foreign rig.9j@ 10
Sheet and Pipe.. 11 @11$

Lehigh.10®

wine.

Of Choice Oporto Grape,

$§|

Crackers, p 100. .86 iof40c Common.4@ 4$
He lined
Batter*
4$ a\{

SAilIBI'CI

RAILROADS.

PURE, AND FOUR YEARS OLD,

25@ 33

(<^62

rounds less than
inch
or more than 4 inches in
diameter, and squares
less than 4 inch or more,
than 4 inches square 920,
Railroad 912 50, Boiler
aud Plate 926 4* Ion,
Sheet 2@2$c 4> lb and
93@5 4* ton.

Duty:

jlndia.

36
ad rat.
Waol.
6’s& 10's best br’ds.70 @76<
lb
Costing 18c
do.
medium 66 to6* | and under 6 4>c, over 18c
do.
common. 60
lb 3c, over 24c
j to 24c
hall tbs best br’ds 78 (a80
lb.
9c
do. mod. good 66 fa70 'Fleece.46 ®66c
do. common .60 ra62 Lambs.46 (£63
Natural Leaf, tbs £1 @ lj
Zinc*
Fancy, in Foil.1J@ 2 Ihity: In blocks or pigs
ljc, in sheets 2c $> lb,
Duty Pig 16c, Plates 21 manufactures qf 30
ad val.
ad vat.
Banca. cash.43c@ 4*1 [Mgs and slabs.6£@ 51
Straits, cash. 40 a42 Sheet Losslmann. 111^12
Platea-Char. I ,C. S13£13* Sheathing.90
do.
I.X. .1
Exchange.
Coke.
London—00 a. 162*^ 103
Wssit.
Paris. .f 8 46&3 6G

4» ton,
ton 918,
ceeding 960
less than $ inch thick or !
more than 7 inches vide,

Pot.8$
Apples*

SPEER'S

65

Varnish.
Tobncro.
8
Furniture.92
Duty: Leavesunmanu ac- Coach.5
tured 26. all other kindf Lamar.8j\£ 4

@16

Pig
Stamp 96,
Bar not exceeding 960 p
j
ton value 917
ex-

Green

m

Hyson.76c@fl j
Baleing.60 £66
-46 m 60
Young Hyson-76 a. 1 Hemp

23.

roo.

Duty

Pearl p ft.84® 8j

44

**

deposit

A

I

.60

Flax

_MEDICAL.

—

Humphrey.
Intoxicating

POSTAGE

GENTLEMAN and his wife, and a few single
gentlemen can be accommodated with board
and pleasant rooihs at the above house, No. 87 MidPL* Strxkt.
janl9 dtf

"

"

4.40 Mun. C.
Samuel J. Ha/el ton, 4 40 S.J.C.
Eben Pendexter,
4 40 Mun. C.
Josephus ('.Andrews, 4 40
**
4 40
George Rail,
Ruths Porter,
4 85 S.J.C.
Almon L. Emery,
2fi 28
.*
1308
"
4.60
O«good Gore,
"
James Now Ian,
4.60
James Jones and Geo.
M Pike,
4 40 Mun C.
Frederick M. Libby, 4 40 S.J.C.
Walter Corbett,
4.40
**
John R Morrow,
34.22
0.23
4.40
Harvey Freeman,
Asa
4.40 Mun. C.
Certain

presenting Stamps
redemption must
separate them according to the different denominations, and enclose each in a small parcel, and endorse

^Jan2

••

app’t.

RULES

Payson House.

•

Albion G. Lewis.
Dennis McGoverin,

PORTLAND.

The parcels must then be enclosed in one sealed envelope,and
the aggregate value of the whole marked thereon,
with the name and residence, or
place of business, of
the mrson. firm, or association
owning the same
1. But one
of Stamps will be received from
the same party. The parcels as received will be numbered regularly; and a receipt with a
corresponding
number and name thereon, given to the
applicant.
»°
until alter the expiration of 80 days from the dste of this notice
When
4.
payments ars ready to be made, thw public will be notified thereof by notice ported in the
Avenue of the Post Office, stating the numbers ready
tor delivery, when the holders thereof mav receive
their payments on surrendering the receipts held by
them.
6. Only such Postsge Stamps ss have been in actual circulation ascurrerey will be redeemed. Those
of the old issue, aud those which have been used for
the pre-payment of postage, if any—which fact will
be determined by this Department—will be retained
by the Postmaster and des royed. Stamps which
have not been used as currenev or in payment of
postage will be returned to Depositors.
6. Applications for redemption can bo made
daily
the hours of 9 A. M.
—Sundays
and 8 p. m., until the 81st dav of January,1808. Kane
will be received after that datr.
7. The undersigned is authorized by the Postmaster
General, whenever he may deem it expedinut for the
interest of the Department, to require an affidavit
from any applicant for the redemption of Postage
Stamps, that he obtained the said stamps honestly
and legitimately, and that they have never been used
on letters.
A. T. DOLE. Postmaster.
Post Office, Portland, January 1, 1868.
tf

Eastman,

4.40
4.40
4.«3

Eliz.

themselves tbe name, characters and appearances of a holy apostle and blessed angel, with
an intent to deceive a pious and well-meaning
woman, and to the scandal of religion. They
were accordingly publicly condemned to he
whipped, burnt on the shoulder with a red-hot
iron, and sent to the galleys for fourteen years,
a sentence which was in a few days
faithfully
putlnto execution.

thereon the number and value of the

4.40
4.40

*»
»*

Elias M. Kastman and

But the Counsellor, who foresaw what might
happen through the defect of evidence, had
provided another stroke for them. No sooner, therefore, were they discharged from civil
power, than they were immediately seized by
the apparitor of the Archbishop of Paris, and
conveyed to the ecclesiastical prison. In tln-ee
days more they were tried and convicted of a
most scandalous profanation by assuming to

be

Conley,
O. Kagan,

••

M

"

Liquors claimed' by
Samuel Chadwick, 4 83 Mun. C.
John Rogers, app't, 4 40
M

quitted.

observed by person* presenting
TO
STAMPS lor redemption.
1. Persons
tor

|4

James Cooroy,
Nebcin is h c. Bice,
Jn. of N. Yarmouth,
Mial Davis et al,

sary, her brother, and the police guards rushed
In, present'd their muskets, seized her guests,
and conducted them to prison.
On searching the critnnals, two cords, a razor and a pistol were touiid in St. Paul's pocket
and a gag in that of the angel Gabriel. Three
days alter, the trial came on. when they pleaded in their defence that one was a soldier in
the French infantry, and the other a barber's
apprentice—that they had no oilier design than
to procure a good supper at the widow’s expense—that it being carnival lime, they had
borrowed these dresses, and the soldier having
picked up tbe two cords, put them in his pocket—that the razor was that with which he constantly shaved himself— that the pistol was to
defend themselves from any insult to which
their strange habits might expose them in going home—and that the apprentice, whose
master was a tooth-drawer, merely had the gag
which they sometimes use in their business.
These excuses, frivolous as they were, proved
of some avail; as they had manifested no evil
design by any overt act, they were both ac-

POST OFFICE

rect from the place qf production or growth.
Ashes*
Duty 10 pc ad val.

"
Soft.
.4i@6
Twine*
j buty 36 |>c ad vat.
Cotton Sail.96c(fl£100

Litharge

County or Cumberland,
■MntA.
Trkari'rkr'r Orncz, J»n. JO, 1863.
Tbe commissary ordered twelve of the police
CTATEMEXT ol CmM of t iimii.Rl I'row-cmion.,
1
k_7
allowed
by the Supreme Judicial Court, at the
guard to post themselves on the stairs, while
November Term. A. D. 1862,made in contormitv with
he knocked at the door and demanded admitthe requirements of an act of the Legislature of Maine,
tance. The lady replied that she had company
entitled “An Act relating to Fine# and Costs of Crimand could not speak to any one. But the com- i inal Prosecutions/* approved March 27tb, 1868.
S
missary answered that he must come in, for he
vc
°
was St. Peter, and had come to ask St. Paul
6
f5
and the angel Gabriel how they came out of
**
heaven without his knowledge. The divine
=
Prosecutions.
o'-5 ‘If
visitors were a-tonished at this, not expecting
<
Ao
£•
more
saints to join them; but the lady,
any
Bill
988.90 S.J.C,
&JC.
oveijoyed at having so great an apostle with State vs.General
Alexander Foss,
77
ran
to the
when the commisher,

t

Expressly corrected for the Puses to January
An additional duty qf
Ilopa.
10 pc i» levied on all $ner- Duty 6c ^ ft.

chanuise not imported di- First Sort, 1862.

#>c ad val.

Liquorice

THE undersigned respectfully Informs the
public that he has leased the above House,
on Federal Street. Portland,
nd invites
the travelling community to call and see it
he knows “how to keep a hotei.” Clean,
airy rooms, good beds, a weli-provided t ib!e, attentive servants and moderate charges are the induce-

C,

Stock 10

Jau90dltw8wSl

J

